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on the Lord! Hath this world aught
lasting bliss to give?
echoes have Fame's trumpet brought
ears no more that live!

Wait on the Lord!
In grief and pain
Thy earthly lot is cast,
But oh, the never ending gain,

When this brief life is past!
than the soul dare dream,

missed at Patna!
miss her!

‘May

And how we all shall
our

work

be

dane

as

well and our death be as welcome "a rest!
And may the Lord send

to this and other

‘pagan lands many women of like “faith
and power, to toil for the degraded
daughters of darkness.
Our English service is kept up on Sabbath evenings, Dr.
Bacheler taking it
when Iam away. This year being the

for them:

in

Some

spector of

Schools,

‘an

intelligent

and

friendly man, who lives quite near me,
bought of me a large English Bible, remarking that his own copy was too small
and the type tried his eyes. He has at-

or two

earnest

and

we

talks on

.in

Calcutta,

he

held

a

Bible

class at his own residence, which was attended by some of the students.
I
wish we had more men like Prof.

The bights of Beulah gleam:
ee

~

(nwall

are iEyAroms. fi,

mn
and

beloved Sister Crawford:
has been
I sent a

in the Kducational departinent

here in India. Some of the men we have
are pronounced enemies of religion. Of

one, very high up in the scale, a babu said
Srief announcement 10 the Corresponding the other day, ‘ When I was his student
"Secretary by the mail of a fortnight ago. in Calcutta he used to say to us, * If any
That was based on the very scanty in- of you have any serious ideas of religion,
formation that we could gather from two’ come {0 me and I'll drive them all out of
telegrams and, I regret to say, contained your heads.””
important errors. Miss Crawford died at
Our English service “is really a union
‘the Mission house at Jellasore on the 16th -one,and is attended by Dissenters,Church
inst., being the Sabbath, about 10.15 A. of England Christians and others. We
M. She was buried beside the chapel have just lost a véry worthy man, a
there on the evening of the same day. Wesleyan brother, who has been our
The tired body is at rest, and the spirit magistrate for the past years, and a conthat toiled so long and so resolutely for stant attendant upon this service. He and

AN TO
, COS

t help
ndayF08pel
with
oyous

1 with

pr

India’s good has returned to the Father

8.
je can

who gave it.

re.

Our much lamented

was sixty-two years of age.

) USE
t Wel

sister

She

began

* her work here in 1851, returned to Amer-

ica but once and
Arson,
sy

to the strength of attachment that bound
the dead to the living. How she will be

College

As faint it sees through clouds of sin

us by death,

con-

was Professor of History at the Presidency
College and also Principal of the Sanserit

Wait on the Lord! So shalt thou win

INDIA LETTER,

in-

lot to

Christianity. He boldly says, *‘ I am not
an orthodox Hindu,” He belongs to a
class that grows larger every year in
While they
reject Hinduism,
| India.
would that they would accept Christianity.
We should pray for these men.
A few days ago, I was calling on one of
the subordinate judges here, a Bengali
gentleman of great atfability and of fine
culture. We, of course, fell to talking of
the Bible’ when he said, “I study the
Bible, and think it a wonderful book.” On
| inquiry, I found that he had been a pupil
of Prof. Cowell, now of Cambridge University, when this earnest Christian man

Who wait on Him each day?

hy

fell to my

duct this service in the dear old chapel
at Jellasore, her church-home for so many
years. . That attentive
audience that
listened so eagerly to a brief recital of
some of the strong points in our beloved
sister's history and character, - witnessed

have had one

The hero's toil can pay,

_ removed from

It

tended our service several times,

GOULD,

Like that God holds before our eyes,

oe

This was done last Sab-

bath day, and it was a day of solemn

of them are earnest students of the ‘Word
of God. The other day our Deputy In-

Wait on the Lord! What glorious prize

More

that

shouldbe held in all

our power to do more

Wait on the Lord! What earthly king
His courtiers can reward
:
With gifts like those each soul may bring
Forth from, Thy courts, O Lord?

Wait
Of
What
To

to her memory

services

our churches.

‘It seemed

an interesting class, and I wish it was

WAITON THE LORD.
BY

stations.

fourth year that we have had it, more of
the babus attend than ever before. These
English-speaking native gentlemen form

ment Sabbath—The Eastern Question and
the Egyptian Trouble—Notes,
DENOMINATIONAL —F. Baptists in E. TennesJ. W. Lucas, Education NoBey, JF
A
Ministers and Churches,
uarterly Meetings, ete.
.
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The

mission

then

for only

a short

farlough, and,coming buck, labored

to

on for

more than a score of years for the
daughters of Orissa. .
It was fitting that she should die at

ton.

Jellasore, where

and best.’

EY

she

has

toiled

What a mother she

longest

has

been

to the scores, perhaps hundreds,of orphan
girls who have

been

placed

under

her

charge!
For years, too, she has been the
real pastor of the chprch at Jellasore,

because those having it in charge have
lived ut a distance, and left the care of it

almost entirely to her. The local preacher
EN

has of course aided her much, but, on the
Other hand, she has done

for it what

he

them. Mr. Coldren heard of her illness
and hastened over to Jellasore from San-

tipore and at the same time sommoned
my dear mother and sister from Dantoon.

This was on Thursday. On Friday Mrs.
Smith came from Balasore. All femained with her till the last. Metcifully our
sister was spared much pain, and seem» ©d in a comatose ' state, speaking hardly
a word during those days. It is a com-

fort to us ¢ll that so many of our number
were permitted to attend upon her dying
‘bed, and todo all in their power for her
relief and comfort.

of no avail.

But human help was

She seemed to have lain

down to dle, for she spoke almost nothing
after taking her "bed.

We

all knew

her frail health, but her death was

of

a real

rprise nevertheless.
’
88 Crawford's pupils are to be found

retain them.

Ter |

What thon shall be said of those whe

ignore, or obscure, or explain away thos]

vital truths? If they were merely speculative, or non-essential, vain curiosity

and imagination might be indulged; but

as they are real, fundamental, and of the
highest practical value to all both in the
present and future life, all, such

evasion

and trifling are most perilous and deplorable.. God only knows what is needful
for our instrudtion, and also for those
who pervert his words to the ruin of immortal beings.

-

Modern skepticism, unlike the ancient,
does not revile, but insinuates; not so

day evening prayer-meetings.
It is
‘rarely we find such earnest Christians
among the government officials here.

the tender and inquiring mind to question

It

would

its most sacred convictions, and

the

lead
best

sentiments of Christendom ; and so mysti-'
fy themas to beget universal distrust of

the Bible, Christ,
regeneration,
.and
world; if not
ultimately
Divine worship. Others are very care- a futare
less concerning religious things, seldom of God and all spiritual existence.
descent is rapid and fearful,
visiting the house of God, while others The
again (the number is doubtless less as is often witnessed from one Liberin India now than it was in former years)

alistic or doubting tendency

to

another,

gf.the. moral
ry
pretation of the moral

a hew intercode; that the

thought, and taught respect for God and
humanity.
Avoca, Towa, June 5.

MY TWO PUPILS.

ly is this true of the doctrines

of divine

the ground for a nw departure.
The actions of several

Congregational-

few words, as students, and in the

ov

THE

TEMPERANCE
OAMPAIGN
IOWA.
BY

The

J.S.

following

BROWN,

IN

constitutional

order

of their reported deaths, will not interfere
with a fuller record of their character and

| to be given by other hands.
Miss Crawford, our late-lamented mis-

A. M,

amend-

sionary, was a member of the Whitestown Seminary during a few years pre-

ment is to be presented to the votersof

vious to her sailing

the commonwealth of Iowa on

My recollections of her, as

the

27th

of this month :

for

India,

her

in

1850.

teacher

and pastor, are very distinct and marked.

Section 26. No person shall manufac- | The tallness of her person, the towering
ture for sale, sell, or keep for sale as a of her forehead, and .the royalty of her
beverage any intoxicating liquors what- carriage, could not fail to attract the atever, including ale, wine and beer.
The
General Assembly shall, by law, pre- tention of the least observant, whilst her
scribe regulations for the enforcement of modesty was just as superior to that of
the provisions herein contained, and shall many others as were. her talents and
thereby provide suitable penalities for promise of usefulness.
violation of the provision hereof.
She was a member of my class a por-

Both sides on the Temperance question | tion of the time, mostly, I think, in the

General Councils, various associations are becoming quite wide awake over the ethical studies. Her acquisitions as a
and ordaining bodies have indicated this subject, The Anti-prohibitionists claim student were not distinguished for briltendency. Here as usual the reaction (1) that the legislature of 1836, having liancy, so much
as for solidity. She went
does not rest on medium ground, but takes ‘done away with prohibition, virtually in- [ at once to the bottom of things. She demore or less an extreme position. It has vited the brewer into the State to engage manded reasons. - And when these were
not as yet gone to the extent of the Uni- in his interests, and that the passage of adequate, her grasp on truth was at the
tarian defection in the early part of this their amendment would prove a breach of same time large and firm. Her character
century; but none can tell where it will good faith; (2) that during these twenty- ‘was no less marked and noticeable as a
stop. The late controversy at. Andover
8ix years a large amount of property has Christian than as a scholar. Indeed,
has been startling, as well as the action become invested in the brewing interest nothing satisfied her except a Christian
of prominent ordaining councils.

this tendency confined

to the

tionalists ; * affects

a measure

in

= Nor is

Congregaall

de-

nominations.
The distinctive five points of Calvinism
will have to be given up. No body of

affordinga large

internal

revenue

and

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 6.

Senatorial courtesy is one of the most

{m-

charge of hypocrisy against a cause seek- pressive things we have in this country,
but
ing to alleviate wrong, lessen crime, and even it may be carried too far. As witness the
promote the general good, falls by its following illustration. An honorable Senator
might have been seen hurrying over to the
own weight ; that demagogism has never
House side the other day. Rushing up to a
before appealed to the hightest sense of member, he said, * What is the status of the
right and justice in the human mind; bill providing for payment of the Merrimack
that the prohibition of intoxicants as a claim?” ¢¢ Passed it an hour ago”, said the M.
beverage is no more anti-American than C. “You did? Why, that ought te have
the prohibition of the African slave trade, been killed.” ¢ How so?” responded the Representative, ‘ you voted aye on its passage in
the moral right of a state or nation to the Senate.” “Yes, I know that. I did it
legislate against the subversion of its in- through courtesy and forgot to tell you about
stitutions’ being universally conceded ; it. I really opposed, it but if I had not voted
that prohibition, neither in principle nor -in its favor Blank would have taken itasa
practice, makes any distinction between personal affront and I should ‘have had him
the native born and the naturalized citi- 'against my pet project.” This story was told
me by a member of Congress and I set out to
zen; and finally, that prohibition under investigate the facts. Now, I found somethe ‘fairest trial has not reformed all thing.
I found that senatorial courtesy
drunkards-not” obliterated all poverty, slaughters a gread many. innocents. Senators
but it Has kept the young largely from are so polite to on¢ another that they let bills
falling into evil ways, it has engendered go through sometimes which are objectionable
theft, promoted law and order, elevated to them, simply to oblige. Then they go over
Society, enlarged culture, enriched human to the other House and arrange for-its delibér-

lead openly godless and shameless lives, until utter shipwreck is made of the faith
4-0-0
bringing all religion into disrepute, and and of the soul. Therefore remove not
Christianity into contempt
among the the old land-mark that God has set up.
heathen. We have all these classes here Contend for the faith delivered to the
saints; because of new lights, and of the
at Midnapore.
J. L.P.
BY PROF, J. FULLONTON, D. D.
trumpet that gives an uncertain sound.
li i a EE
Oy ,NA
Two of my former pupils have recently
It is safe to abide by the Word and by the
LIBERALISTIC TENDENCIES.
life through which so" many generations ‘finished their course,” and received
their crown.
have been led from grace to glory.
To notice them here, in a
BY PROF.
J. J. BUTLER, D. D.

decrees, election, and original sin. That
all mankind sinned in. Adam, and that
salvation is unconditionally limited to the
elect, few are willing to admit. Hence

It occasioned considerable remark in some cir-

v

much denies, as doubts.

Some are kind, good men, but not decidedly religious, and not interested in

‘stroyed, but in tte permanent diminution , eye fixed, her countenance radiant or sad

mén and others were pretty
in the prices of grain resulting from the as the topies discussed varied, her lips ai cles, and religious,
lessening of home markets, and, further, |! times seemingly moving in prayer for severe with their censure. The reporters of
discarded the ‘better. But other senti- that it would militate against the develop- "me, lent ¢ an inspiration: to any discourse
In all herliferand wobk| igal | ment of the natural resources of the State in her presence.
men called, be positively affirmed that no forChristians are not at all dependent
so fully mal meeting was had for any political purpose.
{by barring out immigration from its as a student, she gave promise,
them, and indeed are essential to the faf
realized, of her life and work, charactersumptuary nature; (3) that it is wrong
General Sharpe, the Speaker of the Albany
of the Gospel.
These are founded in
fo in principle, as it would remove the op- ized as they were by the Pauline spirit House of Representatives, bas declared that
Word of God, and will stand forever.
portunity of virtuous self-denial, that it is which announced itself at her every step; Mr. Conklin claimed a re-election to the seat in
hypocritical, clothing itself in the garb of I will very gladly spend and be spent the Senate which he had resigned, and that,
Scriptures—that they are from God, af id. ‘veligion, while being purely selfish and for you.” She fell where she wrought. too, against the advice of friends; whereupon,
some five or six gentlemen come to Mr. Gbnk- we.
contain his revelation as our rule of fai
designing, that it is new in the spirit of | Her grave is among the souls she sought lin’s defence, and over their own names assert
and practice. Auvotheris that Christ B | the demagogue, seeking the construction and won, and those still to be won theugh that said conference was held at Mr, Arthur's
his life, sufferings and ‘death made "
of a party for factional ends, that it is. the lingering influence of her word and house'in Lexington Avenue; and that too on
atonement for the world, through which anti-American, infringing on liberty, oper- example. India is becoming hallowed the Sabbath; and among these is no less a peron condition of faith and obedience,
And it shall sonage than Mr. Platt, himself. This places
e | aling against the new comers, treating groundto American hearts.
only way is opened for the salvation of the naturalized citizen as a foreigner by move American hands to more diligence Mr. Arthur in rather an awkward position,
having denied te the reporters the very existsinners. The third is that of future and ‘not allowing
him the privilege 'of enjoy- in the work to which we have offered one ence of such a conference, Thus Mr, Conks
eternal retributions—that those who 8
ing his opinions and customs equally with more precious fife.’
lin’s friends, in defending their chief, strike a
‘Mr. Brewster, having graduated at blow at the President’s veracity.
cept the Gospel shall be saved, and. thofe | all other citizens; add finally, that where
Now, we bave something even worse than
whq reject it shall be lost forever. These | prohibition has been fried, increased in- Dartmouth College, entered the Theolostand out as prominent and essential do
ebriation and poverty have been the re- gical school at New Hampton in 1860, this. The President spent a week or more in _
trines of the Bible, and cannot be set i
graduating therefrom two years later. He this city to which he came ostensibly to attend
sult.
the celebration on Decoration Day, and the
without renouncing the divine revelati
The Prohibitionists reply (1) that the possessed several of the leading elements
Tribune of this morning charges that during
and Christianity.
brewers engaged in their business know of
scholarship...
He
was
always this visit he went a-fishing on the Sabbath. I
for
work
and
never
shrank
It is with alarm, therefore, that we wo ing that there were: a strong sentiment alert
have this also from other sources, so I cannot
gard the late Liberalistic developments. against them which would express itself from it because it was
diflicult ‘and doubt its truthfulness. We have certainly falThey are not all alike bold and outspoken. politically at its earliest ‘opportunity, hard. His leading characteristic as a len upon an-evil time, when the President of
Some of them apparently aim at compro- therefore the passage of their amendment
student, the one that left the deepest and the United States does not scruple to violate
mise,others nnder ambiguous phraseology cannot be construed into a violation of most lasting impression on my mind, was _the sanctity of the Sabbath, furnishes abundant
liquors for his guests at the White House, and
contain the elements of fatal error. Wh
faith with them, and that it is the duty of faithfolness.
This word occured te me allows a horse race to be advertised to draw
the Bible is put in such a position bia,
legislation to modify itself and provide the moment
I head of his death, and I the crowd by announcing that the President
is really of doubtful authority,it is unders. new measures as the interests of society was interested on seeing the same thought will be present.
The Bowery branch of the Yours Men's
mined and overthrown. It is like chars | and the Commonwealth demand; (2) made prominent by the Providence Jouracter aud virtue. that to be accepted m
that admitting that its passage will render nal and by the resolutions of his church in Christian Association has opened new rooms
be above suspicion. The Scriptures ha | some property useless as it now is, and Jescribing him as a preacher and pastor. at 243 in that locality. Morris K. Jessup, to
whom this particular enterprise is largely in.
borne this test for thousands of years, | thatit cannot be changed for its present
In any task assigned him, he -alWways debted, was present and made remarks, and
i)
and rest on the sure foundation of G
valuation, ample compensation for all seemed to do his very best. His essays told of the good done by the young men in the
Hence, we cannot treat them as of an | losses liable to occur has already been on assigned topics always bore marks of Bowery. Rev. John Dooley gave some inter
doubtful authority or interpretation.
reading,
patient esting facts-and statistics covering a period
made by a class of citizens poorly able.to | fresh and thorough
_ Either Christ is our divine Saviour,
nder it, that the diminution "in crime’ thought, and unusually careful finish. I of ten years, at the old rooms. He said there
through whom alone we obtain forgivemore than compensate for the loss of have never been familiar with, his pulpit had been in that time 1,000 conversions; 9,000
persons had been furnished with employment,
ness and salvation, or he is nothing. Wi
ue, that the labor,now detrimentally ministrations, but I have always noticed ‘and 50,000 persons had come under the influmust accept him as he is revealed in, th
i,
, éan be turned to the natural this feature prominent in his writings for ence of the branch association. Several other
gentlemen addressed the meeting.
The recoms
Bible and retognized in the experience
avenue of developing the State's resources the public.
all the redeemed, or he is to us no groung
to meet any loss in immigration, if such
But for fear of trespassing on ground are large and airy, and are fitted up with modof hope, and there is no other name giver
loss weye to occur, that the diminutiou in properly belonging to others, I desist, ern improvements.
We are beginning to feel at length the heats
under heaven whereby we can be saved, the prices of grain can at mdst only re- especially in the cade of Bro. Brewster,
which remind us that summer is here, and
There is no middle or half-way place i sultin a relative, not a real loss, as the whose recor, I trust, will be given "in many of -our citizens are preparing to leave for
this matter,
grain, now worse than wasted, will go to full, and by one who stood near him and places where cooler breezes prevail. By July,
We need not speak of the importance of produce more bread and beef, thereby so.caught the real beatings of his heart, many churchés will be closed, but gin mills
the doctrine of fature retribution.
Reve: lessening the cost of living as fast as it which were always true and loyal to God will be kept open night and day, and Sunday
OBSERVER.
lation assets it in no doubtful terms; ne diminishes the wages fund,—further, that and his cause. But I could not forbear offer- excursions will be in order.
x
BE 7 tl
Or
language could teach it more explicitly no desirable class of immigration is likely ing this hasty tribute of affection and reconde yen,
The familiar passages where it is taught to be kept out of a state by the enactment gard to two prominent workers in that part
THE PRESS.
by the prophets, Christ, and the! apostles of such laws as tend to promote order and of the vineyard we -oecupy, the loss of
Both: ‘the Northern and the” Southern
need not be here repeated. They "hold: insure peace and prosperity to all of its whom, willbe widely felt and those memo- Presbyterian Assemblies have already takaction in regard to the ¢ New Revision”
out no hope to those who die in their sins, citizens ; 3) that the absolute rohibition ries willbe long and tenderly cherished. | en
of the New Testament, the former by
but an eternal retribution of darkiitas, and
ia
ot
oe
;
“U'=eaimatly 'aying the subject on the table,
ig
pati
1
the tatier by laying it over to the next
| 34
"+ WASHINGTON LETTER.

are opposed to Scripture, reason, and
periénce ; and the sooner they are form

and his wife also mét with us in our Fri-

could not. The Star readers hardly need
be informed that the girls belonging to | Philosophic and theological dogmas
her school . made up the bulk of the have always been Subject to fluctuatien.
church, and so for the best of reasons she The Westminster Confession and kindred
seemed always like their pastor. Surely Calvinistic creeds have had a long and
no pastor ever rejoiced more heartily wide prevalence. They have been the
over the growth of the flock, or grieved standards in the Reformed” churches for
more deeply over the work of the roaring centuries. But of late there has been an
lion that tore it. Her heart was bound increasitrg tendency to modify or ignore
up in her pupils ; with them she died, and them. Many in the Congregational,
Presbyterian and C. Baptist denominawith them is her grave.
I have no doubt that some of those who tions will not now adoptthem. Especial-

were with Miss Crawford during her last
illness will send home particulars for the
many friends who will ‘look eagerly for

Christians canlg

fart

STEWART,

D.

I.

REV.

stablishment,

Printing

Publisher, to whom all letters on business, rémit-

at all our

a id

E MORNING STAR is 4 Weekly Religious
aper, issued by Sh e Freewill Baptist
'r i

scholarship.
She was active in, dll our
| meetingsj.and bore testimony . te Christ

providing an avenue for much /labor,
nearly all of which would be destroyed ‘with a constancy and firmness and deby the passage of the amendment, and votion that made her influence felt, and
thereby the business interests would suf- strong, and helpful. Her service was not
fer materially, not only in the capital de- Wabhingi in the public congregation. hid
SL]

ate assassination there... Perhaps
this plan
works in both ways.
I asked one of my informants if he could tell me some facts en this
subject.
‘ Yes”, he replied; ¢ there is the
bankruptey bill. It was full of holes when it
came from the Senate.
We have spent two
months getting it into shape,and when it passes it will be perfect. But the Senators did not
like to object to it because it was known to be
the food offspring of one of them.
Then,there
is the bill for an appellate court. It came from
the Senate in the shape it was introduced by
the Bar Association of the United
States,
Courtesy to the Bar required it to be handled
with delicacy and so it passed the Senate without amendment.
But the Judiciary Committee of the House to whom it was referred
found it deficient, and have ¢bnsigned it toa
pigeon hole grade.
A new bill is in course of
preparation.
This bill will provide that the
Supreme Court shall consist of fifteen judges,
divided into legal sections, each having charge
of a separate branch of a legal practice.
For
instance, one will take charge of appealed criminal cases, another of common law cases, a
third of admiralty cases, and when an extraordinary case is appealed the whole bench will
sit in banc.
When this bill gets back to the
Senate, however, there will be a fight. The
Senate is courteous to its own, bat this product

of the House will be

looked

on as an

courteous.

But

when

round

the

Senators can talk the windows out. ' They will
talk that poor bill to death simply because it is

not theirs and is not entitled to courtesy. And
as a result, there will be no change in the praetice of the Supreme Court, but courtesy will
ride on triumphant.”
CLARABEL.
4-0

NEW YORK

LETTER.
' NEW

YORK,

busy—and

mot

without

‘some foundation I fear—with the doings of
the President. At the time of the resignation
of Messrs. Conklin and Platt, what was subposed to have been a political

‘conference

was

held by some of the leading stalwarts or machine politicians at the home of ‘the then VicePresident

Arthur in this city on

er

We shall see Peru, Chili, ‘the Dutch
Colonies, British America, British India,
all welcoming the industrious - and frugal
Chinese.
We shall see that India by reason of the labor of these Chinese is raising ~~
wheat so cheaply as

we'can. And

the Sabbath:

I.

with

us.

we

shall, perhaps, have be-

come 80 far Christian &s to see the selfish-ness of the exclusion policy.”—Nat. Baptist.

Ministers, be short.

The hot weather is:

coming—pity
us.
Archbishop. Whately
once said, speaking on behalf
of the race of

preachers, ‘ Our texts are too short and
our sermons are too long.” He spoke the
good thing, while, as this perhaps implies,
we get incidentally in the same connection

-

an overwhelming supply of what is second-_
rate, if not the exact opposite
to good.

Let us have more quality, and to get that
we will sacrifice quantity.
To preach=
short sermon

requires a deal of

self .gov—-

ernment, a tremendous amount of previous
praparation, with a copious baptism of Divine grace. But with the approach of
warm weather, let this timely warning
note be sounded—*¢ Preachers, be as short
as you are pithy,
and—well, finish your
‘sérmons in your lives. — Chris.
Common~

weatth.

Let a man become pastor of one of a very
few large churches, and some of our religious papers begin -to report in full his

weekly prayer-meeting talks, with frequent
words of commendation, such as imply
that there are but two or three pastors
who can produce addresses so stimulating
and helpful.’

An examination

ductions will lead

one

of these pro-

to the

conclusion

that they are sensible, useful talks, suitable to the occasion, but in all probability,

quite equalled by
dreds of pastors every
week.
The
'vict¥ms
of this adulation
must either find it grateful to their vanity,
or, if they are another sort of men,
must

pray to be defended
Watch- Tower.

from

their

friends.—

A pulpit not adjusted to revivals is like
a system of husbandry not planned for a
harvest.
One of the saddest sights in’ the

history of the pulpit is that 6f a ministry
which regards revivals
which,

therefore;

ly ease

and

well-nigh

as. abnormal,

and

adjusts itself in scholar—

refinement
hopeless

to the

growth

slow
of

and

periods

which lie between revivals,— Phelps.
+9

RELIGIOUS, INTELLIGENGE.
The Episcopal Diocese of Illinois, by a vote of
50 to 9, has rejected a resolution allowing the
women members to have the privilege of voting in:

church matters, the election of wardens and vestrymen, etc.
- The Moravians of the United States are making:
arrangements to celebrate the 150th anniversary of
their commencement of foreign missionary oper
ations by a jubilee on the 21st of August.
erected in Boston, will
"edifice in New Fngland.

to cost $100,000, to be
be

the largest religious

At the anniversary exercises of the
logical Seminary ten

sented in the

denominations

graduating

students in the seminary,

class.

Yale

Theo-

were

repre-

There

were

97

The King of Abyssinia has begun another porsecution of Christians. He has bavished all the
missionaries, and imprisoned all who were found
with Bibles in their poss2ssion.

Si

/

to compete

We shall se¢/that British America is building with their labor railroads cheaper than:

A ‘ People’s church,”
June 8,

Within the past few days, the scandal mongers have been pretty

This does not indicate any zeal
Assembly.
for its adoption.— Observer.

inva-

sion. The Senate and Supreme
Court are
very much alike, except that the latter wear
robes. In spirit they are similar, sedate, ven-

erable und

a

wa

How

.

J

again;
bright,
appears,
gentle light,

We see the friends of early years,

As, straying on some fairy shore,
I tread those flowery walks once more.

Oft-uy the lone, sequestered shore,

I've looked across the mighty sea.

whole

of

proceedings,

re-

sumed

by '‘‘ knee drill” at sevenin

the

the

Sunday

Heard nature’s glorious melody;

I’ve known full many a gladsome greeting,
Felt the warm touch of friendship’s hand;
The kindly word, the joyous meeting
Have thrilled me in a stranger land;
And fairer faces than of old
Have smiled around life’s clouded way,
Brighter than morning stars of gold,
Have gladdened all its weary day;

day, the

Yet in the heart forever dwell

sion, suchas indicated in Bro. Brockway’s excellent article, and the editorial he
therein refers to, cannot be kept too

has been done;

his charge consists

Army under

Father, Rev. I. B. Coleman, of West

papers with a‘ combined circulation of
The principles upon which
320,000.
proceeded had been: (1) They
they
had recognized unconverted men as be-

Stephentown,

*

They tell me life is but a loom,
‘Whate’er we do, where’er we go,
By day, by night, abroad, at home,
The shuttle moveth to and fro;
And we are weavers, every one;
I know not but the thing is true,
And ever at the busy loom,

great

right

resting upon them, that they were determined to girdle with truth the world for
Christ and to fake possession of every

quired

land

had

in

and

for

his sake;

esteemed

Douglass.

J. J. HALL,

Dee: 8, 1810.
don in

Hon.

me

Fred

to review the

Among all the meetings held in Lonearly
don during the month of May, not one past 43 years, #nd call to mind the
ry
assowas
I
when
struggles
Anti-Slave
was more enthusiastic than that of the
as
men
noble
such
and
him,
with
ciated
Salvation Army al what they call their
<« Triennial War Congress.” While we Gerrit Smith, Myron Holley; Alvan Stewmay not be
able to bring eur minds to art, Wm. Goodell, Beriah Green and otheggs and
approve their method of work, we ‘should ers, a day of brick-bats, rotten
souls.
not, however, close our eyes to all the mobs, a day that tried men’s
Well do I remember the convention
good resulting from that work, nor
first nominated James G. Birneyas
that
should we stand aloof from those who do
That year our 3,000
in 1840.
President
not follow us. The meeting of which we
that ** shook
seed-corn”
¢*
the
write was signalized by the opening of their votes were
like Lebanon” in the election of Abraham

new Congress Hall at Clapton, London.

" Itisan immense building capable of seating about 5,000 persons.” It is Véry plain
in appearance though well adapted to
their special line of work. The Salva~ tion flag floats above it, and the words,
¢¢ Salvation Army -Congress Hall”, are
painted in gigantic letters across the
front.
At its opening crowds of people were
gathered, filling every sitting and occupying every inch of standing room. It
was a pleasing sight #8 the many-colored
banners of the Army dotted over the expanse, and thousands of white pocket-

the rebellion. I thank God for the remembrance of those early struggles for
freedom. Little:did-I then think I should
live to see our country free from the disgrace of slavery. And I now rejoice in

many

|

to the time of

General Booth himself conproceedings and displayed no
guiding the immense mass of
at times were almost beside 1
in their great joy.
:
General had opened the meet-

appropriate exclamations and

the

martial strains of drum and fife, he stated

+ that the buildings and grounds cost about

£23,000 ($115,000), and that £7,000 was
still required to complete the sum. Upon this, Mr. T. A. Denny, a staunch
friend of the movement, stepped forward
and made some encouraging remarks,
promising if the debt were cleared off

within a week he would give a thousand
guipeas. ‘Fire a volley!” cried the
General, and volley after volley of cheers
and hallelujahs and amens made the
building

ring

again;

the

drums

liberty, although it

cost us so many lives and such vast treas-ures. Great was our sacrifice, and great

' ing, doing which he was accompanied by
7

Ne

we me
SERENE

Lincoln, that was the immediate cause of

real and universal

rolled

and the trumpets were blown. Then
came a scene which beggars description.
A shower of pledges and of gold and silver fell upen the platform; at times the

names of. persons giving drafts for
$2,000, and other large sums, were an‘nounced, calling forth fresh volleys from
the enthusiastic assembly. ¢ They are
pelting us with gold here!” cried the
_ “General, and his words were literally

whom
must

we

have freed.

This work

we

do or show ourselves unworthy of

our trust.

In this regard I trust we all

shall do our entire
MISS L.
Since the report
Crawford, I have

duty.
CRAWFORD.
of the death of Sister
been calling to mind

the eventsof fifty years ago, when I'was

charges .re-

the liberality.” All the while the band

| Chautauqua Co., N. Y.
In one of these
revivals Sister Crawford was converted,

‘Fire

away!

and

some

- shouted,

sponded,

fire away!”
heavy

he

There seemed to be no end to-

(

Clement
12,

Dro.

£.

¢

Jn:

Elder Em:

b

was

Leanned

honest

conviction

on

“at home.

‘alkland

this very

dwells

upon

is 8

higher

toleration,

men ; and lastly, in the sacredness of ev-

he was then a beloved

member and the pastor, more than one
hundred were added to the church. Ke
has had the care and oversight of building three meeting-houses; and by untiring energy and zeal he saw them com-

pleted.
:
:
|
He moved from Monroe to Exeter in
labored

in the cause

of

Christ
three years.
Krom there he
moved to the town of Plymouth. During
his stay at P., he preached a portion of
the time for the Unity, Dixmont, and Car-

mel churches;

also with

it unto me.”

Mrs. J. L. Phillips in

the people at

Simpson’s Corner, in Dixmont, where his

labor resulted in a glorious revival, the
organization. of a strong F. Baptist
church, and the building of a meeting-

-

Ld

house.

their be.

by any, one man, or set of

ery one of the sons of God.

These three

comprehensions become knit together in
one great and strong cord that runs

through the life of man.

It is because

men have lost sight of one or the other
of these that they have lost sight of toler-

ation.

* * * There are times when dog-

matic men
and old age
The religion
Christ is the

become tolerant. Trouble
are powerful to effect this.
which brings men to Jesus
religion of toleration. Min-

isters should be the most tolerant of men.
If they essay to be better than the men
they lead, toleration will be their highest

;

and best attainment.

:

ye

the Himalayas.

The following is an extract from Mrs.
Phillips’ letter to a personal friend under
date of Feb. 17:
* * * «« Morn amid the mountains’, and
such a morning air, lovely and bracing—
reses in bloom all about the house, birds
singing in every bough, the mountains,
the grand old Himalayas in all their sublimity and silence towering far above us,
while still higher up, old Kinchinjunga,
in snowy whiteness, keeps solemn gnard
over all. Oh. these views are too glori-

have

done

better

than

to go

‘I wish to utter one word of caution.

Ther¥4s nothing th#t“bids us to refrain

of forty years?
There is one plausible apology for the
stay-at-home young man; and that is,
the church seems to call him now to a
place of -ample support, but the Missionary Society has no funds for enlarging its
work.

Before this putting, love of ease,

worldly ambition, want of faith, all *find

shelter.

How

do the facts array them-

selves on this point? Adoniram Judson
gave himself to work among pagans
when there was not a dollar in-any missionary treasury in the United States:

and two societies, afterwards powerfn
ones, came into being at the call of his

because I was so- tired, he brought me
along with him, making me leave every

fiery spirit, and followed him,. William
Taylor, the Atlas of this work-day age,
is carrying the globe on his sh: | and he does it by the sheer streng'
missionary spirit. The time hs
when, “if you want a field of lal
can find it anywhere.” A soul m
cry out, *‘ Here am I! send me!

to Darjeeling, dod’ fur the las

port follows

and never did morin more wildly than
all description. My
I /ve in these moun-

We first went

fow days

with a dear German friend, who with a
part of his family visited us in Midna-

world, and that he has the sole care of it;
secondly, in the multiplicity of the truths

Monroe, of

he

have done

have been down here on a tea plantation

which

tomes of faith. In order to attain it you
must believe, first, that God governs the

ing grasped

Brainerd

from Yale College to endure whatis be-

up an English home and a pleasant
parish to place the Bible, in whole or in
it unto “part,in forty different languages inside

one of the least of these my brethren,

‘child with “their aunties.

rusted.
foes

Saul of Tarsus to join the sect everywhere spoken against. Could” David

things

tains. He has been taking affairs into
his own hands very thoreuglly, and just

1 of toleration, like the first, can-

Eh

:

“ Inasmuch as ye have done

the power of

and the impossibility of
of God,

1863, where

of the men who make such

worth having.

tolerant of

have been greatly blessed. During his
labors with the first F. Baptist charch in
which

rifice

© ion overwhelms all that is near.

Ls

His labors in the ministry

are more

filthiest and the feeblest on his footstool,
So turned the young, talented, ambitions

isn't a good thing to get them by the sac--{"William Carey have done better than to
give

the

wbroad than of things

all to look for God's poor umong the ol

lieved to be ** the greatest labors and the
severest privations ever known"? Could

-

ristic, and says that

7

Prospect
il. Juue 1o4v, and was-ordained to the work of the gospel ministry
in June 1850. He was a self-made man
of strong mind and a good minister of Je-

sus Christ.

the

yersons, and

w:

.

in

elements—the

ous for mortal eyes,
Another kind is the toleration Of senti-. tal eyes drink them
Men relax their criticism when it mine. They beggar
to certain favored things or be- ‘good husband and

5
A

two

think differently, bat also to let him practice differently. * * *
:
Toleration differs not only in degree,
but also in kind. There are three distinct varieties. The first is that of indifference. The great majority who cry for
toleration are those who care nothing for
the truth. This is one-of the results of
| letting men think and do just as they
| please.
Religious interest is not se
|| strong as it was. Heresy is not ques|| tioned as it was two centuries ago—part$ly because men have learned true tolera| tion, but more perhaps that they care less
| for religion. It is not the toleration of

:

He

The

| indifference that is desirable.

died

1881.

who,

one esteems the approbation of Heaven
above that of earth, he will gladly Jeave

pore. But the views are even better than
at Darjeeling in many senses.. We had a
wonderful ride through a grand old Himalayan forest, where the trees were just
draped, branch and twig, with the loveli-

est pendant mass, looking old,envugh to
have
age.

been planted in some pre-Adamic
Then the wild, weird path leading

over such steep, awfal precipices, and

fi-

nally a ‘fog set in’, making the old mon-

‘sters of the forest present a ghostly appearance that was fairly frightful. We
went to the top of Mount Senchal and
saw Everest—earth’s highest pinnacle—
and’ the whole snowy range. We stayed
there all night in a fearfully cold room,
slept on a table, and saw the sun rise
over these old eternal snows. Oh! such
a view! The highest peak in that solemn morning silence, glowing in the
first rosy light in its pure whiteness,

answered,

‘‘There is no place.

workers,
Who ‘has the mission
SpIFIL ery b.

vo

the Church know what pent-up |
is restraining. It ought to be tru
benighted part of our great pari:

is of the enlightened portion, that
sible appointment is without a 1..
and no man with a body and soul for the

work

18 without an appointment.

Then

shall the watchman see eye to eye.
This is written for young men. Under

the divine blessing, and with” intelligent

care for health, the young man of twentyfive to forty may look forward to threescore years and ten. In that time, till
1950, progress, especially
in moral
achievement, will be at a rate never before dreamed of. Good mem will give
their millions with the spirit of the ona
who gave two mites; and, after all, iti
the spirit that. grades the value of th

gift.

It will become the rule rather tha

the exception, that men will break awa

from the seductions of laxury and ambi

seemed like the throne of. God itself, and

tion, much as did John Eliot, John Wil
liams, Walter Lowrey; and David Liv

the pearly gates almost seemed opening
as the morning light fell upon them.

ingstone. Japan, the queen of the isles,
will rank among the foremost Christian

;
from opposing that which. is not consci« A Sanitarium, my dear friend, in such countries. Asia, which gave us the Old
In March, 1869, he had a call from a entious. I rejoice when I meet a brother,
a
place,
would be enough almost to raise Testament, will be transformed by the
was our guilt that required it. What a mission society in South Boston orgar- who differs with me in thought. I rethe
dead.
‘They’ will say, I am ‘enthu- New, ¢ subdued, governed, educated,
in
ministry
the
ized by some of the members of the joice that some side of the’ truth- other
change since I entered
Christianized, and led up to the dignity of
1829! Douglass told us that now there North Bennett St. F. Baptist Society of than my own is being studied. I rejoice in siastic, wild, mountains on the brain’,
a free, self-governing people.” The man
ete.
But
the
whole
Government
of
India
were 250,000 ex-slave children being ed- Boston who resided in South Boston. He earnest and conscientious conviction. Yet
in his youth refuses a place among
who
will
testify
to
the
wonderful
healthfulness
beaccepted this call and moved to South this need not keep me from opposing those
ucated in our public schools, where,
the prime movers of these grand events|
of
this
air,
everywhere
refreshing
for
alwas
such
Boston
where
his
only
daughter
then
one
not
fore emancipation,
who do not legitimately differ from me
must mingle bitter self-reproaches when.” lowed to learn to read and write the lived. The following June a Freewill in faith, but who simply have no faith at soul and body.”
he sees what God hath wrought. — West]
Then, the ne- Baptist church was organized with 16
name of his Maker!
Where Shall I Work?
all.— Phillips Brooks.
;
ern Christian Advocate.
members,
and
in
two
years
it
numbered
as
sold
and
groes were owned, bought
PRPGPEGPUPN
"This question will ‘probably fall under
Items.
sheep and cattle; but now they are free 97.
The Jewish Chronicle, the organ of the the eyes of a thousand young men who |
In 1872 he moved to Richmond Corner,
MISSIONARY
QUALIFICATIONS.
— While
men, with the rights of franchise, and
wealthy English Jews, thus refers to the have not yet decided where they will bethe
hightest
endowments
and
the
richest
some of them are even in Congress! Me. From thence, in 1875, to Lewiston, scheme to colonize Palestine :
gin their life ministry. - Friends in differa
where he resided until the time of his
culture night be fully taxed, and find am:
Truly, the world does move.
The movement is irresistible.
If we ent conferences, climate, health, strength
Well do I remember that struggle in sudden deatli. He leaves a beloved wife, cannot stem the tide, let us at least guide of early attachments, the demand for la- ple employment, in missionary work, we
our General Conference at Ohio in 1839, who has been to him through his long .it into fruitful channels. We cannot suf- borers, and such like questions, are the need, perhaps not so much men of pro:
made by some to bring slavery into our and successful ministry a helpmeet in- fer ourselves to stand by with folded’ factors of the problem, We offer a pos- found wisdom as men for practical work‘hands, when this New Exodus is taking
fold, which attempt was resisted and pre- deed, one grandson, and a host of Chris- place.
We Jews have held for nearly sible solution: Become a missionary for ing; men of good physical form, and
tian
acquaintances
to
mourn
his
death;
majorivented by the noble stand of the
two thousand years, that the consumma- life in the foreign field. There are sev- not of a repulsive face; men of sound
health and sober judgment; men who are
ity. On Benjamin Randall's monument but, thank God, not as those without tion of the ages of suffering we haye eral reasons for the suggestion.
H. SMALL, JR.
passed through will only be reached
less concerned about their wants than
is this inscription: ¢ His record is on hope.
It
will
break
the
fotters
of
habit.
It
when we again possess the land of our
-——
* +e
about their work ; men who think more
high.” But as also he, 80 some of us
fathers. Is that trust to die away just at will destroy the weakening trust in‘ old
have a record below that we are not
the moment when it appears about to be work. It will save you forever from the highly of the approval of God than the
THE PASTOR.
havo
ashamed of, whatever may. be our record’ ' He is more than an ordinary man be- fulfilled? Or, is it to.be expected that temptation to revamp the old oration, or approbation of men; men who
the Return will be brought about by
enough
of
the
Master's
spirit
when
disapabove.
cause of his extraordinary calling. He is means 80 mysterious as to be beyond’ the recast the old debate, or work the school
But our duties are not yet all done.
pointed not to be discouraged, and, when
human, but he is called to do a super- co-operation of human
beige?
God exercises into lectures. More than any
Our former professions and position now
reviled,
to revile not again; men who
human work. He must eat and drink works his will through he wit of men, work, it will make a man of you. You
impose upon us the duty and obligation
‘fulfilled it will go out an explorer through unblazed have kind words and a good wife.— Rev.
and sleep, and yet his commission puts and if the prophecies are.
|
to educate, Christianize and elevate those
will be because they will bea fulfilled by
William Dean, D. D.

associated with her brother, then a young
preacher with myself.
We were engaged in revivals in various towns in

true.

Dean

Lewiston, Me., July

This, and a private interview

with Mr. Douglass, led

Tisdale

—————

"ent, or there is no true toleration.
Itis
necessary not only to allow the man to

REV. T. D. CLEMENT.
Rev.

i

part of the one tolerated—must be pres-

|

REV. H, WHITCHER.

co-worker,

our

enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.”
Wn. FULLER.
Harrisburg,
Pa.
’

Y., we were favored with hearing an
able and most eloquent address by an old
and

Bro. C. is already

his own.

man, -and

field, something

« Well done, good aud faithfal ‘servant,

On Decoration Day- at Rochester, N.

A REMARKABLE GATHERING.

man to take the

folie i

willingness on the part of the tolerant

financial

nation, would not only keep fresh and
sacred the memory of a noble man and
servant of God, but would doubtless deepen and intensify the bliss of eternity’s
long thanksgiving psalm, and add to the
weight of glory wrapt up in the words,

IN REVIEW.

+0

with

| the son of Dea. Hill, and" Sally Miller
Clement, and was born in Monroe, M:

J

BY. THE

whose

such a place as Troy, since he loveth

in

‘| which work, we wish them Godspeed.

influence

past threescore years and ten, and consequently in the nature of things will soon
pass over to the majority, but before doing so, such a crowning act as assisting in
building the denomination a synagogue in

been raised, that no debt was

his name

and

definite might bedone.

were closed, not however until it was an-

A thread of crimson, then of gold,
A thread of new, and one of old,
And mid the yielding woof, we fling
A thread of Winter and of Spring;—
A thrilling thought to you and me,
We're weaving for eternity.
‘Whether beneath life's setting sun,—
The mystic fabric well nigh done,
¥n early morn, or burning noon,
- In chill December or in June,
Tuo this may every hand excel,
To weave the fabric firm and well.

advantage,

All honorto the gallant men

the hour of sore calamity, with their eyes
wide open, put themselves between the
millstones, sure of being ground unless

conscientious convictions of other men,
however much these may be at variance

to the whole undertaking, and who is the

Tuesday, these remarkakle meetings

nounced that the entire sum of money re-

whose

for it by and by?

Only in this way will the world

TOLERATION.
Toleration may be defined as the will- speedily rélieved, but what of those who
ing allowance,'on the part of a man, of the allow them thus to sacrifice themselves?

ability, to say the least, is more than equal

(2) they had

We're weaving in-the 6/d and new.

Y.,

If they do, will they be willing to answer

church.

SES

both in Troy and in the Q. M. would be of

ny, Holland,
Sweden,
Spain,
Italy,
America, Australia, India, and South Africa attended, and gave brief addresses.

On

N.

a living testimony in every member of his

— Waich- Tower.

but it does seem thatif

ings per week, and they have two news-

missions are’ the most effective mean;

ever brought

come to see that what he preaches is true.

the C. A. and the C. N. Y. Y. M. could
undertake the work in Troy with the
sympathy and assistance of our veteran

taken men to God as the remedy for their
misery and sin; (38) they had insisted
upon their converts making a full surrender of themselves to God; (4) they had
relied upon the almighty pewer of God to
act through men for the salvation of the
world ; and (5) they had tried to follow
| the Lord's leading in organized regularity. Such were the principles as laid
down by the General. On Monday evening, representatives from France, Germa-

We listen for the singing rills,

the ehorus.
ducted the
little tact in
people who
themselves
After the

an

unabated

with

ing at ennfity with God;

As the old Hebrew captive knelt,
‘Within his chosen room to pray,
While eastern breezes gently dealt
Their blessings to the locks of gray;
And thro’ the open windows wide,
The early rays of sunlight shone,
And like a sweetly murmuring tide,
The fragrance of his early home;
So, sometimes by the sunset hills,

handkerchiefs were waved

—

~ DENOMINATIONAL POLICY,
Denominational policy in Church-exten-

of 304 corps with 645 officers, 15,393
speakers, trained to speak for God in
their leisure time; they hold 5,100 meet-

The early friends we loved so well,
And why, my beart could never tell,
But like the fairest, earliest flowers
(row sweeter through life's evening hours.

REV.

:

EE

BT
fervor.
‘On Monday, General Booth gave a his-

O’er towering mountain, grand and high,
I've wandered when tbe day was done,
O'ér crystal lakes whose waters lie,
Like drops of emerald in the sun;
No hill or mountain seems’80 grand
As those around my native land,
No waters murmur half so sweet
|As those in childhood’s green retreat.

THE

on as worthy and useful a successor.

steadily before the minds of our people.
This brief article is simply to add to the
list given by Bro. Brockway. - One ether
tory of the movement. From his ad- hopeful field within the bounds of the
dress, we learn that nearly seventeen, Central (N.Y.) Association; viz., the city
years ago he went forth alone in the east of Troy, contains a sufficient number of
of London to try to reach the outlying persons belonging to our churches of the
masses of the people. God blessed his Rensselaer Q. M: to form the nucleus
‘work, earnest young men came around of
a strong church. The writer has
him, an Army for aggressive warfare again and again spoken of this matter to
against the powers of Darkness was con- friends in the Q. M., the C. A. and the C.
ceived and put into military order. To- N.Y. Y. M, but hitherto nothing more
sustained

morning, were

And, listening to the sullen roar,

BY

I consider

Brockport, N. Y.

by the Rev. G. C. Waterman.

him into association with the immaterial.

He deals with

the spiritual.

He touches

human wills and energies.
seem to be high

These may

ples to drag into con-

forests, and will acquire a strong self-reliance, and an equipoise of character.

The council of ministers at Cairo has

upon the complete abolition of
souls that need the bread and water of nection with a practical plan for placing a Before you are middle-aged you will atEgypt. Abdel-Kader Pasha has
in
slavery
life. He is identified with the most sa- few Jewish coloniesin. Palestine. But it tain a capability of doing arduous work,
been
nominated
Governor of jSoudan, A
is
from
small
beginnings
such
as
these
cred things which concern man. He is
uncheered by the sympathy of on-lookspecial administration of the Soudan has
(God's servant, and is divinely summoned that great events often arise, and the re- |

to stand

in Christ's place and

proclaim

turn of a small body of Jews to.the Holy
Land can never fail to bring. to mind the
possibility and the practicability of the

his redemption to the world. He is the
mouthpiece of his ascended Lord. It is larger. Return to which all Jewish

history

his missiomrto point sinners to the Lamb
of God.
No higher service is ever per-

and

formed by a human being. It is sometimes to be feared that we are losing

Combat all thy discontent through
prayer, every care through faith, every
fear through hope.

sight of the sacred functions of the Chris

all Jewish aspirations have hitherto

pointed.

ers,—an element of strength in the character of Moses, of Luther, and of Bunyan.

been created at Cairo with the purpose of |
making out the statement of receipts and |
A Christian worker ought to plant him- expenditures of that province and of reself in the center of the most potent inorganizing the military service with a
fluences. Like a patriot soldier at bay,
the Abyshe sells his life at the highest price. If view of maintaining order upon
the motive were no higher than a worldly
ambition, who would not feel honored to
be called to lay the foundation of a new
.
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decided
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sinian frontier.

It will

take

measures

for the complete suppression of the slave
trade.—dAm. Missionary. :
(Sra
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he was doing, for the amount swelled to
This closed Saturday
"about $21,000.
afternoon. -' The evening was ‘devoted to
the religious work of the Army, at which
‘time thrilling accounts were given of the
power of Christ to save, by those who
had been snatched as it were from the
Throughout the
brink of perdition.

Conducted

from

station?

*‘ Protestant

|

But General Booth knew what

noble. life!

as a message

mission

thinks that

ih

had already

most

received

powerful

Dorchester

to operate upon the social
God? No voice is like his in the sick
A GOOD WORK.
room, and he proves to be a son of consoThe saving of the Maine Central Insti- civil, commercial, moral, and spiritual jy.
lation in the time of trouble. His words fate. Its loss would have been a calam- terests of mankind.” These agencies, 5,
to-the enquiring soul are always helpful. ity from which our interests in the State | often limited at home, have; in the for.
He is a wise counsellor to those in per- of Maine could not have recovered in: ten eign field, the charm and the authority
plexity. But is his work thought of to- years; nor would Maine havg been the and the surprise that the message hag
day as it should be? Is it not an easy only sufferer. Influences. have ‘already which was heard by the Bethlehem shepthing for some to speak depreciatingly of gone forth from that center which are herds: and it is now, as it was then, thy;
it, or ‘to weigh it in the:scales of petty felt in other parts of New England, and peasants and kings are attracted by the
prejudice, and so detract from his useful- ‘even farther than that.
The moral effect gospel, Thereare regions where a ma,
ness? Observation shows us that more of the loss of such a school weuld have may have millions of pagans in his yy.
grave defects exist in the pew than in the affected unfayorably all our work East, shared parish, in whose center the goldpulpit. If a church does not have pros- West, North and South. - So the saving en gate may be set up, through which, as
the multitudes freely go, old things pass
perity, we believe it is more due to the of the school was a good work, bat how
laity than the clergy. Our pastors as a wasitdone? Why, by the heroic courage away, and all things become new.
The mission work demands minds of |
whole are faithful, noble, and true men.
and magnanimity of two men who have
They earn the love.and gratitude of those put their shoulders under the burden for the finest endowment. It would not be
whom they serve®n the ministry. The the time. Yes, for the time, and for no strange if one, on finishing u college
. pastor should be scanned in the character more. To bear it unaided is simply death course and then a Biblical, should say,
of a Christisn teacher.
His words to one, and probably to both of them. It “My education prepares me for refined
should be heard, not in the spirit of criti- now remains to be seen what the fifteen society, my talents will shine best amon
cism, but in the better spirit of . obedient thousand Free Baptist church-members; people of my own grade”; and. it does
service to his Lord. The letters of Paul and the twice fifteen thousand Free Bap- vot surprise us much if he turns away
from the drudgery of teaching pagans in
to the churches were not written to be tist people who are not church-members,
reviewed or commented on, but to be in the State of Maine, will do about it.. their sickening filth. When win
lived and illustrated by their members. Will they see these two men ground to well for thyself men will praise thee, by
The sermon of the pastor should become powder? Perhaps so, we can not tell. God and angels will not. If the gifted

for Sister Crawford’s heroic

and

year I received a letter from her which I
little thought would be my last... But
such are the uncertainties of life with us
all! What a bright record Sister Crawford will meet above in the many heathen orphans ghe has taught and led into
the way of heaven ! ' May her mantle fall

contributed over

bly that

God

to Christ.

her one of the noblest heroines, if not the
most noble, of our day. Within the past

Fancy taking a collection from sm assem-

But, like a well remembered psalm,

And eastward turn our weary eyes,
To childhood’s fair and starry skies.

deeds

the General, to the amazement of many,
and amidst the laughter of -most, said,
«¢ And now, the collection will be taken.”

June never spreads her skies of balm
(er laughing fields or billow main,
I hear those olden songs
As in 2 mirror, strangely
Some dear familiar face
And touched by memory’s

Thank

When the figures reached about $15,000,

$15,000!

his’ sermon

girl converted

Dr.

EL

between $
Have wound their devious course
s hour
Though forms that gladdened childhood’
their
and
fragrance
their
dropped
Have
:
bloom,
flower,
And with the Springtime’s early
tomb;
voiceless
thé
in
Lie moldering
.
Yet o'er those scenes a charm appears
That-brightens with the march of years.

in a young

Is

FaCL

And year by year the singing rills

ent recognition of his credentials?

Where can this be so wel] done

as in- some

oe

itself to vocal expression, nor even to’ the
waving of flags and handkerchiefs, but
fairly broke out into jubilant dancing.

Though time hath touched the rugged hills,
With Autumn gold and Summer green,

Aissions.

tian pastor. As Christ's man is he looked
upon as he should (be? Is there a rever-

did we realize what were the possibilities

—
———
———

empire?
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enthusiasm which often could not confine

.
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was playing the most inspiriting tunes; as also was Sister Cooley, one of ‘our exthe audience taking up the airs with an. missionaries in India. How little then
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Upon

that farther shore,

Of dear

RH

ones gone before.

But dimmed: and blinded earthly eyes,

Washed clear by cortrite tears,
Sometimes

catch glimpses of the light

From the eterna) years.

made, upon topics assigned ; let questions

2
has been absent ——

Mise em
ism «ce.

wonder we could have

Sundays

There is a rapture of the. sonk:

.

On’the reverse is a note to the teacher :

“ You are requested
cause of absence
next Sunday.”
”

to ascertain the

and

return

this card

latter consideration had less

weight than

with good

' Asst. Supt. learns from

results.

The

the names of absentees, fills out the cards

and gives them to the teachers. It takes
but little time and secures a prompt attention to all cases of absence. The
matter is one of great importance and
this method of dealing with it seems to
be well adapted to lessen the evil.
ho

+o

-

in those

schools.

a school has a

no

thought-of

and my

matter

how

brilliant

it is not a means of saving souls;

- One

Sibbath-school

point happiness.
school ” was its

“superintendent

all the

preached

to

filled

“Congregationalist.
|

hymns sung in it were of ‘a joyful order.
The

coat,

come and meet yon,”

Sabbath-

‘motto;

amiable

old

the

=

ory

evening, it is asked, in

Why

spend

listening

an

to

the

pious platitudes of a possibly incompetent
conductor of a teachers’ meeting, when,

without exposure to wind or wet, to heat

or cold, or any loss of time in travel, one
. might hold communion with the foremost
Commentators of our time, who

pounded to wus the

have

Scripture lesson

which

We are to expound to others ?

"We

frankly concede that there

ex-

are dis-

tinguished advantages which are enjoyed

now by the home student beyond any that
were ever known before; and yet, who
does not see that the argument in this
direction is entirely as forceful when
applied to meetings
for the preaching of
the gospel? Who that has a library
worthy at all to bear the name, cannot
find upon its shelves whole volumes of
Sermons more massive and masterly than
anything he is likely to hear in the pulpit
of the little church to which he is ascustomed upon Sabbath days to go? And
yet, does any decent Christian feel that

he can afford to forego the freshness of

inspiration that comes to bim as he listens

. to “the old, old story " from the

lips of

, the living preacher?
There is all the difference ia the world,
a8 was lately said, in our hearing, at a

teachers’ meeting, ** between

Do matter how

the same

well

dried fruit

preserved,

and the

fruit plucked from the laden

bough.”
" And besides all this, face answers to

face, and iron sharpeneth iron; and in the

teachers’ meeting, the conductor,

unlike

the poor preacher, is not Qpliged to have
it all to himself, and so be left to ** perish

in the midst of his platitudes.”

+

00,

8

love

and

wisdom

can

blood

to the

vide

:

“1 wish
afternéon,”

I could
yawned

stay
a

SHES ve

long, I'll not be easily persuaded

ay
oi Tho,a contribution
t each make
Drivilego ofof helpful
speteh,

Suggestion ; and in the glow of such gen-

eral discussion there will not only be |

tempt it again.”
:
i
There is a marked and vital difference
between these two workers. Is the secret
of this difference such that the second
may never hope to attain the grand hight
on which the first stands *¢ steadfast,
-b-d
>
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SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
Call the roll the first thing in the
primary department if it doesn’t fake too
much time, and let each scholar respond.
At any rate'be sure to keep an accurate
recordof atterrdance.,

And don’t tell the

little scholars too much in any one day.
Said a little girl on getting home: +I do

Rev. R. R. Meredith says that teachers

:

more

then,

’

besides

be borne

al
all this,

in mind,

A

The - fact seems

©

to be however

purely

what

a terrible

by intense

pain.

at

deness,
traced

which has’ ever occurred,

more

tic disorders really

was,

certain

farnishing

data. of great value to

and

kind.

science

The views held'by the doctors are

This belief, briefly stated, is that

uric

ac-

id in the blood causes rheumatism, and
.that it is only by removing this poisonous
acid that rheumatic or neuralgic troubles
in all their terrible forms can be cured.
This being true, the important question

should

carry

out,

but

because:

weakened trey cannot throw

they

are

it from the

system.
Restore the kidneys and you restore the power that will force the uric
and thus

banish

it causes.

science...

No

the

This

one

whose

of

the

body,

itself

attempts

at some unexpected moment.
Checking
the pain in any single locality only scatters
the disease through the system, when, if
the seat of the disorder, whieh is the
kidneys, was reached,
a complete
care
would be the result.
The way,
therefore,
to expel this rank and poisonous acid before it assumes an inflammatory or chronic

form is by keeping the kidneys in absolute
‘health.
This is no easy thing to do, and
' no means has, until within the past few
years, been known which would success-

fully reach and affect these

great

organs.

At last, however, scientists have discovered that the leaves of a tropical plant,
unknown

tion

to medicine,

now

possessed

marvel-

for the
skillfully

Kidneys.
combin-

known

as

kidney

various

disease,

dessly

teachers thoughtlessly

whisper

whisper
singing and

other general exercises which ought
secure the undivided attention of all.

to

hence

remove all uric acid from the blood.

As a

drug store in the land.
From the doctors in the various cities
of the United States who have certified
over their own signatures to the scientific
statement that aric acid in the blood is
the cause of rheumatism,

are a large num-

POPPIES

or

‘Many of‘our cares are but a morbid way

curses.

the use of tobacco,

been

that teachers’ | found to be great that the German

gov-

,
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We let our
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;
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TLLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. CollegiScientific, Theological, Co: a
ar
tory, Music and Art
artments.
ve
studies. Admits both sexes.
t of re
influences. Thorough and cheap.
college
buildings in the
Northwest.
ition, inciden
only $15 a year.
Boa
#2 to }
$2.25 a week. Room. 40 to 75 cents a week. Schol-

H. ate,

p, for Commercial course,

unlimited

time, $30,

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,
X
:
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.
Theological

Department

of

Hillsdale

ollege.
are two courses of study,

There

Scriptures,

Systematic

embracing

Theology,

This schoel was never

the

Pastoral

e-

in

better

-

condi-

Mane
CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
Maine.” College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for ‘both sexes,
[* Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
;
Spring term begins Monday, Jap. 30th, 1882;
A=
For Catalogue address: J. H. Parsons, A.
B. Principal:
a
Pittsfield, Me., July 11, 1880.

OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
are fitted for teaching and\ for college. Business
course
complete and
practical.
Admits both
sexes.
Secures good influenses.
For further information address the Principal,
or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.
;

Diseases,

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Kidge N. H. Three terms per year, comwencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Déc., and
ch. J.

Fever &

H. Hutchins, A.

SINCE

1870.

For

Students

further

with

a

“JD.JO GRANDE

fitted

plete

particulars

COLLEGE.—Rio

Grande, Gallia

: Res Ohio. Tie: gollege year-dpnsists
terms of ten w
s ea each.

of four

The
courses
of
study
are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

4

This Syrup possesses Varied Properties:

courses, viz.: €lassical and ScientificCalendar.

First

term,

Aug.

22.

Second,

| 31. - Third, Jan. 23, 1882. Fourth, Apr,
College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25
year.
:
Board, (including room rent) $2,15
For further information Apply. ta, A.
TON, A.M., Rio Grande,
Gallia Co.,

ciency in Ptyaline causes Wind
and
Souring
of the food in the stomach.
If
the medicine is taken immediately after
eating the fermentation of food is prevented.
+ Xt acts upon the Livers

EBANON

It acts-sepon
the Kidneys.
~ It Regulates
the B
L

ACADEMY

-—Pupiis

Oct.

3, 1882.
to $28 per
per week.
A. MoULOhio.

fitted

for

busi-

4 ness, scientific schools or the best. colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal.
° For further particulars, address the principal,

Blood,

Ie Picts the Nervous System.
It
Promotes Digestion.

It Nourishes,

Principal,

for buiwpess
address the
\
Principal, or E. S. TASKER, Secretary.
or college.

It Stimulates
the Ptyaline in the
Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A defi~

It Purifles tlie

M.,

board of assistants.

- ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

or

Strengthens and Invigorates.

Ba

Xt carries off the Old Blood and makes new
Ie
ms the pores
of the skin and induces
Healthy Persp ration.
;
4
:
It neutralizes the hereditary taing, or poison
In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, and all manner of skin
dis
and
internal humors. x
There are no spirits employed in its manu.
facture, and it can be taken by the most delior by-the aged and feeble, careonly
| cate babe,

COLLEGE

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

—For further information
sddress the President, O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or
f. JOHN FULLONTO¥, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE. This institution is
now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
with Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir is a graduvate of Hillsdale College. Those
wishing to attend this
Institution will address
Rev. D, POWELL, Flemington, W, Va.
+

requ;
in attention to directions.
- DRUGGISTS
SELL
IT.

REEN

MOUNTAIN

the

being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,
‘with no appetite.
I concluded
to try
Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, alt 104gh

SEMINARY,

Waterbury

I had little faith in it;

but, to my

tion.

surprise, it

Students

Address

bury,

soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had
no sickness since, I

Will

be SonveY

, free

Rev.

8S.

D.

Church,

at

of:

Water.

or the Principal, Miss Lizzie Colley.

TWOOD INSTITUTE.—Send “for circulars to
L. C. CHASE, A. M., Principal,

Lee,

. Cou, Ohio.

cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and

young, for purifying the Blood.

EPHRIAM

State.

charge, to and frem the depotat
Waterbury
at
the beginning and close of each term on appliea-

P. PICKERING.

© PARKERS

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H,
I ‘have used Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neurglgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and have never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.,

HAIR

Athens

-

Apeiectdrouing ole.

BALSAM,
¥
3

2

;

rfumed and
i
0
inde
& prevents baldness. @

All Farmers, Mothers,

Business men, Mechanics,
&c,, who are tired

k

- .+~MRgrs.H. KNOWLTON.

Rockingham Co., Portémouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Storhach and was unable
to attend te my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength. - I purchased some of
Dr.-Glark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its-use.
I recoms
mend it to be a reliable remedy,
£3
This is to certify that I have used. Dr. Clark ~~
Johnson’s Indian Blood
Syrup in my. family

stubborn;

but I think the Syrup

you can

{PARKERS GINGER TON

JOSEPH WAINE.
Manchester, N, H. -

for the past two years, and consider it the best
family medicine
known. When. the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with fe
ver,
a few doses will set them right.
In m
own case I use it, and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty -and
constipation, which has become chronic ang.

,

: G7

and cured by

you are wasting away with Consumption, Age,
or.any disease or weakness,
yoywil find the Tonica

Highly Invigorating Medicine that Never Intoxicates

None Sentine without signature of Hiscox & Co,
50c.
& § sizes at dealers
in drugs. Large Saving Buying $1 Size.

J

To any suffering with Catarrh
it or

Bronchitis who

earnestly

Bi desire relief, I can furnish a
¢) means of Permanent and Pos-

itive Cure. A Home Treatment.

No charge for consultation by
mail. Valuable Treatise Free.

will finally;

cure me.
- WILLIAM
McPHERSON.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
Syrup in every towhior village, in which I have no
agent. Particulars given oh application.
a

4*His remedies are the outgrowth

of his own experience; they are
the only known means of pprmanent cure.”’— Baptist.

ev. T. P. CHILDS, Troy, 0

BOSTON LEAD MANFNG CO.
Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

PURE WHITE LEAD.
¢¢ BOSTON

BARLOW’'S INDIGO BLUE!
Quality on

uantity Always Uniform,

For sale by Grocers. D. 8.WILTBERGER,
Proprietor,
233 North Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

20

All New Style Chrome Cards,

name
onn.

on,
a

10cts.

Clinton* Bres.,

No 2 alike,
Clintonvill
26teow4:

STAR

BRAND.”

RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD.
TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER,
&c..
GOLD MEDAL awarded by thp Massachusetts:
Charitable Mechanic's As
tionin 1881.

:
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Summer Complaints.

-

At this season, various diseases of the bowels axe prevalent, and many lives are lost
through lack of knowledge of a safe and sure remedy.
ERRY
DAVIS’
PAIN KILLER is a sure cure for Diarrhea, Dysentery, Summer. Complaint,

3

Cholera, Cholera Morbus, ete., and is perfectly safe.

Read the following:
Perry
BARTER
instant
relief
for cramp und N.Y,
pain Hai

To
1m the stoma,

NOY
Np Ths ar.

| we
SITS

a

eves Dns

MOINGONA
OX , Iowa, Marc
Mare 12, h1881.

cher

a

oil.

Wout hardly tan

cramp,

oc

ahd coolers oF UR AR

instant relief.

CARNESVILLE,

os yventy years I have

SERS

lames

L. E. CALDWELL.

GA., PA
Feb. 98, 1851.
feti:
Kin

CRETE

Rao18H Ditcmia Hob. , W6L.

Ihave known PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN
LER almos$
from the day it was iu roduced,
after
Sbecr ation and use I
presence in my

house

| py

vi

an indlmpenraiie
7)
8. Pores] . 8. Consul.

sovera a TRO

complain
and ts,
it always cures. Would not feel safo
without
a betile in the house
3B.

Gould, Dr. Wilson Atwood,

Have used PERRY Davis’ PAIN KILLER for twelve .| ~D
a residence
J
eo 1t0> he out of the (amity. Re moines | 1 dave pod Lt
Yelter h
L Nays.
No family can safely be w
t this invaluable re

:

term begins November

.
Franklin F. Patch,
Dr. Darius Wilson, Dr :

Dr. A,

Fer-

ia
Wo

3

.

within the reach of all.

.
x

Tor sale

ne ova

Jetite
fried your accompanied
Pan KiuLeg, with
and found

1 Mowraau

»

” instant

Sx. Lobo, in:
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danger-

and

result, the cures it has been the means of
performing are really very
remarkable.
Indeed there are thousands of persons
in

We

fully.

\

Warner's

of illustrative stories is one of a man who
used to say to his wife, ‘Mary, go to
to-day who owe their restoration
church and pray for us both.” But the toAmerica
and entire freedom from rheuma=
man dreamed one night that when he and tismhealth
to this simple yet powerful remedy,
his wife got to the gate of heaven Peter which is known universally, manufactured
said, *“ Mary, go in for both.” He awoke in Rochester, N. Y., and sold in every

Lord

for both sexes.
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teacher of Penmanship in thé State.
Expenses,
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.
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THE STOMACH,
: es SKIN,

that acts so directly upon the kidneys

ous forms of

of every

particulars, SLE

Lg

Principal.

ology, Homiletics and Church
History. Theological students have access
to the classes and lectures of the college. Financial aid is rendered to
- those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New

Safe Kidney aud Liver Cure. It is, up’ to
the present time, the only known prepara--

account.

further

Laboratory, 77 West 3d St.,
‘‘ How does this poisonous uric
Center, Vermont.
.
Courses
of Study.—College
Preparatory,
acid get into.the blood, and how can it: od
>
YEW YORK CITY.
;
.
Classical,
English,
Commercial.
Special attenbest be removed?”
Uric acid is a waste
tion given to those preparing to teach.
ExRockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
material of the body which the. kidneys
enses low, The best
Commercial Department
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and

parted but the disease has remained, lying
subtly concealed and ready to break out

for him to become a Christian on his own

or

FRISBEE,

the Institution is the best commercial

arises:

have usually been made to treat that part
of the body.
As a result, the pain has de-

time

coursesof study

can

11,000,000 Botiles

man-

of a varied nature, but so overwhelming
a proportion hold to one belief as to leave
bat little doubt that it is the correct one.

.

tousness,

ton to the leading practicing physicians
of the land, and these inquiries were re-

ponded to quite generally, thus

J. ¥.

New England.

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!

Washing-

When rheumatism has manifested

In Mr. Spurgeon’s inexhaustible fund

one of us to follow the

certainly

catalogue,

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham
ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular

C U H
Ague, Rheumatism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bil-

‘authori-

ties sent letters
of inquiry from

as to effectually care the

It ought to be the great care

they

A 11 DISEASES OF

‘Q

subject has been reached. In order to
fully determine what the cause of rheuma-

low, it is so beautiful ; and don’t ery for
me, for [ am. going away to live with.
Jesus.”— Helping Hand.

was

the body

| (TRADE MARK.)
Dyspepsia, Liver

an undecided question, and it is only within ‘the past year that any decision upon the

€d in the remedy

it

them,

HEART DISEASE ==

rheunia-

ous qualities adapted
These leaves have been

that

before

. DYSPEPSIA,
LWER
i

can be

or /less directly to

in any special part

languid

are as low as in any similar school in New Eng-

land. * For
Send to

York.

brain

tic causes. In it§ chronic form it stiffens
the joints, contracts the muscles, undermines the health and riins the life.
It
frequently sttacks men and woman who
are apparently in perfect health. Indeed,
it is as greatly to be dreaded as any possible formof physical woe.
Bat, however severe its effects may be, the
exact cause of this blood trouble has been

eyes and said calmly: ‘ When you’ lay
me in my casket, mother, please put your
Gospel of Luke under my head for a pil-

and made up his mind

Lewistorl, Maine.
Under the management of J. F. FRISBEE, A.
B., and 9. KK
PARSONS, A. B., with competent
assistants,
ted in the suberbs” of a Qriving
city, and adjacent to Bates College, it offers
advantages sqiperior to those of any School in the
State. The Course of Study extends over three
years, of three®terms each, each term thirteen
weeks in length.
Winter term begins December
13, Summer term, March 28th, 1882. Expenscs

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No p
instruction. With three carefully arranged courses 0g study. The Classical,
Se
and
English Coiirse. For full catalogue,
address the Principal.
R. M, BARRUS,

or heart at any moment, thereby causing
instant death. Indeed nearly every case
of heart disease with all its dreadful sud-

ing beside her, she

her

truths

blame no one but themselves.

another

pain may be, *has perfect kidneys.
The
conclusion of this truth is inevitable : pers
fost kidneys mean freedom from rheumatism.

sat wegp-

ef

At

previously but-little known to science and

opened

Nichols ati. School.

dis-

kidneys are in a perfect condition was
ever troubled with rheumatism, and no
rheumatic sufferer, however
slight the

While her: mother,

portions

a

who loved her just as mothers in Chris-

that | Without

has

let it ever

was

inflammatory,

is reason; it is

at the

different

0

Educational,

the

same

are more responsible than scholars for | myst follow him
universally, without ber of Boston physicians,: among them bedisorder
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in, which, though ‘they had come to us with their scholars during
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And

acid from the system

shadow

lay

tian lands love their children,

un-

movable” ?—William Norris Burr.

thoughts struck out, bit. thoughts burnt | °°

from the cold, dead page, wouldypever
have come to us with such force, or have
ir
fixedness in our memories.

very door of death,

and

it

rheumatic agonies which

This dear child was seized by the dis-

to at-

He is but
the leader ; and if he be a wise man, he wish the teacher wouldn't tell us so many
things.”

Will not desire, and if he be a foolish man
he ought not to be allowed to have, a

whose
strong

fell over this happy home.
ease we call diphtheria,

the

danger, for it is liable to attack the

FEARLESS RESEARCH.
I suspect that the preacher ‘is not always the complete reflection of the student.
I believe in consistency; but-in the consistency of unswerving allegiance to the
truth through all possible changes of dogmatic statement. The church ‘is quite
able to keep pace with research in any

But very soon-altor this a dark

confirmation in

will be the accepted belief and practice of
the world. Ifpeople suffer from rheumatic
troubles in the futureand with these plain

neuralgic.
Sometimes it assumes
the
form of gout, and again that of pleurisy or
lumbago; but in whatever manner it appears it is terribly painful and always to
be
dreaded. The pain and annoyance of
rheuilratism are increased by its great

bra

love and His mercy

teacher. ‘I believe if I can manage in
some way to slip out of this work before

disease...

‘one time it is

I said.—

tell all her little heathen playmates of flis

at home this
Sunday-school

when

prevailed
- that

always accompanied

wife

and ascension to glory.
And she loved
Him, aud resolved to be His child, and to

pro-

dispelled

went

all

as above

brought forth. We are aware they are
advanced ideas, but ten years hence they |

‘This the-

ease i is. |It often comes without warning and prostrates the system with agony.
Again its beginning is gradual, and its
growth slow. = In its acute form. it manifests itself in every conceivable shape and

WILLING OR UNWILLING.
wall.”
In a letter written by a friend just beThis child loved to hear her mother
fore his departure from his country to go read the New Testament, and was partie| 88 a missionary to a foreign field, I. find ularly fond of Luke's Gospel, She listened eagerly to the story of Jesus’ birth in
these words :
the manger, of the star that guided the
‘¢ 1 do not want any one to talk to me wise men to Him’ with their fragrant ofof the sacrifice of going to the heathen, ferings, to His wondrous healing of the
J for T am-ashamed -of the word when I sick and casting out of demons, and to
think what Christ has done for me, and the account of the great-diaught of fishes
brought into the nets of the weary disci.
realize that my own highest good will be ples who had toiled all night and taken
found in his way, rather than in anything nothing. She rejoiced with-the widowof
that I could choose apart from his will. I Nain, the ruler’s family, and. Mary and
want te be just where he would have me. Martha, who received back their beloved
childeen and brother from the dead. She
for he will find me the best place in all listened eagerly, and with tears, to the
the world; and what is the sense of story of Christ’s betrayal and crucifixion,
talking of sacrifice when I have the best ‘and with joy to that of His resurrection
that infinite

aches in

strange,

mother, both

little girl about, eight years old,
name, being interpreted, was “a

SE

became

ing then

father,

My

doctors

trouble attacked the muscles, and the feel-

_Ichildren in the happiest strain, and all
TEACHERS' MEETINGS.
That therefare many Suaday-schools that the teachers were exhorted to make the
% not have them, and that those that do hour as full of happiness as they could.
fave them find it difficult to.sustain them, It might have seemed a little uproarious’ direction, and stands in need of no man’s
are facts that do not admit of a moment's to a stranger, and there seemed no place apology or pity. The church of Christ is
like a piece of gold. Skepticism of its valdoubt. Tt is palpably uppavent that the for the serious, earnest pleadings of the ue does not lessen its value, and criticism
great majority of Sunday-school teachers Spirit to come in. But the superintend- does not make it weigh a pennyweight
do practically repudiate the teachers’ ent was entirely satisfied with his system. less. Investigation is the royal Toad to.
most cuns
meeting; and hence it has come to be If the children were only happy, was it conversion. The ehemist’s
ning
devices become eloquent argu.
seriously questioned whether men who not the next thing to being safe? Very
ments in its behalf. The beginning and.
insist wpon them are not impracticable likely this, too, would come in time, but end
of the whole matter is that gold is
theorists that are either ahead of, or be- one would almost think that it was count- gold. . When the Apocrypha was elimiaind, the times.
ed a secondary consideration. Men do nated from the canon of Scripture,the féar
}
Ithas been urged with much ferce not reason that way when @a shipis ex- that it would destroy belief in the Book
that the
‘hat, in these days when lifa ia throbbing pnsed to fearful porile by the winds and soon changed into the the conviction
result of the conwith aa tenser pulse than ever before; waves. It is not enough that we teach act of excision was
sciousness of strength; and if we adm
when business is driven with such tre- them that God is a merciful, loving in other cases that our interpretation hasify
mendous energy ; and social and religious Father; we must also ‘teach them the been somewhat at fault, even though we
engagements, especially in towns and grounds on which this mercy is offered open the door wide enough for the doctrine of evolution to enter in, we do no
cities, have been multiplied beyond all to us. You may desire to go to St. Louis.
more nor less than to confess that God’s
precedent—it is well-nigh impossible to but if yon take the train to New York it book
and God’s law are very much
_ find time to attend a teachers’
i
larger than—our translation of them.—
And then it is urged, with mo little | going right : you will never reach your G. H. Hepworth, D. D.
oe
ID
gine comme HMHPHSF
plausibility,
that there is not now the same destination.
Beware that you are not
necessity for such a meeting that there blind guides to any of these little ones.
A BEAUTIFUL PILLOW.
was aforetime, seeing how plentifully
The wife of a Judge in one of the mountal}. ** Gather them in,” not only to Sundayour teachers are provided with the choic- school, but also into the heavenly king- | ain towns of Japan became greatly interested in the character and work of Jesus.
est helps that the Christian scholarship of dom."— Augsburg Teacher.
._ This Judge had an only child, a lovely

the age can furnish.

most

muscuolar disorder.-- But this idea was
foundto be too narrow, and now it is universally conceded that rhemmatism is a

it.

was

the

not to say ridiculous, manner.

was astonished to see me waiting for her
at the church door.” “I thought I would

made its strong

chosen

placid,

white-haired

of my soul, and had

Lean

The Happy

as such was treated in

for that boy’s speech had taken possession

If

it does

entertainment,

own

and heard the sermon, or tried to hear it,

the

little more than give the children a kind
of Sabbath

my

finds its

the

fact that when the kidneys have been
cured, rheumatism is completely removed.
This is not, of course, always accomplish-

stood, nor has there ever been, until now,.
a correct explanation of what rheumatism

church and"slipped into.a pew in therear,

is

system, the school is a signal failure.

my

patting on hat- and

result

Where it

I'saw

of

were followed by agonies the most infacilities
for foretelling
atmospheric
tense in some particular ‘spot. Acute and
changes were meagre indeed. The only
throbbing pains succeeded each other and
indications dur faghers. had of. coming
the coursing poisonous acid’ inflamed all
changes in the weather were aching limbs,
the veins.
Troubles which began with
twinging joints or painful corns. These
*“ indications” though crude, were usually slight disorders increased to derangements
correct, and hence naturally suggest the the most serious. 'It is sad to think that
enquiry as to- the relation between the all this suffering was endured when it
‘could have been so easily relieved. Acting
human system and ‘the weather.
The
body is unquestionably an excellent bar- upon the theory and using the remedy
above mentioned the kidneys could have
ometer. It foretells changes in the atmosphere long before they occur, and this been restored to their usual vigor, the
fact has been taken advantage of by phy- uric poison expelled from the system, the
removed
and the pain ensicians who, when all other agencies fail, inflammation
tirely banished.
prescribe a change of air, thus hoping the
These are some of the real and scientific
body may find an atmosphe
condition”
t the facts regarding rheumatism, attested by
| better suitedto its .needs. A
the highest authority,and they are, beyond
real relation between the human body and
the only
correct
ones
ever
the weather has-never been fully under- question,

|

gone; saw them quietly walking side By
Side to church in the old country tows;
and us children following. I could
ng
sit another five minutes. Up I rose, and,

anliquated Sunday-

fair record.

thinking.

oe

theory

explained

and the Weather Scientifically’ Explained.

world.
The service has proven its necessity by its usefulness, for in past times the

bov in company with others of the loosest
and most unprineipled of men, and perhaps women, spending his time in a way
which would break bis mother's heart. 1

grateful
into the

Where this is a leading

wacting,

the Class-hooks

words set me

should

with
born

. The

Human

seems in league with the atmosright (which really
is. It was originally thought
That child's phere)
by many to be a trouble in the joints, and

away and have lots of fun.”

spend the Sabbath. But though far from
saying that ‘the former times were
better than these,” we. have yet many of

{ kingdom

Bro. Deering has used these cards for
several months

how’ children

the

coln and I will go for a ride, and go

to

Perhaps the

us cause to remember,
emotions, that souls weve

Reason.

induced

attend of our own free Will.
now, in deciding

| Supt,
nr
enypnsl

sped

7

been

Between

Osgood.

ed instantly, for in a disease so subtle,
Scientific American.
. One of the most valuable developments - the cure is often very slow, bnt under no
of modern science along the line of human other plan can any hope of permanent relief ever be found. There are hundreds of
necessity ‘is the National Weather Bureau
cases on record during the present winter
at Washington.
Experience has shown
of persons afflicted with rheumatic troubthat eighty-six pef cent. of the predictions
of the signal service are accurate; and les of the worst order who have ' been
these predictions are unquestionably of entirely cured by following the theory
the greatest advantage to the seaman, the above stated and using the remedy mentioned. Many of these persons had the
agriculfurist and the entire commercial
very worst
possible symptoms.
Vague

i

The joy of sins forgiven,
:
Sa
GoLDEN
TEXT.—“ We ought to give the of management bé frankly and fraternally
For Christ the blessed reigns within,
for
more earnest heed to the things we have discussed ; let prayers be offered
And where He is tis heaven.
i
special cases ; and reports be made upon
heard lest at any time we should let them
—L. M. Lg in Our Union.
_wlip?— Heb. 2: 1.
E
special departments ; and thus,beyond all
+04
~~
question, there will presently be developWHAT BROUGHT HIM,
;
ABSENT SCHOLARS,
‘| ed an espril-de-corps that will make the ~ I was silting ane Sunday morning with
We havé received from Rufus Deering, school invincible;
and the teachers’ newspaper in hand, feeling really miserEsq., Supt.’ of the Casco St. Sunday- meeting, instead of ‘* dragging its slow. ‘able. My wife and eldest boy had gone
church. [ heard the other children
school, in Portland, Me., a sample of a length along, like a wounded snake,” totalking,
and the question fell upon my
card devised and used by him to secure a will be a joy and a power.— Selected.
ear, ** Horace, when you are a man, which
will you do—go to church like mamma
full attendance of members of the school:
4
9
0
does, or stay at home always and. read the
. On the front of the card is the following.
GATHER THEM IN.
newspaper?” ‘ L” said Horace, eight
inscription :
;
$
E
We often tell over with a smile the old- years old, with great emphasis on the I,
FREE BAPTIST SUNDAY SCHOOL.
fashioned ways of Sunday-school teach- ‘“ shall do neither. I shall not go to
ing in vogue when we were children. church, and I shall not sit about at home.
No.—
Class
——.
Teacher's name
Our young folks smile too, and _ almost [ shall have a big horse; and Jamie Lin-

i

Relation

p

I cannothear the rapturous songs

prosperity.
;
Let practical difficulties be confronted; let papers be submitted or addresses

:

It jasper walls in air,
I know not where the glory beams

I cannot see the waving hands

mean® for the promotion of the school’s

f

Real

Body

So marvelously fair.

whole " for the consideration of ways and

°

Ww.

S.

1-23.

HEAVEN,

\| at least for a little while,at every session,’
to resolve itself into a ‘‘ committee of the

READINGS.

The

©

pald, Dr. Francis H. Brown and Dr. Hamilton

I Know not where that city lifts‘:

| lors, and every teachers’ meeting .ought,

REVIEW.

——

DAILY

The: superin. |

tendent ought not to be left to grapple
with thém, ¢¢ solitary and alone.” The
teachers constitute his Board of Counsel-
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A HUMAN BAROMETER.

Selections,

perplexing and

momentous
that ever ‘engrossed the
thoughts, and pressed upon the hearts of

Papers.

QUARTERLY

most

MORNING STAR, JUN
14, E
1882.

|
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THE MORNING STAR, JUNE 14, 1882.

field affords.

been neglected,

ists.

gain.

good

By

his deep and

calamity which

er, % the worst

government ‘which

= "There is no dissonance between the first
and second tables of the law, for whoever
ioves God with all his soul and mind and

himself.

strength will love his neighbor as

when

Morality is, therefore, at its highest

it becomes religion: religion is morality
surcharged by the power of ,God, suffused
by his grace, and aglow with his love. And
the secret of the finest civilization, the no-

into

harmony

with

the

When Arabi Bey first became prominent,
he seemed to favor meeting all existing
obligations; but of late his manner has become hostile, and he has even talked of

expelling all foreigners.

thrill‘The

er;

He

or

his

the work of Creation.

among

society, and

the necessary

as fully

entitled

to

of

Testa-

an inde-

creation, is observed

in

of the greater

of Redempfion; it

work

greater event, in view of ‘its stupendous
significance, than even the primal event
of Creation.
Or, perhaps it may .be regarded as inclusive of both, -and as cele-

-orating both .the creation
and

of the’ primal

also the. re-creation,

that

is,

THE NEW PAPER.
.
No ong’ is likely to question the power
of the press. It is one of the world’s

the redemption, of the sinful and lost
world. With this exception, the funda-

mightiest agencies for good or

for evil.

identical with those of the Jewish.

Newspapers

means of

The Sabbath, then, is sacred as commemorating the resurrection of our Lord,

especially, as

Spreading Information,
of scattered

a

for

membership,

mental ideas of the Christian Sabbath are

DETposes «of
and

for

preservation and largest development of
widely cherished interests, are @bsolutely
without a peer in the whole catalogue of
modern agencies and appliances. A signal testimony to this effect is the recent
letter of the Catholic Pontiff to the arch-

Morning Star was

even

to

the side of serious caution,
less license.

first issued

The

in European

in 1826.

most

the ex-

pression of a recoghized and growing
need, and prepared the way for -the fuller
meeting of it. Ouf literature, ‘as a denomination, js meager enough. The necessity of discontinuing the Quarterly in
1869, after it had reached its seventeenth
annual volume, has not been at all to our
credit. But the Star has been an honor
to us. By dint of hard work on the part
of many it became firmly planted in the
denominational soil, took vigorous root,
and has grown to a goodly tree. Still,
judged by the extent of its cireulation, it
is not so large a growth as it ought to be.
The organ of a denomination which numbers eighty thousand communicants, it
surely ought to have a circulation exceeding ing | eight thousard copies.
:
We cannot
resist the conviction that more energetic
measures, involving judicious expenditure of available

surplus

funds;

would

politics

interesting

and

the

Franco-Prussian

revolted,

but

their struggling

brethren.

Unavailin:

forts were made

to obtain such

i

inter

a

sépustelly
“i

ws

made.
x

Now,

at

however, to

war against

Turkey,

The

which was

emsuing Jano-

to humiliating

terms.

The treaty

the sanction of the Great

in congress.”

The

—

tributes

beautiful:
offered

by

The
the

prayer
Rev.

“The

were

at

C.

S.

}

from under

Turkish

European

dominion.”

populations upon

there fell, four or five centuries ago,
of

Turkish

conquest, all

ex-

have at length

ob-

later the Khedive was made independent

with respect to the internal administration
of Egypt, though the country is still tributary to Turkey.
The present Khedive,

Tewtk

B. W. Page, D. G. Wood, andD. A. WinThe remains of the fallen

the eross, now

a member

Government of Egypt consists, besides the

Khedive, of the Ministry, and the Assem-.
bly of Notables which, by a loose elective

had a large influence, Arabi himself being

the

heavenly

Ceme-

hosts, were laid away in Pocasset
tery, Cranston,

while four children scatter-

‘ed flowers upon the casket in which, in the
lay’ the

life-likeness of peaceful slumber,

tenantless form which we have known so
well. And “so He giveth his beloved
sleep.” From a private letter which we

have been permitted to see, we learn that

Home

Missions,”

lift men’s souls into

sustained and heroic Home Mission work.
The same power is required that moves God,
with its two grand elements of love and recmen to be saved
from sin. To our Lord
oie lost soul was in itself a universe of woe,

and here in our own
unsaved!

Love

land

cannot

are forty millions

endure this

jnto an eternity of doom, and

so

dropping

will, at the

geventy-fifth year. He
was ‘converted
among the ¥. Baptists aud subsequently
entered the Baptist ministry. He was
for two years under the instruction of

Hosea Quinby. In the days before the
war, he was a strong anti-slavery man,
‘and wrote many articlés for the Star on
Slavery.
He was a strong friend of William Burr, and has been well known by
many of our ministers.

been

cast

out of the

church.

conception which Christ had

life and mission
grasped, or not.

The

of the

~

ground of his action is known to be dissatisfacstrict

interpretation
.put

upon

the Andover creed and endorsed by the Board
of Visitors in vetoing the election of Dr,
Newman Smyth,
When Professor Thayer

took his office he presented

a written, state-

ment of hig doctrinal views which was
ed by the

phoper authorities

as an

accept

equivalent,

for the subscription to the Seminary creed.’
It would ‘satisfy the curiosity of many to
have the privilege of comparing the two declarations. Tt will be remembered that Professor Thayer was one of the American Company for the revision of the New Testament
His instruction bas Always been ‘aftractive to
the students, and has

not

been surpassed

in

wy

fr

Miss Crawford

sailed for India in the

fall of

1851, around the Cape, and arrived in India
in the early part of 1852. She came home in
the spring of 1859, and remained till the fall of
1861.
It is the Free Baptists of New Brunswick,
not Nova Scotia, as we
cently stated, that
are going to observe their
mi-centennial next
October,
ee

Denominational.
» Baptists in EE. Tennessee.
It appears that Rev.
VW. A. Hedrick does
“coincide” with my “statements” in reference
to the F: Baptists in E. Tenn. He draws. a
darker picture-of she cause here than I did.
But I cannot * coincide” with his suggestion
of a remedy.
I am not authorized to speak for
the Union Association; my business in Tenn.
has been teaching, not * evangelist work.”

But it affords me pleasure to go out and

labor

among the brethren as I have opportunity, as
I receive the kitrdest treatment from both ministers and members on all occasions,
I have

no word of complaint; I would not offend

any

one, and do not think it my Christian duty t
ebirie with ‘wan of zeal the unlearned ministers who often go on foot fifteen or twenty

miles through winter's

mud

snd

|

summery

heat to conduct their monthly meetings. These
need no lectures from me on faithfulness, Yel
with all this zeul, after an existence of twen.
ty or thirty years, after W. A. Headrick has
had two years’ experience as an evangelist, the

Boston church, and the brother ‘who récer ')r

wrote from N. Y. State would say:
brethren must eome to the front in E.

T*

it they expect to live as a denominat
desire to come tothe

front

is

in

a

m

the most hopeful signin the churches
judging from the past, the Union A!
depending upon ig native ministers
their zeal, can neve; establish its
towps ofE. Tenn.
Brother whe
some "opportunity to
SEys

year’s labor along

the

\ Ten.

&

:
with God’s help,would aide \ self-su
B. church. As before sugge bed, the .
this work ought to com® from the a
West, and for another reason, b dQuse a

at least, of his support

must

par.

from the

coms

parent source.
here and onghoms the
|
South; form
ortinately, I belong todhat section, was too Po i
for political reconstruction, and am entirel)

porant on the

subject of * religious i

A

I sincerely believe tbat, whe =
struction.”
sectional feeling is laid aside, the F. B. will
find the South a field more inviting even tha

sublime

here, has been but feebly
grasped at all. Knowledge,

ability , money, machinery are not lacking.
God’s Word against the churches is that they
are failing to grasp his thought and appreciate
the emergency.
Oh, the mighty need of large,
unselfish Christian sympathies; of conquering
faith; of deep burning conviction,
like that of
Jesus;of outflaming zeal and enthusiasm for
missions, in all the pulpits of this land.
A contributor to the Religious Intelligencer says:
“ Certain, it is that the F. B. church
in Nova Scotia is gaining in numbers and gaining in influence, and I think a still brighter
day awaits -it as a religious body.”
As to
New Brunswick, the editor says: ‘The number of Free Baptists in this Province, according

to the Census, is 81,603.

Some

plain

These

language

figures cer-

which the “Tribune

has recently used with referrence te the Nez
Perce Indian wrongs, has provoked a reply
from Mr. Stevens, chief clerk of the Indian
Bureau. Jn his defence of the Bureau, he

admits the terrible sufferings

of these Idaho

Indians consequent upon their forced removal
‘ 10 the worst possible place” in the Indian
Territory, but alleges that it was owing to
the “‘suggestions, recommendations and orders

emanated from the

War Department.”

But

Department whoge hostility to the Indians is
best ‘expressed, as Mr.

Stevens

acknowledges,

in the terse language of a leading representa~
tive that “ the best Indian fs a dead Indian!”
Mr. Stevens’s reply appearsto us very unsatisfactory.
It seems to be the prevailing {mpression that

Decoration Day this year was
and appropriately observed

more

than

generally

ever before.

* Education Money.
In

the absence of the Secretary, Rev. E. N.

Fernald, I take the liberty to ask all pastors,
collectors, and church treasurers, to forward
whatever Education money they may have, be

it much or little,to his address, Lewiston, Me. ; at
once, so that we may round out the year without embarrassment. Only ten days from the
date of this paper remain for this.

Please put

it into an enyelope the next thing after reading
this notice.

JF.

course, reserve the right to condense, and to reject,

when for any

reason

it shall seem well to

matter thus furnished. |

do so,
a

“Maine.

The F. B. church in Phillips is without &
pastor, and is in want of a good earnest Chris-}.
tian to come and preach the coming year, and
as much longer as he deems best. Address
David H. Toothaker.

Sunday, June 4, was a good day for the
Bangor church despite the {pouring rain,

which hardly
late at night.

intermitted

from morning till

Arrangements having been per-

fected, and the bupistry. decorated

the day

before, it was determined
to *‘go forward,” and
eleven converts followed their

Master

in

bap:

tism. The vestry was well filled and the
scene was impressive and joyous. Four still
stand as candidates, while others will go for
ward, as the fruits of the meetings held the
past spring; and two have been received by
letter.

The Limerick church is without a minister
and would like to correspond with some one
with regard to settling with the church as pastor. Address L. G. Richards, Limerick, Me.
4

- New

Hampshire.

Bro. B. F'. Parker writes:
‘The 1st Alton church is in a rather low state. It does

‘not have constant meetings. Rev. D, L. Edger:

ly preaches there some.......The ist Ef
| fingham church is supplied with preaching

one half of thé Sabbath afternoons by Rev. H.
T. Barnard......
Bro. Lemuel

A. Jones,

lat

of Mass. , supplies the desk at Effingham Falls.
are brightening:

is laboring ad:

that

vantageously
field church.

was

chosen

to

oration in New

York ‘ whose

been gained by

contending that

deliver

the

notoriety

has

the

consola-

tions to which the people of Christendom
hgxe for eighteen centuries turned fn their bereavemnents are fantastic

and illusory.”

The

choice was certainly an unhappy one.
;

/

a
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[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of news. These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of thé writers,, not necessaril
for publication, and should
reach this office before Saturday nightin order to
get into the next issue of
e
Star. We, of

The prospects of this church

man

|

[

Ministers and. Churches.

‘veeessRev. A, W. Dinsmore

a

]

(

secute” Col. Ingersoll, very, generally regrets

The religious press, without desiring to * *‘per-

!

”

the South End is to be given up by-the Bap.
tist denomination, we are as well satisfied that
it should be taken by our Freewill brethren
as by any other that could be named.”

Christian

how is it that the Bureau is compelled to
adopt the advice or obey
the orders” of that

Professor J. H. Thayer of Andover Theologieal Seminary,
has resigned his chair.
The
tion with the

The Watchman, referring to the sale of the
Shawmut Avenue church building to our
brethren in Boston, says:
*‘If that position in

cost of any sacrifice, apply the one remedy, a
gospel adequate to save.
The one hindrance to this mighty work of the West. - And I wait and pray for that time.
.
:
J. W. Lucas.
gaving forty millionsof perishing souls in our | . :
land,is that the spirit of the world has not
Parrottsville, E. Tenn.
:

“tainly do not overstate the numerical strength
of the denomination in the Provinee.
Perecstatic
of
almost
a scene of trinmphant,
haps a closer examination of the returns,
May it be that with such emotion,
trust,
which we hope to make or have made at some
faith-begotten, God-inspired, we who refuture day, and a comparison with other stamain may approach the final hour,
tistics may show something better than the
foregoing, good as that is,” In the city of St.
We have learned of the death of another John, the number of Kree Baptists is 1,325.
faithful Christian minister, the Rev. O. B. We rejoice to hear our Provincial brethren
Walker, a nante familiar to many of our speaking hopefully of their prospects. One of
the prerequisites of denominational growth is
readers.
He died in South Nerridgewock,
{5
Me., May 27, having nearly completed his expectation to that end.

NOTES.

dividual. Many nations join with free ang
united Italy in mourning the dead hero and in
honors to his memory.

oO

Brother Brewster's death-bed was at times

Pasha, owes his position to Eng-

land and France, to whom Egypt is under
obligations, financial and otherwise. ~The

of

of

soldier

in

tionalism, is adequate to

At

Lovejoy.

and A.

Power

arouse to life even a dead Cliristian’s heart. It
answers the question, ** What is the true motive power?” by saying that not amended organization, not patriotism, not even denomina-

gor.

Ward,S. S. Barney,

Motive

Sun-

with their
of our sev.
aud eighty
a centre of

is the title of a ringing article in a late number of the Advance, which might almost

included, of over thirteen millions, when
the war closed, the tributary states were

|

Zh

and

floral

day-schools must be kept supplied
one great text-book.
Every one
enty thibusand Protestant preachers
thousand churches and missions is
Biblical needs and circulation. n

the grave, prayer was offered by the Rev.
Mr. Canfleld. The following brethren actDeacons L. W. An-’
ed as pall bearers:
thony, J. Davis Hubbard, Luther Wilcox, |

fered and peace was restored.
In 1863,
Ismail Pasha received from the Saltan
the title of Khedive of Egypt.
Five years

it has

rous

the

lion of teachers and officers in American

Congress of Berlin assembled June 13,
1878.
The final result was that .while at
the beginning of the war ‘‘the Sultan
ruled a Earopean population of eight and a
half millions, or, if the tributary states are

key, but the Great Powers of Edrope inter-

Before the

black;

other bound up in the energies of a single in.

were distributed among the newly arrived im-. churches of Union Association are confined to
migrants at this port by the marine agent of the tural districts of three counties in E. Tenn.,
and the F. B. doctrines are not kuown, even
the New
York
Bible Society.
From April
in the nearest towns,
It is evident that some1872 to April 1882, the whole number of fami«
thing must be done.
Where a denomination
lies reported as visited was 5,206,383, of whom
can sustgin a church in the country, they can
723, 114 were destitute of the Scriptures; and
generally build a house of worship; snd these
of these, 431,320, in addition to 255,716 indi.
viduals not included in them, were furnished i brethren need no outside help in that diricWhen they come in contact with oldér
with the Word of God, by sale or by donation. | tion.
denominations along the railroads and in bu*The call for the Bible among the five millions
inesd centers, they may need help to build.
of Freedmen
is constantly increasing with
houses...
:
their education and evangelistic work among
As
the
brethren
writing.
in
behalf
of the
them.
Seven million of pupils and one: mil-

i church, several clergyman being
ie
besides the mourning relatives.
Au wc church, addresses were made by the
Rev. Arthur Given, who gave a sketch of
the life of the deceased and spoke of his
labors with the Park St. church; the Rev.
L. Dexter, who spoke of his valuable service as Clerk of the R. I. Association during ten years; the Rev. A. T. Salley, who
‘considered Mr. Brewster's devotion to the
interests of his denomination; the Rev. A
L. Gerrish, who referred to his broad and
earnest spirit, and his interest in temperance and other lines of moral reform; and
the Rev. D. R. Whittemore who spoke
tenderly of his intimate personal relations
The exercises were
with the. departed.
also participated in by the Rev’s J. [T.

nominally a Turkish vassal, became Vieeroy
of Egypt. In 1839, he revolted against Tur-

the

i in

i, of Boston, formerly pastor of the

‘has attracted universal attention once
more to that quarter of the globe.
Egypt was first conquered by the Turks
and made a province in 1517. Subsequently,
however, it was for some time again under
the Mamelukes. In 1804, Mehemet
Ali

ies of surroufiding nations have, during
ny

no auxiliaries.
In addition to this, 101,095
volumes of the Scriptures, in fifleen languages,

the

peace and compel the Turk to redress
many grievances of which he had he
guilty. The way was left open for Ra:

closed.”
Since the Berlin Congress, comparative quiet ‘has reigned in Eastern Europe.
The Egyptian imbroglio, however,

close of the succeeding century, .they
were masters of the country, and were
rapidly building up that immense empire
which, bounded by the Danube, the Euphrates, and the Libyan Desert, culminated during the reign (1519—66) of Solyman

nt

in

ne was

‘been gradually declining; chiefly through
have secured a circulation more propor- the vices and enervation begotten by lux- system, represents. the aristocracy. The
tionate to the extent of our field, and con- ury. It would long ago have ended, and British and French Controllers are at
ducive, to a greater degree than we have Turkey would have fallen into other "hand to look after the interests which they
‘witnessed to the growth: of our various hands, if some of the great powers of Eu- represent, and the Egyptian army, under
denominational enterprises, as well as rope had not constituted themselves the Arabi Bey, seems to be an independent
force.
:
the edification of individual souls.
allies and supporters of the Sublime Porte.
Some time ago, Arabi Bey headed a reDoubtless it is largely due to the limit- The possession of Constantinople is by far
ed circulation With which we have been t00 desirable a thing to be easily. lost sight bellious movement which. compelled the
too content, that efforts for a permanent | of by any of these powers; and, as one Khedive to release certain officers then on
~ Western paper, thus far unsuccessful, "has truly said, the ambitions and jealous- trial, and since that time ¢‘ the army” has

havd been

Providence,

tion by the Great Powers as would sé:

tained deliverance.
Had not England for‘bidden, these too would have been rescued, and the chapter of European history
which .is so dark with the miseries of
Turkish rule would. have been finally

problems

Since that time

in

in

braces large districts of the West and South
and Southwest, and regions in which we have

The funeral serv Nes of the late Jonathan
-McDuffee Brewster occurred last Tuesday

sup-

scholarly and

dividuals.
not included in these families. The
destitution thus discovered and supplied em-

/

Park St. F. B. church of which our Jamented brother was pastor for over seven years.

the calamity

deferred as to the successor of the: Saltans.
The Ottoman
Turks, oiginally from
Asia, entered European Turkey about the

the Magnificent.

Church.

afternoon, June 6,

f the vast

the question can no longer be

middle of the 14th century.

Re-

Powers

the Turk.

Crete

cepting foar millions

and France can longer support it, and

the Great

was

1866,

a

foresee the decline of the Ottoman power
to such an extent that mot even England
hour when

of

nia, have enjoyed freedom from

assed

presents one of the

enough,

settle

cently a conference

the Mohammedan

finally broken off from the empire. Bulga.
ria, Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Cyprus had

shall be the final solution of it,)no man can

is easy

and

In

Powers assembled

Ottoman Empire by Russia and Austria.
How much longer it shall exist, and what
It

interpose

own advantage.

A new ard boding element has been added

-done only with

of this century. It is, indeed, as old as
the year 1791, when Prussia and England
interfered to prevent the demolition of the

foresee.

to

war, and while the Germans were besieging

during

a great new Bulgarian state with a seaport
ou the Zgean Sea.” This treaty England
refased to recognize, on the ground that

than of care-

important

opportunity

the matter to his

was called at Constantinople, but the Porte

independence of Turkey, dnd was to create

EASTERN QUESTION AND THE
EGYPTIAN TROUBLE.
What is known as the Eastern Question

The Religious Magazine and the Religious

Informer came into existence as

have

of San Stefano between Russia and Turkey
«ts gecured for the populations of the Christian provinces of Turkey almost complete

THE

foreseen

before

him,

more work should be dene on this day
than a good conscience ean approve as
coming, strictly within the Jimits of neces- hit involved an entire readjustment of the
sity or o. ‘mercy. As to popular forms of Treaty of Paris, and that that could be

pensable importance to the interests they
Baptists

succeeded

Paris, Russia seized her opportunity to de-.

submit

observed it. It is, farthermore,sacred as
a day of rest from toil. At the most, no

long addresses and cannot be seen for
personal and prolonged conversation, denominational papers are of vital, indis-

by Freewill

Khe-

dive, but it is also thought that he has secretly encouraged Arabi Bey that he might

Nicholas

ary, 1878, witnessed the defeat of the
Turks, and the Porte was compelled to

recommends the establishment of newspapers everywhere in the interests of the |-recreation oi~amusement, we infer that”
Roman church. Religious bodies of every nothing can be right, however . proper in
kind-that have become large enough to itself, which un
wearies. body or
sustain them have their ¢‘ organs” —usual- mind, tends to deprivé\another, man or
ly weekly papers—through which they beast, of his needed rest,
interferes in
speak, not only to their own membership, any way with the proper
duties of the
‘but to the world in general. There are day. Remembering what the
: ‘|
between three and four hundred religious brates—the Resurrection ; reme
publications, the most. of them denomina- the obligation of worship; remembering
tional in character, in the. United States also the natural object of the: day—rest
alone, having an aggregate circulation of we should be careful to do nothing which.
several millions.
‘| shall not be in keeping with these facts.
In these days, when the papers are If we err at all, it is far better to err on

This was

II.

doue in April, 1877.

Thus the apostles and the early church

bishops and bishops of Italy, in which he

represent and serve.

the

and

1866. The supply now proposed is the largest
ever attempted in any land. Asto the neces
sity of this work, the Society's recently published
address,
contains the
following:
‘ During the last year, the whole number of
families visited by the representatives of our
auxiliaries, by pastors and private distributors,
-and by the one hungred and sixty paid colporteurs of this Society, wus 714,636; of whom
111,932 were found without the Scripture, and
81, 995 were supplied, in addition to 46,430 in-

auvthority

favored

prevented its assembling, declaring himself
able to settle matters in Egypt, and has
sent a commission there for that purpose.

later,

to declare

€ one great even
t
our hopes of eternal life. Iiis also sacred
as a day of special religious exercises.

the

read even by those who will not listen

has nominal

openly

her orthodoxy,

1820-30; the second in 1856; and the third

pressed three years later.
In 1875, an in¢ church was filled with the friends of
surrection broke out:imtlhig northern provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina, evident- the deceased, many being compelled to
Most of the
During
the | stand during the services.
ly encouraged by Russia.
aptist ministers ir Rhode Island,
troubles which followed, Bulgaria als:
ne from abroad, were present.
The
volted, and Servia and Montenegro
ind the front of the platform were
came involved
in an attempt
to a

commemoration

celebrates the resurrection of Christ—that

world,

Sh

New

Alexander

Czar

pendence of the Turkish rule, manyof the
tributary provinces of Turkey have strenuously sought their liberty.
Since 1857,
Moldavia
and “Wallachia, united as Roma.

ment Sabbath, instead of celebrating the

factors of

pendent livelihood, as
uld the manufacture of cloth, trading in the markets, or
J/the building of houses-all honorable and
2 indispensable pursuits, bat surely no more
"80 than the defense of God’s truth and the
Jen old work of a shepherd of souls.

The

The

mand what, under the circumstances, was

at-

it was a day kept in commemoration

died,

years

Three things are found implied in the
Sabbath of the Jews : it'was a day of rest
from toil ; it was a day of special worship;

portant, and renders him as worthy. of rec

’ “ognition

who
has

to the situation in the occurrence of a revolt
conceded by France and England, the re- | in the Egyptian Soudan where a religious
occupancy ef the Crimea and the Black fanatic, claiming to represent Mohammed,
Sea; and ¢ the Eastern Question resumed
has raised a large army and is putting Chrisits habitually threatening aspect.”
tians to death who refuse his anthority, and
Especially since Greece obtained inde- denouncing also the Sultan as the head of

own distinct sphere to fill; the work he is
called to do is, to say the least, no less im©

Sultan,
Egypt,

does not ‘soon find

general supply of the U. 8. with the Scriptures. The first general supply was made in

their iromsclads to

,complish more, than he has done

subjects.

and Russia bided her time. The Peace of
Paris, which marked the termination of
this chapterin the history of the Eastern
Question, was signed in 1856. Fourteen

divine

has

The
over

however, if the Seminary

The Boardof Managers of the American
Bible Society have undertaken their’ fourth

Alexandria with evident intent to enforce
their demand. But Arabi Bey refuses to
be banished and, out of range of the guns
of the fleet,he feels comparatively strong.

had

THE NEW TESTAMENT SABBATH.

laborers.

they have sent

It would be strange,

sanctified light, is not to grow dim; although,
to shine * with purest - ray serene’ she needs
to substitute the Kree Baptist creed for the
one which gives her so much trouble.

Hence the Eng-

sity to all parts of the denomination—or
demonstrate beyond doubt, that the limits of possibility have already been reached. There is nothing of boastfulness in
this. Neither is there excess of confidence. No one is a boaster, or over-confident, who simply declares his purpose
‘to attémpt more, and, if trod wills, ac-

Every Christian minister, while he occupies an office.of peerless importance, virtu-ally stands on. thé ‘same footing with all

independent

and

in

the entire country more.

Certainly

lish and French: pressed the Khedive to
bapish : him—which
the Khedive ' would
probably be glad to do if he had the pow-

Europe

pgsses

some person who, if not as well known. is as
well worthy to take the Abbott professorship
as Mr. Smyth.
We have confidence in Andover, in her situation as suited to scholarly
meditation, and-in the future of ler Seminary.
Christian churches at home and abroad are
still to feel her benign and powerful influence.

d
extendein-

affect

Christian

will!

other

‘would

Senate

has but one Prof. Park, nor for that matter has

Star more than it has ever been, a neces-#

‘témpted in
i the past. Whether he sucblest national life, the purest and holiest so- ceeds or not, he can at least deserve sucis
mankind
ciety, is discovered when
cess.
brought

securities would be

tribute and interest money.

if the Star eould not hold against all new
hag ever known”, against the encroachcomers, if not every present subscriber, nents of a Christian nation. ‘The war
however interesting.
f lon its present aggregate subscrip- ended with the fall of Sebastopol, the loss’
tion. It is proposed to increase this 'to Russia of the Crimea and her power in
J:.is not a light thing Wo bea Christian.
e;
number durizg the next few years—or to the Black Sea, and the preservation to a
You propose to become Jesus’ discipl
well, do not array yourself in holiday apstand guiltless of any want of ambition million of Turks of * the privilege of opparel as for a gala-day, but put on your
and effort. It is proposed to. make the pressing. and plundering” eight million,
working:-day garments,—aye, put on your
3
armor and gird yourself for battle !

be

terests.
Hence, France and England feel
the need of maintaining a government in
Egypt that will keep the peace and pay its

English and French aided the Turk in this
contest, protecting a Mohammedan pow-

It were indeed a pity,

relations should

the

spite of the President’s veto. Denied
the Abbott professorship he will not accept a profess
orship specially ‘created for him.
We trust
the staid old Seminary will not become deThe
Congregational
church
is.
moralized.
rich in scholars and theologians, and neither
stands nor falls by any man.
To be sure, she

the

of the Suez Canal would.be endangered, a

policy

against
him, which brought on the
ing scepes of the Crimea, in 1854.

in part.

to

too,
would
destroy
commercial
intercourse.
Moreover, the free and safe use

opportunity

persistent

ry, like a bill which

capitalists.

is applied

If the existing

terminated, Turkish

he forced the Turkish Porte to declare war

It indulges in hopes and plans whose realization the existence of this new. paper
is likelyto hasten.

no

English

commends himselfto the public in declining
an offer to pass him into the Andover Semina-

depressed and Egyptian securities might
become worthless.
Serious disturbances,

unimproved, to make clear her ardent desire and steadfast purpose.
Catherine IL
took the Crimea from Turkey.
Alexander
I., by the Peace of Bucharest in 1812, obtained Bessarabia and Moldavia. Nicholas
I. also made war upon the Turk, and obtained every advantage he could possibly

It has no weak fears of be-

ing run down, either wholly or

and

and

to Turkey

can

“stretch himself upon .” Dr. Newman Smyth

Turkish debt, also held by these capital-

Russia's desire to drive the Osmanli Tartars from Europe and gain possession of

tinal loyalty of the men who represent
it. They have launched bravely out on a
sea whose difficulties they have yet to
learn. We pray for them as Queen Isabella prayed for Columbus; may God
keep them'from shipwreck and failure.
The Star welcomes the healthful stimulus, the friendly competition, which the
.presence of this'new paper in its own

French

‘‘ man

with the 1st Ossipee & Wake:
The brethren are much en:

couraged... .The small church at Ossipet

Corner (4th Ossipee) has joined with others in
repairing the house of worship. It will be
finished and furnished in modern style. Rev:

'H T, Barnard supplies thee desk Sabbath fore
nts

*

Na, Nd

a

of those
ibe words in 7 thie) issue in memory
in the letter
who have recently died, contained
and the articles of Prof. Ful
of Dy.ee,
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Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP is the pre-
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Blue Valley
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(Kan.)—Held with the Prairie
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to recognize Bro. H.W. Morse as Miss. Agent
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elected to fill the vacancy thus caused.
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W. 8. MORSE, Clerk.
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the Wind.
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ands afflicted with disease.
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hands the formula of that simple, vegetable remedy discovered by an East India missionary, and
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W. BAKER& C0., Dorchester, Mass.

(l

Purchase

(Mich.) withthe

Drain

4

_, well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

M. and P. M. at each
place. Those who expect
to
attend will please
inform me when
they
will
come.
Should any come when teams are not
found waiting at Sherman, inquire for Dea. R.
Eggleston.
Address Rev. S. R. Evens, Sherman,

Quarterly

and

CoO., New York.

CO,

Homeopathic Chemists, London, Ebg.
Also Epps’ Chocolate Essence for Afternoon Use.
of
P)

IVERS
& POND

P. M.: those coming from the south will stop at
Panama Station at 9.47 A. M. and 5.16 P. M. Teams

Hillsdale

Dyspept cS

i

who come by railroad* will be met by teams to
convey them to the church. Those coming from
the north will stop at Sherman 11.9 A. M. and 4.56
will meet trains Wednesday

POWDER
Vi

over-exertion or over-indu'gence,

cal.
Tt is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as

to whom

comménce

Holland

by

MENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Couviulsions, Nervous Headache,
Mental Depression,
Loss of Memory, Premature
Old Age, caused by

Va.

Thursday from 12 to 4 P.M. and take them
miles north to the place of meeting.
the

eaten

(1362)

21. All.persons coming by rail will stop
City, where teams will meet them on

attending

BAKING

Nerve

and is therefore far more economi-

Waterford Ch., June

The Ministers’ Institute will

be

DR. E. C. WEST’S NERVE AND BRAIN. TREAT-

Southern Minn. at Wykoff, Jun 23.

It was the eclipse of
Balsam over all com-

petitors. It cures Coughs, Colds, and
eases of the Throat, Chest, and Lung
35 and 70 cts. New size, 10 cts.

ROYAL

.

with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,

Treasurer of

So. should be sent.

W

Billiousness, Headache, Constipation, Dyspepsia,
Malaria, etc. Address Dr. Sanford, 24 Duane St.,
New York.
4t2leow

have

;

Sold in tins, (unly 3 1b. and 1b.) labeled.
JAMES EPPS &

light, flakv, het breads, ul

<Can

pure

bleod,and a properly nourished frame,”— Civil Service Gazette.
.
+ Made simply with | oiling water or milk.

without fear of the ills resulting from heavy indi.
gestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.

times the strength of Cocoa mixed

Union (N. Y.) with the Willet church, June 16.
Susquehanna (N. Y. & Pa.) at West
Granville, Juue 23. -

he

Free.

managers

such-

luxurious’pasiry.

Breakfast Coco.

. (2522)

& 8. Neb. Y.

Coll

A

the

Oilhas been removed.

“w

Rev. 8.F. Smith, Fairbury,
II.

Jacobs Oil.

Send address on postal for 100-page book.
‘The
Liver, ite diseases and treatment,” with treatises
apon Liver.Complaints, Torpid Liver, Jaundice,

aration makes

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878,
BAKER'S

Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y., Treasurer of
the Central Association, to whom all its contributions should be sent.
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdaie, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education So. ; to whom contributions
may be sent in aid of those preparing for the
Gospel ministry.

use of St.

The whale is somewhit of a blower. When
begins to spout, look out for a tough tale.

Absolutely Pure.

Warranted absolutely pure

Harper’s

nas

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with

Made from Grape Crean Turter.—No other IPD

Cocoa, from which the excess of

Societies,Concord, N. H,

* Do

N. XY. Press.)

Mr. W. J. Melvin, Editor,Warren,

one of |*

, ¢ Bro. Gordon, when
drinking, I had nothing to think about

Ohio Farmer.

(Troy,

buried

Whom was & man advanced in age and had
.been a life long opposer of Christianty. In
his own words

kinds is often
to remove the

at the bottom of it.

Last Sab-

Wo happy converts were baptized,

Rev.

fine

thereis a weak point. We may escape many a fatal

Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of Shenan-

not fall down this shaft, as there are men at work

young

bath the writer atténded his appointment at the
Percy church, where he was greeted with an
Unusually large attendance, and the Word was
listened to with marked attention and interest.
Afier which we repaired to the water, and

.

On the purity and vitality of
the vigor and health of the

cines fail entirely.—

them With their Master in baptism. Sabbath
Father H, 8. Gordon preached a funeral dis-

Oldest F, B, churches in Illinois.

with

usually has a silver

P.

Han-

doah Mission.
Moses
B. Smith, Treasurer of the
Freewill
Baptist Foreign, Home Mission and Education

June

to the tact that the man

Jesse

Carrie

of the Home Mission Board, to whom all money
shold be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

and

Unless it had’ great merit Parker's Ginger Tonic
could not he so popular. Its sale has rapidly
spread all over this country, because invalids find
it gives them new life and vigor when other medi-

some

ber was administered by the pastor, and thus
closed another year of toil for this, one of the

scrofulous

ing out the dirt and leaving the room.”

the

course on the death of Sister Serepa ‘Bradleys
Wifeof Rev, Wm. Bradley, who did last Jan.,
10 a very large,
appreciative, and deeply
affected audience. Afterward the Lord's Sup-

Dr

“I say, what are you about? sweeping out that
room?” asked a young clerk.
* No, I am sweep-

months ahead.
Although the weather was
unpleasant, we had a large attendence. On

ok

employing

whole system.
Disease of various
only the sign that nature is trying

* The

for

by

Mr.

No further guaranty concerning advertisements
can be given than the above.
Readers must exer.
sise their own judgment on articles advertised.

tion Societies. :
(25¢t)
Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should 4A sent.
(10t28)
Rev. E. D. Lewis, Oak Center, Wis., Treasurer

by the

disturbing cause. A remedy that gives life and
vigor to the blood, eradicates scrofala and other
impurities from it, as Hood’s Sarsaparilla undoubtedly does, must be the means of preventing
many diseases that would occur without its use.
Sold by dealers.

bapwho

for

think

Berwick,

Miss Emma

it shall appear that

To

Tickets to the Maine Western Y. M. will be sold

Sold by druggists.

HUMAN BLOOD.
the blood depend

_ Looney Spring church, at Campbell Hill, observed its 31st anniversary, May 28. For many
years our May meeting has been a very imbortant one. People assemble here from many

, Wiles around,

economize

watch at the end of it.

“Sabbath,

writes:

will

Attefition is drawn

Illinois.

G.

and

LOS

the heaviest gold watch chain

last winter.
Seventeen have united with the
Church, On Sabbath, May 28, three were baptized at East Granville.
Nine have recently
Joined this church.”

Rev.

yard

er serious diseases, and curing all

have been baptized since the precious revival

The

the

rain.

Pierce’s Medicines.
His * Pleasant Purgative
Pellets” and Golden Medical Discovery” clense the
blood and system, thus preventing fevers and oth

the

May 21, twelve believers in Christ were
tized at West Granville, making fifteen

session with

So.

been deceived, the deception will be exposed.

REV. E. N, FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
« 92
All money contributed for the Maine State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

Those

What Saved is Gained.

Pennsylvania.

The Rev. G. W.

its May

In consequence of a heavy

i

Workingmen

re-

membership

of the

ehureh:
C. F. MYERS, Clerk.

Some men talk by -the

cently entered upon his duties, and has a wide
field of lgbor.

[
with
itt
Wt

Co. (I1l.)—Held

inch.

Rev. G. S. Ricker, the preseiit
has

The revision

of

Post-Office Addresses.

C.

done

Newcomb,

any time

Rev. 8, D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com- :
muoion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (5238)
Rev.L. P Potter Lansing, Mich., to whom all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. aud Eduoca-

the

Epps

gaily built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us, ready to attack wherever

: Notices,

-

of

Mr.

heavy doctors’ bills.
It 18 by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitutionmay be grad-.

both of Auburn.

Smith—Hanson.—In
So. ‘Berwick, June. 3,
by the Rev. W. T. Smith, assisted by the Rev.

have not called a Physician in the whole time.
My wife had been an invalid for years, but these
Bitters bave cured her.”--Price 25 ots. per bottle.

Me.

application

sen and Miss Grace C. Harlow,

Chautauqua Co., N. Y.

Leach of this

ability,

dele.

morning
to hear the Word preached by Eider I.
Slater.
:
A
Next session with the Manchester and Caledonia church:
P. 8. DOOLITTLE, Clerk.

‘22,

d. Waldron, Rev. W, R. Stone, and Rev. C. E.
a man.of marked

small

storm on Friday and Sat. the attendance from
abroad was light. The churches were all represented; quite a large congregation met Sabbath

nce have been Rev. A. M. Totman, Rev. W.
pastor,

cogeinn

Laona church.

practi fell from the scaffolding and was mor1 tall'injured, and on the day the church was
defeated Jesse Matthewson,
one of the heavjes contributors of the church fund, suddenly
{id while the services were being held. The
i pastor was -D, J. Whiting. The pastors

Brockway.

a

Vaughn, T.

The business of conference was

Y

of

|
~~}.

stome

spring

the corner

was

with dispatch and harmony.

se-

{~

consequently there

trition, and by a careful

properties of well selected Cocoa,

To Advertisers.
No advertisements will be admitted to the col-

The Rev. Chas. E. Piper, of Wakefield, R. I,
writes: “I have used Baxter’s "Mandrake Bitters
in my family for over two
years, and as a result

Clerk.

session with
was very io.

Q. M. constitution and by-laws was a part of the
business dove.

s were immediately taken to build a
;» church

MORGAN,

its May
weather

Ministers present—H. W.

ceptance.

ou

about

B. J.

Partridge, W. E. Denpett.
Preaching principally
done by Bro. Dennett, who preached 10 good ac-

The

OTe

Ytinoon.

Branch (Mich.)—Held
Kinderhook church. The

H.,

‘provided our breakfast tables with a. delicately
flavored vewveragh, which may
save us many

son of 50. Berwick.

you sent us.
They
Send us twelve dozen
J. WERTS '& SON.

oJHolland Purchase (N.Y.) at Sherman, June

Daven-

N.

Dr. Frank A.
Miss
Iryane

umns of this paper, of whose pure and truthful
character satisfactory evidence is wanting: ‘If at

voted to grant a license to Bro. Thomas L. Scott
for one year.
A mission committee was anpointed consisting of E. J, Morgan,
N. H, Briggs,

‘West

BREAKFAST.
2
“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nu

sy W-

port church:
é {he “attendance
was
goed, but
might have beén better had the members of other
eburches, of the Q. M. taken more interest in
being present and taking a part in the services.

the

We hupe a word to the wi-e will be suflicient and
that they will in future show themselves as wise
as serpents and as harmless as doves. The Q. M.

ad-

For

Clerk.

. Loudon,

C. E. Hurd,
Mass.,
and

Smith of 8aco, Me., and

Sold Out,
Special Telegram to Henry, Johnson & Lord.
_ Freedomville, Ohio.—We
have sold all those:

Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters
give universal satisfaction.
forthwith.

~
Ty

Wis

Batchelder of Loudon.
i
Jackson—Harlow.—In Auburn, Me., June
8, by the Rev. J. B. Jordan, Mr. Walter C. Jack-

Mr.

Price, $1; six

Yeanrty Meeting Notices.
Central Illinois at Fairvew, Sept. 1.
Ohio River at Coalton, Ang. 11,
Maine Western at Canton, June 20.
Genesee (N. Y.) at Potter, Fune'16.
Central N. Y., Phenix, June 23.
Wisconsin, Winnebago Ch., June 23.
hi Javrence (N. Y.) at. Philadelphia, June

Otsego (N. Y.)—Hvld with

excellent, and

ne members, June 4, 1867.

M. A. SHEPARD,

each
session to give spettal attention to the Sabbath-school interest.
H.T. Barnard
will speak
on the subject at the next session:
Although
the
weather was stormy, the congregations were quite
large.
B. F. PARKER, Clerk.

Waker,

Beecher.

of

lage church, was lvensel, [t was voted hereafterat

«ions for this state. In the eveni8a jubilee service und address3. W. Ray, B. Gage Berry, C. L.

and

Ex.

ing.
A. W.
Dinsmore,
recently
from
Lynn,
Mase, who is now laboring with this church, was
ordained and J. E. Beacham, of the Water Vil-

i Rev. 0. C. Cregan, Congrega:acuse, secretary of the board

‘\. Holmes

prospects than

Wolfborough (N. H.)—Held with the 1st
Ossipee & Waketleld church. = The: reports from
the churches were more than ustally encouraging and the session more than ordinarily interest-

the

cengratulatory

by Rev.

church, April 28, with some better

.

s Rev. G. 8. Ricker, deliviscourse, sketching’ biiefly
38 of the Free Baptist de118 country and state, and
zane a history of the beginit and successes of the Free
: Norwich.
Ab 3, there was
jven,

the Ebenezer

was good interest taken in all the meetings.

York.

“ at which

with

thé
churches to support
their
pastors.
The
churches of the Q. MM. me all supplied with
preaching once a month.
The next session, Aung. 25, with Antioch church,
one mile west of Tamaroa, on the lll. C. R.
R
We invite correspondence from other Q. M’s.

membership.
quietly, yet

occasion In

(Iil.)—Held

tra efforts have been made on the part of some

ion Com. ofthe Otsego Q. M. wish
1d with some minister, who is at
‘e charge of two churches and
labor with them immediately.
Morgan, Oneonta, N. Y.
anniversary of the Norwich
1, was celebrated, June 4, with

{ute tothe

Rock Shurch the

J. M. BAILEY, Clerk.

heretofore. Six churches were represented by delegation and letter; one verbal report. The Elkton church was dropped from the Q. M. There

Sunday, June 4, the Rev. C. 8. Frost,
+ r of School 8t, F. B. church of Pawtucket,
“'ptized 4 and received 8 to membership of
church. Three others are to go forward
in baptism. On a previous Sunday four
were admitted 10 church
he good work is going
‘vely, forward,

a F. Baptist
he presented

this morning * concerning the probation of the
dead and. the possible recovery of those lost
through impenitency.”
?
Voted that this resolution be published in the

the amount

it is impossible to

i:hin the limits of our own

the blood, and is the best alterative, ton=
ic, diuretic and blood purifier ever produced.

season.
Chose delegates to Y. M. as follows:
Ministers,—J.
“M. Bailey," J.
M.
Lowden,
E.
Blake,C. Bean,A. L. Morey, Z. J. Wheeler and
W. J. Twoit;
Laymen,—J. T. Fellows, W, 8.
Hodgdon, E. Harmon, R. Deering, M. T. Files, W,

of

J Arneill Wrightstown

Foster—Batchelder.—In

cures all diseases of |

suaded to take any other.
bottles for $5.

North Pittston Me

G W
Knowlton Big Lake Minn
Rev A Phillips Wrightstown Wis

June 7, by the: Revs
Foster of ‘Waltham,

APARILLA, which contains more ,real
curative
virtues than all others coms=

of ministerial help and we hope the Lord will
send more laborers into the flald.
Next session with Burnside church, August 11—
13.
JOHN H. SWAILES, Clerk.

ministered for more than seven years. Rev.
J. M. Durgin, Dea. Dudley and the pastor re-

ferredto the noble life and efficient service

Cana-

SALEM, MASS.

1y19

Married,

medicines, and then use AYER’S SARS=

Sold by all druggists. Ask for AYER’S
SARSAPARILLA, and do. not be per=

so faithfully

had

he

|

Price 25

good Lord was wiih us. This is the anoual term
of theQ. M. Bro. J. H. Swailes was chosen
clerk and treasurer. This Q. M. is in great need

his relatives,
thies t¢ Mrs. Rev. J, M. Brewster,
and the churchto which

from

da, which added much
to the
meeting.
The
meeting was spiritnal and interesting, and the

Thus God is giving evidence that he will"
7
answer the prayers of his people.
The Rev. J. Malvern writes: ‘ Ten persons
werereceived into the fellowship of the Haverhill.chureh at its last communion service, At the
same time the church voted to extend its sympa-

presence of Bro. Shaw

FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.

Forwarded

LEAD.

search-

with the church.
forward soon,

go

A larger bumber are to

ored with the

SHEET

Baker Littleton NH Box 144

52t21

bined. ' It radically

PIPE -

NARROW

res HEADACHE,

church.
Amesbury
with the
couragement
Seven happy converts were baptized by the
pastor, the Rev. J. D. Waldron, and united

delegation as was expected,
but most of the
churches were represented either by. delegates—or
Ictters; and the business
of the conference was
done with harmony and dispatch.
We were fav.

AND

t most

June 4 was a day of: great rejoicing and en-

LEAD

dl

=
and REGULATES
d B Bowers wi thout | €
sickenin g or gri ping, or leaving the | 3
Bowels { n a cons! pate d state.
<
| A Specific for
ever and Ague,

noticed.

duly

Sanilac (Mich.)—Held with the North Branch
charch, May I12—I14.- On account of the heavy
rain and muddy roads there was not so Jarge
a

MANUFACTURERS

2

|

beld, xnd the death of our fate Sister Crawford
was

|,

child from pan, cures dysentery and diarrhcea,
griping in the bowels and wind colic. - By
giving

Read all the advertisements of Spring

was

concert

missionary

AND

ake:T,

@uavterly Beetings.

of

1

BY MAIL.

Elbridge MecKindale

for forty years with never failing success by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the
ealth to the child it rests the mother.

WEIGH

. J W Austin Thompsonville 111

physicians and
has been used

cents a bottle,

Ro

_ (RovaLsotBaws
PURE

SRE

mild

—

the church.
_ fellowship to four who united with
the

3

CE

|.

o

AND GRINDERS

the

* On the first Sabbath of June, the Rev. J.

Ip the evening

Clerk of Council,
1

Marider of Lynn administered the ordinance ot
paptism in the -morning, and gave the band

}

scription of one of the best female
nurses in the United States, and

I

CORRODERS

Silk Co.,

)

to la-

Books

i

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
PURE WHITE LEAD, -

H

Hedge—J

Lincols—M

Florence, Mass.

bor in this new field.
M. L. HUNTLEY,

3

Massachusetts.

ed deacons, and Rev. Wm. J. Fulton pastor.
May God bless this new church and the moth-

E

Ce Ss
—~ ==
PS a

work.
3

Hand of fellowship was given by Rev. T. E.
Peden; Prayer,by J. M. Davis.
M. D. J.
Hickerson and Anslem P, Woodruff were elect-

er chlirch out of whose fold it has gone

upon the

entered

and has already

The

most mild, bland, and nutritious form in" which
Cod Liver Oil can be #sed, and with more benefit
‘gecured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
208 Pearl 8t., New York.
y9

G

Nonotuck

the church
Jatter has nceepted the pustorate of

in Gonic,

tubercular

consumption, scrofula -and génefil debility.

H Hardy—A

Kitchen—Mrs

Lampher—J L Langley—= A Loveland—W Lankford—E J Morgan—T_
Moulton—G H Moon—J
G Nave—A Nickson—R Nickerson—R Nesbit—R
Noblea-H 8 Otis—J L Odell—E B Odell—J Purdy
—N 8 Purinton—G Perkins—R A Proctor—RParks—Mrs H R Phelps—R Ricker—J C Robinson
—J H Rosa—R K Rose—J M Southworth—P Smith
—Mrs W J Stanton—L A Shumway—A A Smith—
D Smith=L Sargent—J A “Stevehison—A P F
Stratton—Mrs 'T
Thurlough—J
_Westlake—D
White—W: Walker—S B Wood—J H Ward—S A
Worden--A H Wade—K J Weed—Mrs S B Wilson.
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H Hubbard—C
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to
Madison, Rev. W. S. Packard being obliged
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health.
wife’s
his
of
account
resign on

Jennings—J

3-cent stamp.

church in

of the

pastor

Bes been engaged as

LIVER

York for coughs, colds, bronchial

ed with an address by Prof. J. M. Davis. The
church covenant was read by M: L. Huntley;

labor, and are doing effective work.”
nev. W. H. Trafton of Brownfield, Me.,

COD

Gilmin—G

Hanscom~B F Higgins—C B Hart—I H
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fields of

well established in their respective
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All fits stopped

Send to 931 Arch 8t. Philadelphia, Pa.

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New

of forming this church.
The sermob was by
Rev. Thomas E. Peden. A Bible was present-

village, and Rev. I. Emery at Mill Village,

age for all Nerve Diseases.

fiee.

Description of this Cut, with

Melvin Village, Rev. W. H. Ward at Water
are

Dr. Kline’s Great Nerve Restortr is the marvel
of the

over 50 other valuable illustraFLORENCE
ted rules for usin

ns. The congregation is increasing, and a of ministers consisted of Phos. E. Peden, Jno.
Sabbatheschool has been established. It M. Davis and M. L. Huntley. Thirty-five were
;
800 hfidently expected that divine favor will formed into the organization, all of whom,
Bs nde this effort to build up a religious inter- save one; were dismissed by letter from the
++. Rev.
. Wm. H. Cutting at -first Huntington F. B. church for the purpose
i successful..
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full collegiate course,

Family Circle.

lectures,

¢ Very

| kind.”

my loved ones

I'm

I'want it to go

morning,

the

room

|

he
go-

j

_An hour later he found himself just
entering the grounds at Howard's

hand

when,

JAMES L. GRAHAM.

bath-school concert,

and

so

had

the errand entrusted to him.
the doctor’s words, ¢* I'want

The night falls cold and gray ;
.

&-

FOX.”

KENNAN.

/*No, sir!

passed

through the village without a thought

But through Life's Western Gate
Dawns Life’s Eternal Day.
. —Mary A. Barr.

#+ Shall I help you?”

“was in time for the noon mail east, but
was informed that it had just been sent
to-the station.
:
*“ Perhaps 1 can get there

in time

mail it yet!”

but

he exclaimed,

to

“Certainly; you

though

he ran with all possible speed to the depot, the train pulled out before his arri-

III.
standeth, take

shall

time you desire.”

boys

terminedto do their own
make our best scholars,

who

Mr.

to attend

bome,

he

found

me to.death and I put the whole

came into the sitting-room with the

ev-

ening mail. The Doctor hastily broke
shock her frail system had received in. the seal of a leiter postmarked C——,
almost
immediately
Susie’s tragic death, after her former and
exclaimed,
bereavements, that he consulted the. fam- -<“ Too bad! too bad!”
‘“ What is it, John?” asked his wile,
ily pbysician, who advised immediate
change of scene and air. *‘ Perhaps,” he anxiously as she came to hig,sidé.
t Norman‘is ruined after all,” was the
said, *¢ the soft breezes of old ocean and
a change of thought produced by agreea- reply, and the great tears filled th
x
ble company and cheerful surroundings eyes of the strong man.
‘“ Why, John, how can eh
will enable her to rally.”
.
¢ fe writes that my check did not
As Mr. Gralam turmed away at the
close of their conversation, he recalled reach him until yesterday noon, when he
him bysaying, * By the by, Graham, let had already made an assignment to. his
He returns the check with
Jamie come up and stay with us while creditors.
many thanks for my thoughtful kindness,
you are gone.”
“1 shouldn’t think you would want and says, if my letter had been mailed
“the same
day it was written, his calamihim around, Doctor,” was the reply.
# Well,
Ido! Ifear youare too se- ty might have been averted.
They are
vere with him, Graham. Sarely he is getting altogether too careless at the
punished enough for his fault without post-office. 1 shall certainly complian of
them tothe Department, if they don’t
your estrangement.” There, came a tender mood toward do better.
the erring boy in the’ heart of Mr. ‘Gra- + Imagine ifyou can, kind reader, Jaham, as he pondered these words of Dr. mie’s feelings as he listened to the foreDodge, and that evening he waited at the going. conversation, and thought, «My
entrance to the porch,
when Jamie re- failure to put that letter in the office as I.
turned from school, and noticed for the went over to Howard’s has caused all
first time the pale face with dark circles this trouble.”
Then, realizing that the
about the eyes, the listless gait, and the doctor was inclined to blame the postdespondent droop of the
boyish form. master, he rose to his feet, and, pacing
He put out an arm, as Jamie ascended two or three times across the room, pausthe steps, and drew him to kis side. A ing with averted face and downcast eyes
moment they stood there in silence, then before his guardian.
;
*¢ Doctor,” he said, in a voice that, dethe boy laid his head upon his father’s
breast and asked in a broken voice, spite his effort at control, was unsteady,
‘1 do not ask you to forgive me, for I do
«Can you ever forgive me, father?”
I will try, Jamie,” was the husky re- not see how you can; bat, in justice to
ply, and from that hour Jamie's burden, others, I must tell you that I forgot to
though great, was not so heavy or griev- put that letter into the office on my way
ous as before.
through the village,though I returned imThe summer sped away, and in the mediately when I remembed it, before enearly autumn Mr. Graham returned to tering the gate at Howard's; yet, I was

- wife’s

A~——

health

so undermined

by

with his wife, fearing in his

the

just too late to mail it either at the office,

secret

or the

heart, yet fighting fiercely against an acknowledgment of it, that her summer's
journey had not prolonged her life. And,

ere the

station.”

Without

waiting for a

reply, he hastily left the room,

and re-

paired to his chamber.
In the midnight silence, when the
moon flooded all the sleeping village and

daisies blossomed over Susie’s

resting-place, another spring Mrs. Graham slept beside
her children.
Jovely valley with its radiances, a youthMr. Graham obtairied a place for Ja- ful form, just developing into manhood,
mie with a friend living on a farm near came forth from the grounds of Dr.
A—— and for two seasons he worked on Dodge, and after a long, tearful gaze
~ the farm, boarding each succeeding win- upon the white cottage embower
ed in
ter with Dr. Dodge, and attending the vines, turned his feet toward that other
village school.
“Village of the Dead.” “Once there, JaTwo years after his wife’s death, Mr. mie threw himself upon
the grave of his
Graham was a victim of a railroad acci- mother, while strong sobs shook his
dent, and for six months

afterwards

was

frame.

a helpless sufferer, hovering much of the
time between life and death. Then he
was released from his sufferings, and the
little cemetery at A—— received another

the broken-hearted boy, I shall. never
dome again to this holy spet. You all
are sleeping so peacefully now, but

a curse I have been
not God take me in

"body to await the resurrection.
Dr. Dodge, whom Mr. Graham had apthe settlement

of the estate, that only a small sum

re-

mained for the orphan boy.
The succeeding evening, as they sat by
the study table, he asked, * What is your
n 1 shall be nineteen in

icine?”

January,

to study

Doc-

med-

did
and

might have

been a blessing!” At last tearing himself
from the graves of his loved ones, with a
Jast lingering look,

derer.
Dr. Dodge went
2

flr

what

he

turned

his

face

away from all that he knew of home to
go out upon the face of the earth a wan.

age, Jamie?”

tor.”
i
- “How would you like

to you. Why
my childhood,

leave one of the others who

pointed executor of his ‘will and’ guardian of Jamie, found, after

¢* Oh, mother! mother!” moaned

i

to

his chamber

are ‘de-

With tear-

ful eyes he read:
=, ,
* Dear, kind friend :-—I cannot remain
any longer to be only’ a curse to those

#40, sir, if I might!”
“You may. Your means are so lim- who do the most for me. I cannot
look
ited that you will not be able to take a upon you face again
alter what has passfr

\
ve.

to-day

he

ith the exception of the

Queen,

brother and I said, ‘John,

awful

‘with God,

$0?"

she

an

said. he.

that she

doesn't

were

many

invaluable

books

far more to the busy man

which

are

has

pray

2180 to the student, than a whole ton of ordina-

ry publications. It is one of those few volumes
which, baving once been used, are the very
last that one will allow to go from his library.

duced a fresh book on a stale theme. . She lets

for

guests,

of the lighter sort.

take his glass of wine; and they insisted.

no

to have any regard for us, and you
no sympathy with our hilarities.”

Then the man lifted the glass and said :

‘‘ Gentleman, there was

in

Boston

.| years ago a man who, though

he

had

a

from his integrity and

went

the ditch of drunkenness.

down
He

inte

was.

Shall Ldrink it?

so Iwill

sixty-two

:

A man sitting next lifted

years of age, but she, looked not a day
older than forty-six.
“Miss Nightingale’s features are regular,

If you

say

knife

and

a

with one stroke broke off the bottom

has

Scot-

fine

ae
mer

number

of this

art magazine.

ers,35 cents.
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LITERARY JOTTINGS.

fore

Mr. Froude, the biographer of Carlyle, hay
written a short preface to go with Carlyle'y
posthumous “* Reminiscences of My Trish
Journey,” when they appear in book form, the

|.

Magazine.

Asto

the

Teve
‘a

©

serial publication being completed in the forthe
July
coming
number
of
The
Century

|

history of the manu-

script, Mr. Froude says: * He [Carlyle] gave
it to Mr. Newbery, who wss then acting as
his secretary; Mr. Newbery gave it to the late

Mr. Thomas Ballantyne;by Mr. Ballantyne i
was sold to a Mr. Anderson, from whom
came ito the hands of the publishers.”
prot

Irish

in part: *“ The

adds,

Carlyle's
of solutic

ministries, whieh

tribute

tothe

the lati

memory

admired

of

poet.

Am

It em)
fimily

Longfellow

the genealogy

of the

presents

life-work in a most simple

his

and

containsa reprin

books.——The July

in his publis

Wide Awake, ir

Course,

Reading

Chautauqua

valusble and original Health
Paper from Miss Allen

Gymnpasium.

Xr...

a

has

and

Stren;

of the Bostoa

adie)

A. Williams & Co. ofBostoi

will publish at once in handsome pamphtt form

the Proceedings of the Massachusetts
Hi\orical
Society on the occasions of the deals of

here comes

¢ Now,

by valuable hints for
The ‘departments of

early poerns never Inserted

the pease stringing in all alone by themselves!”

Longfellow and Emerson. The severd ad:
dresses by Mr. Charles Eliot Norton,p;

Oh! that man was a hero, He had When they reached her, she brightened wonbeen going through & battle year after derfully, and exclaimed very audibly, ¢ I say,

an English complexion, large brown
eyes, and a well-nourished body, which
would weigh one hundred and sixty-five

pea
pom

‘delightful manner,

an American lady
at the Costanzi, when
longing for an American dinner, with its meat
and attendant satellites of vegetables in small

dishes, remarked wearily,

goo

Ceramics, Bric-a-brac, Needlework and Art
in Dress are well filled, and the usud libery |

most loved and

where Byron rested and wrote Childe Harold,
remarked with charming naivete, * Dear me!
How
I'd quite forgotten Byron was a monk!
.
A
stupid in me!’
*‘ Once in Rome I was sitting at table d’hote

of

No!

the |

fitting

thought

hearing, at the Armenian monastery at Venice,

the glass; and all the men at the fable
shouted, “Don’t drink ! don’t drink !”

by

pages, with fourteen illustrations,
which are fine portraits. The work
the pen of W. Bloane Kennedy, and is

0

stands before -of it before” And,

you to-night. I am that man. IfT drink
this glass I shall go back to my old habit
and perish. I am not strong enough to
endure it.

never

I really

though?

it

mustn't

formed by the grace of God and the pray-

ad-

‘ Why!

“picture

I
biography of Henry Wadsworth
It is elegantly bound iu cloth, ant

idea, which she
her flashing dia--

monds emphasizinher
g speech:

the

dine, not patched or patchable anv
from - a joyfulor heautiful spt
Messrs. D. Lothrop & Uo. sanot

land must have been named for Walter Scott :

re-

to

November 11, 1849, in which

to stay at home,

denly struck with a brilliant
let loose after this manner,

beautiful wife and two children, fell away

help

up his Irish experiences in the f
*“ Ugly spect
characteristic vein:
health : sad humor: a thing unjoyful to
The whole country figures in
upon.
like a ragged coat; one huge beggar’

To prove that I am not too severe, I will quote
oneor two instances: A lady from a Western
city, at the home of Sir Walter Scott, was sud-

sone

'.
aven

been precisely opposite to what Mr. ©
would have himself
recommended.
Hi
marks, rough and hasty as they are, cans
injurious and may possibly be useful.”
jour:
Froude quetes from Carlyle’s

:

compelled
beuld
abroad sho

fa

series of articles on illuminated may. '

the policy of successive

‘I would like to express a wish that _Congress would passa law prohibiting a certain
class of people from going
to Europe.
A
child that disgraces itself and its parents when

have

reference

nor has it been made more easy

This volume contains matter,
indeed, for
the grave and thoughtful; see, for instance,
the discussion concerning the German Jews:

and

sion
to th

Arnold;

has pot’been solved since Mr.

us a second book of this kind..

until it became a great embarrassment as
they said to him: ‘“ Ah, you don’t seem

without rising, extended "her hand
bade me welcome.
Florence Nightingale, though of Engparentage, was born in Florence,

special

Froude

“the monumental topics, that have been secribbled ** about and about,” severely alone, and
chats in a most charmingly
feminine
style
about the things that interest everyhody.
The
book is in its second edition, and ** Margary
Deane ** 1s:4 second time nbroad. May she give

Matthew

array of designs for china
painting, em.
broidery and general decoration conpletes

of affairs, and

there was much wine poured, and they.
insisted that this reformed lawyer should but we venture to transcribe two choice bits

| ressing me by name as | approached
| ers of his mother, and he

her face smooth and unwrinkled, she

space-saving, labor-saving, question-answering,-

worth

by

uscripts, supplemented
amateur illuminators,

It is one of those time-saving,

friend-in-need,

whic
Be

country boxes” are-given, together with th,
first of a

The wealth of matter

threw the last one into a corner,that you would
never toiich another, we beg you to relent
when this particular book greets your “vision.
* Did I not solemnly vow, when I went to
Europe, not to write a book about it?’ says the
author.
But she wrote, in spite of herself;
and it.is simple truth to say that she has pro-

Louis given to him, a lawyer just come to

_ “I found Miss Nightingale reclining
upon a lounge, by the side of which stood
a small table with writing materials on it.

Italy, in 1820, and is therefore

fact, theory

publishers’ catalogues, and declared, when you

you any more.’ ‘Is thatso? Well I can
never contend with the Lord; I shall
never drink again.”’
He never did drink again. I{e went to
the far West, and at a banquet’ iu St.
the city, there

her:

and
and
‘‘
lish

important

to th

American artists and to those coming y
to this
country. Other exhibitions in
Putis, New
York and Philadelphia are also Vivaciowly .
criticised. There are capital practi
cal article
on modelling in clay and amateur photograph s
y
and ‘some timely hints on the decoration
of 4

delightful volume!
Reader, though you may
have read a thousand and one of the numberless books of European travel which swell the

* The

you are in

‘How

¢ Why, (mother has told me

is

who recently visited her, thus describes

and,

position.’

left you

Crimean War. Dr. Toner of Washington,

hand,

of

A fresh, bright, breezy, amusing instructive,

next day,” said the clergyman who was
talking to me in regard to it, *‘I met my

the soldiers in the

She held my card in her

appreciated.

I cannot

and I shall never worry again.”

oman in England is more beloyed than

the one who nursed

any

terest in public affairs.

in

and there I left the whole thing with God,

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE.

j

which

gives especial

Slavery in Hong Kong; Emerson;
The Litery.
ture of Tiflis; with installmibnts
of * Lady
-Jane,” “ Prudence
Hart,”
*
The
Lindores,” and select
ro
Tue Lai
Co., Boston, are the publishers
es
ig
: contai
The Art ; Amateur for June
ng 3
finely illustrated notice of the Pari
s Sulon,

given in this work must be seen in order
to be

endure this any longer, take care of my
son, reform him, bless bim, save him,’

they
too.

Professor of Mathematics in one of our
largest colleges, and one of the ablest
mathematicians of his years in aur country.— Selected.

\

©

|
|

Holmes, Rev. Dr. George E. Ellis, andpy
William Everett, will be given in full, as je}

year; that was a great crisis. What a ‘Will, them pease is beans this time!” A cold
shiver ran down my back as I -saw this noted
podinds, so that she is not now the slight, struggle! Itell you this incident bé-| by an-Eoglish family at the adjoining table. as fine portraits of both of the subjects |
fragile person which the engraved . por- cause I want you to know that there are. ‘The Amegieans of whom one can be proud— Notman. The edition will not be large ak
Matthe
d'great many men in peril; and when
and theré are thousands of them always in will be sold only to subscribers.
traits, taken just after the Crimean War,
bi
Arnold is quoted by Mr. Conway as spea
you are hard in your eriticisms aboiit | Kurope—are so quiet that they attract little ing of Emerson asa
represented her to be.
man ‘ who never los
Attention comparatively: while the others—I |, 0 sanity.” Professor Tyndall still keeps wit
‘“ Nevertheless she is, and has been for men’s inconsistencies you do not know grow
cold

what a battle they have to fight—a battle | 1 ©

years, a sufferer, and confined most of the

time to her room.

compared

Had she the health to

:

:

Wan

¢ foreign parts.’”

of iii leans 2 di

m Ohio,

expenses

youth,

:

ng

seven

o'clock we

joined

| 0

pi

Doubleface.”

2

me. Knowing thing! It had perceived that
I was of light weight, and wished to secure
me for its burden. ¢ There seems tobe u bit
of the Auman in you,'I said, as it tried to rub
noses with me, in its eagerness to win me
over, ‘ No: you are stout and strong; and you

.

Wil

ova

title has just

on one.

iEhs

EH wle’s sta

amlv

B

been

to

Ys

ge right to the novel.
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Sy
Nowadays, when a subscriber gets so mad

because an editor differs with him on gome

“trivial question that he

discontinues

a

produced

ae

his

sub-

_
/

{

hap

/ Dor

ma
to
ize

it

ely

gin,
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fanaticism.

I had a letter

from | shall take the * Baroness,” whom any mule | * Mr. Greeley, after the article you publish-

He says ee

streets. two

«sat down.’ ‘ Not for worlds do I gét on to that | * Yes, sir, my mind is made up. I shall.

here

thing again!’ she disgustedly

oo Ipaance.

it fell to me, its first love,

especially known | %P0UBD.

funeral corteges pass along of men

dered by intemperance.

So

tric

2,000.

The

nded here in

ast fourteen years

the

strict

for

Jorce Sf We

Diario

well |

The

angry

2

subscriber

was not to

|
|
|
|

wn

[noon the tyyo met again, when Mr.

from falling out.

It |

¢ Mr. Thompson, I am very glad you did

Was evidently coustructed on the same princi- | not carry out your threat thisimorning.”
ple in regard to us, though at times I looked | ¢ What do you mean”
down at its wooden railings’ with scorn.
“ Why, you said you were going to stop my
* There was at first a good stretch of level paper.”
hi
:

n- | road before us.

The air was crisp and

fresh; |

« And so I did; I went to the office and hed

has | there was exhilaration in it; within me there | my paper stopped.”
ex- | was asort of exaltation. I was in Switzerland, | « You are surely mistaken;

orimi- | said, ¢ we will have a trot.’
yoy

* Come,

muley,

trot a Swiss mule,

may,

never do it

| Every

)
legislator,

every

legislative

body

in this country, every citizen understand
s

perfectly well that from this cause come
n'a great measure the cost of supportings
civil government.

up standing in the midst of what I.suppose

it

Let me pass over it quickly. I

ache to think of it,

fair

« Sir,” said Thompson, ‘very pompously,

in G

« I meant I intended

I have
was

to stop my subscription

J

«
[)

ror

'

paper, and kn
e out of a llving.
My.
friend, let me tell you something: One man
did’t set the

The Emperor of Brazil has nearly completed
his book of travel. It will be published in
French under the title of ** Impressions de.

Voyage.”

0 stop the running of fy :

Is just one drop

0-0-0

In]

running

and supinely in the Taco of | ® happy frame of mind, having been brought | you we
called fun.

ih

ra
aun
Juvi
Sma
wer
the

Muley was will- | and business was booming.”

I shall

Jase

just

I | come from there, and the press

lion dollars, Three-fourths of that
J60n, When the othets came up to me they |1o your papery”
mado necessary by intemperance:cost,andjo | [1°U"d
ireeley :; ¢ I'thoug
T'tho it
me weeping, and muley in anything but | «Oh! —
1” rejoined Greeley
we stand idly
all this, and when any man speaks right
out loud about it he is called a fanatic
,

eve

Greeley

It resem-

The police | ing. Iwill oly say that she who wantsto |

since 4 fri

be ap-

but
| per
| Ibe;

within the | and I'%asin the saddle.

incidental

nals and Daupere. $269,000.

behaved

So | stop the paper.”

it is evéry- | bled an old-fashioned crib, with its slat sides | remarked:

in 1826,
have been

District

and

mur- | ®" insult to one who loves to ride.

ws out of intemperance. Since the
istrict of Columbia jail was builtin 1802,
it and its adjuncts have cost this country
—Ilargely borne by the people of the DisSentiasyy _ commenced
cost
807,000, There

remarked.

thie]

I'lust say the saddle struck me as | peased, and they separated. Late in the after-

where ; three-fourths of all the public cost | built up to keep the baby

if we

aectre a

*Singlehearted and | -

A dramatic versio of the story

in Edingburz

our cavalcade

pow

(Jl.

the Superintendent of Police here, in | should be proud to carry, if she is not quite a | ed this morning,
I intend to stop your paper!”
Washington last year—he isnot a fanatic sylph.
:
“Oh, no,” said Mr. Greeley, “don't do
—and he gave me the facts as to this aw- | “pe Baroness’ mounted, and the mule | that.” -

in these

zeal in

pha

Charles Reade’s new story has the!

bearing the same

“ Immediately a mule began to- coquet-with

|
|
|
|
[
|

five

fly-leafhe wrote * Purchas

—~
bh
The
and
bad

Hithin Jelly Toy ok

whose

on whose

ed by Inspiration,” and which influenced. bis

Whata

,
amber-colored.
That was all, except the coffee.

|

that

fourths oball the Spme nie

*¢ She was quite surprised that sufficient
voluntary contributions could be obtained
to support the school, and that we should
have been so successful without the aid
of endowments and . Government appropriations, so essential to enterprises of
|
DTS

iguor-

five

| Scription and ** stops his paper,” we remind
|“him of a good anecdote of .the late Horace
Greeley, the well-known editor of the New.
| York Tribune.
Passing down Newspaper
| Row, in New York City one morning, he met
| ‘one of his readers, who exclaimed:

ful trade in the District.

to the

:

fro

in &

cure

breakfast wa.Jjad,~all white and gold! The | p,.... jie tiie of

The Hon. J. T. Updegraff, member

of

what aid we received from the Governimént

and. from organized societies, and

POD

you bear right here in this District grow
out of this thing.
Why, this business
presents the blackest
ledger that was
ever presented to a burden-bearing people
and yet we are told that to take strong
ound
on thig question is a species

the cause give promise of efficient service.
“She was also particular to inquire

had a fixed fund.

Bin

* Whats glorious morning it wus!

but three-fourths of all the

and philanthropic citizens were disposed
towards the school, and recommended
strongly that we should not rest until we
obtained a home for the nurses, and that

character, physical stréngth and

Perhaps I

me
wer

volume of Emerson's
Wise; but I boast of being less | wichthe helittle
picked upon a bookestall writing
in bi

financial aspects of this .awful problem ; | excellent spirits.

to

¢ She asked how our wealthy, educated

those

when I think of them.

guileless, and consequently cloaking my

ia

the importance

only

and

"

child’s | ancew.

in a speech before the Congressional Tem- | At

ical congress then in session in Lendon,
she proceeded to inquire very particularly
about our training-school in the city of
Washington.
!
/

honors of the school

were

“

tigie
:
p
perance Society, referring to the District
| assembled in the court. The mules looked inof Columbia, said :
nocent enough, and the guides as if they might
Now I am not going to dwell on the hold out for one more day; and we were in |

and significance of the international med-

we should be particular to admit

Austerlitz

Waterloo

i s
the House of Representative

thy with the work of educating nurses.
my visit to England,;and

which

play.—T. De Wilt Talmage.

validness, but, whatever it is, it in no
way affects her mental energy or sympa« After a few brief remarks relative

with

Gettysburg and

appear in public and to fill the place in
society and the social world which her
talents and worth entitle her to occupy,
she would be the most popular lady in
England.
*‘I do not know the character of her in-

in {this kind in Great Britain.”

the morning to find it] unoccupied, and
a letter addressed to himself.

continued-to cultivate, until

Par-

that all American citizens should take an in.

case

God's hands, ard said, ‘O God,

to

his

Burr

you stand this?” “Oh!” she said, *I EUROPEAN BREEZES. By Marie J.
Pitman
have stood this a good while; bug it don’t |. (Margary Deane). Boston: Lee & Shepard.
| New York: Charles T. Dillingham. 188
| 2.
worry me now. I found it was Werrying
pp. 318, Price $1.50.

leaving home that morning, ‘* You will | linquencies, and Jamie fancied that he | portance to him, he had begun to develop
had entirely overcome his old enemy.
return to school again to-day, Jamie.”
mathematical powers, which, under the
Two days after. this incident, Jamie
When, alter a month’s absence, Mr.
inspiration of *‘ Iiean and I will,” he has
returned

to this
number of the excellent maguzine value
whic be

seen; Boar Hunting in the Ardennes; Rosety;.

of Pennsylvania, says in his preface

in

self

ues €

Across the.
Yellow Sea, Sunrise, and Moonrise;
Life
Old Florence; A Little Pilgrim; in the in
Un

or record could be found at a moment’s glance,
and he dedicates his book to the proposition

his brother, a son in the family, came in

and his brow cold, when he said, -before | sérious loss had resulted from. these de- | but,
what was of ‘infinitely’ greater im-

Graham

volume

recal

A biograpy.

America,

One of its

Articles

In

mon!
fello

ending 27th May and 8d June, contyjy
Ants; Jourpals of Caroline Fox; A
Word aby

Blue Book, with all tbe Federal

Committee

intoxicated ; and he said when the intoxicated son had retised,.** Mother, how do

Graham

again

the

complete . refer-

8. Constitution,

N. Y. hos

his name. Published at Rochester, N,v.
The numbers of The Living Age for th,
weeks

that the work has grown out of the need of a

—Longyellaw.

heated brow and thinking, ¢¢ All I can do The third morning you should have seen
now is to drop it in the office, so it will “Simon enter my room.’ I knew he had i,
for his whole face told the story of his
his employer's business
; though, before go on the six A.M. train tomorrow.”
During the four years intervening success.
his departure, he secured for his wife the]
Aula
*
company of her sister that she might since the lossof his sister there had been
Yes, he had it, notwithstanding it had
not beTeft alone with her grief. There a number of times when his forgetful- ¢ost him many hours of the severest menwas no” softening in his demeanor to- ness had caused inconveniences or an- talllabor.~
~~
wards Jamie, and bis voice was steri, noyance to others,”or himself, but ho | Not only had he solved the problem,
home,

felt himself obliged

U,

and

ical sketch of him

the text of

Jefferson’s

with

ME.

the grasshopper plague in Kansas
he sept the

with

SO
tie
ORITICAL MOMENT.
I was talking a few weeks ago with a
clergyman at the West who said he returned to his father’s house in Boston,and

the

work; for
and men

the

Federal

For a poison malig,
Is such Borgia wine,
Or, at best, but a Devil's Elixir.

that

all

Practice,

BB

x
He was a good Christian man, ang
greatly missed. He is said to have givenWilloye, be

its apto com-

contains

pb,

Since its last Issu
Flere jgof
excellent
Publisher

sufferers $25,000 worth of seeds.

Confederation,
Declaration
of Independence, ‘etc.
We
have, too,
a. complete

With all such drinks,

.

I always like these

val there. He went slowly back to the
village, wiping the perspiration from his

have

ences,

And after them tumble the mixer

‘“ No, sir,” he answered,
‘but I can
and will da it, if you will give me a little
more time.”
Gr

®

liamentary

2... L0.the sewers and sinks .

the time

recite a lesson in the Same study.
‘¢ Well, Simon, have you worked
example?”
:

great issues,

seven separate books presents

To

To rack our brains
With the fever pains,
;
hye
That have driven the Old World frantic.

The next day he came into my room to

the eastern mail.” After a monent's hesitation, he hastily retraced his steps and,
entering the post-office, inquired if he

known,

Magazin, for: ]

a heavy

$10,000 yearly for charitable purposes. Ding

When shipjed o'er the reeling Atlantic,

you wish.”

enterprising

called attention

is desirable in a work of thiskind.

Drugged is their juice,
P For foreign use,

I can and will do it, if you

all

has

with

James Vick, of Rochester,

all existing political laws, and
carefully arranged tables relating to elections, finances,
whatever, in short, properly pertains to and

As grows by the Beautiful River.

;

I said, I will give you

He recalled
it to go on

this country

great speeches ondll

Nor on island or capo
That bears such a grape

will give me time.”

of

which

Monthly

comes tous

black upon the cover.

mend it anew lo the attention‘and fuvor of all.
It embodies a history of all the political parties

There grows no vine
By the haunted Rhine,
By the Danube or Guadalquivir,

so impress

We

tion, and are so well pleased with
pearance and contents that we desire

The grace that redeems them
Must come from the skies.

The differ-

any knowledge.

June

to it some time ago in advance of its publica-

Their natures’are mortal,’
They need not despair.
They all haye some frailty,
They all are unwise,

“I CAN AND I WILL."
A writer in the Evangelist tells a story
to illustrate the difference between I

planning an exercise for a Sab-

we have

Chide mildly the erring,
Entreat them with care;

for the first time, he thought of the letter very difficult one—he had not performed.
;
again. While walking out theré he had I said to’ him,—
been

This volume of more than a thousand pages
is one of the most valuable compends of which

Needs never a blow.

his next lesson.
:
/ The following day he came into my
room tu demonsirate his problems. Two
of them he understood, but the third—a

his

Add not to their tears.
Avoid with reproaches
Fresh pain to bestow,
The heart which 18 stricken

as their motto.
I know of a boy who was preparing to
enter the Junior Class of the New York
University. He was studying trigonometry, and I gave him three examples for

¢ His brother,” thought Jamie, as with-

letter into

or

I go

our readers that they will adopt the latter

asked

Grief follows the sinful,

Chide mildly the erring,
Kind language endears;

I
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.. Vick’s Illustrated

AMERICAN POLITICS
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FROM
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BEGINNING
TO
DaTk:
By
Hon.
Thomas V. Cooper, and Hector T.
'enton ,
Esq.
Springfield , Mass: Bay State Publishing Co.

Unworthy, but not

and the story, we trust, will
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OHIDE MILDLY THE ERRING.

ence between the two phrases is just the
difference between victory and defeat,

~ *“ Yes,” was the Doctor's reply..
the

else

or mother's,

can’t” and ** I can and will.”

in time for the eastern

‘Is that the letter to Norman?”

Good-by.

ungrateful,

doc-

where

All

forth like Cain with the murderer's

upon me.

out a glance he put
pocket.

buried.

mine, to do with as you think best.

yowll take

Mrs. Dodge, who was sitting near.

low—

are

leave, that was father’s,

thinking

“ Will you put this letter in the office?

It waxeth late, so late,

heed lest he fall.”
After
a week at

too

“ii

tor entered the sitting

Pray at the Eastern Gate
For all the day can ask;
Pray at the Western Gate,
Holding thy finished task.

he

are

14, 1882.

Temperance,

ful.

was reading-and asked, ‘‘ Are you
ing out to Howard's to-day, Jamie?”
I am,” was the reply.

"With grateful hearts aglow,
Pray at the Western Gate,
And let the daylight go.

thinketh

a

You

Doctor.

when, one hot July

With hearts that fondly wait,

him that

out

Jamie was spending his vacation, during the next summer at his guardian's,

Lay down thy daily toil,
Glad of thy labor done,
Glad of the night's assoil,
Glad of thy wages won;

‘ Let

medical

mail.”
2
« Certainly,” was the response.

OF ONE ‘‘ LITTLE

:

: | ers by and by.”

Comes calm and peaceful rest.

ADA

attend

ed. Do not look for or inquire after me
if your kind heart should prompt you to .
1 shall never return! Invest the little | —

then

| ‘some of the burden frem/my old should-

Uplift thy daily toil
With brain as fresh and clear,
Strong hands that have no soil
And heart untouched by fear.
Marching unto thy noon,
Marching unto thy rest,—
When shadows lengthen, soon

MRS.

much,

at-

two,

STAB. JUNE

‘money that was to have been mine, so
do you like the that:the income will perpetually keep in
repair the grounds and monuments where

D. How

« Tut, tut,

Wait with the birds and dew
Open the Eastern Gate,
And let the daylight through.

BY

or

finally .come

prospect ?”

For her we watch and wait,

. A STORY

and

fledged M.

Open the East Gate now,
And let the day come in,
The day with unstained brow,
Untouched by care or sin;

Open the Western Gate,
And let the daylight go
In pomp of royal state,
In rose and amber glow.
It is so late, so late,
The birds sing sweet and
Open the Western Gate
And let the daylight go.

but you can

for a year

study medicine with me,

GATES.

TWO

-

tend college

MORNING

of water

in the

ocean.

machineryof this world

You

in mo-

tion, and can’t stop it; and when

you are un-.

derneath the greund, things upon
will wag on the same as ever.”

the surface
.

nn

Ibe:

iy
a
A
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d uboyt

{he

Life in
ie Up.

sett]:

those which-others have felt. when walkine alone ameng the dwellings of the dead.
‘Are. then, the sculptured urn and storielsd
monument “nothing more than symbo

Litérg.

i Lady
Ladies
ttell &

family pride?

and funeral parade ? Is it indeed true,
ax some have said, that the simple wild
er which springs spontaneously upon

of

iberal
y

€me.
tes

pular
nun.
r, 3

s

hay

lye

Trisk
), the
orthe
wry
anu.
gave
Ig as
late
ne

m
y

i

ing wheel, with both hands on his. breast,
signifying his course round the world.

'

of affection plants there, are fitter objects
| scherewith to adorn the narrow house?
the
No!

[feel

Let

so!

not

i

that it

in

even

#00d and the great be honored

{he grave. ~ Let the sculptured marble
direct our footsteps to the scene’ofaph their
re-

Jone sleep; let the chiseled ‘epit
peat their names, and tell us where. re-

It is not

“ose the nobly good and wise.

in the grave.

are ‘equal

Iirue that sll

There is no equality even there. The
ashes, the
handful o dust and
Ld
, of
‘mere distinction of prince and beggar
a rich winding sheet and a shroudless
grave and a family
barial,of & solitary

. yanlt—were this all, then, indeed, 1t
would be-true that death is a common
Such paltry distinctions as
jevoler.
shose of wealth and poverty are” ston
eveled

mattock ; the

aad

spade

by the

and. #ister, who died a little before.

the

pearance of perfect wretchedness.

‘amp breath of the grave blots them ont
aver. But there are other distinctions
ich even the mace of death cannot
i or obliterate. Can it. break down
istinction of virtue and vice? Can
wand the good with the bad? the
ith the base? all that is truly
! pure and godlike, with all that
“and sinful and degraded ? No!
As not a common leveler!
‘beloved in death and honwrial ? Is that ground holy
dy hand of the murderer
‘me? Does every grave

ap-

He is

right hand, wherein are fruits and flowers.
— Philadelphia Saturday Night.

1, 80

long

will

there

1 in the grave.
The
rer another is in the
10tions which it exvent admonitions to
- recollections which
ood

and

the

mbling

to dust

be-

+a distinctions in

the

t unwise

cornnl

\

to desig-

MIRTKEOF Don

\ppliances
y

great,

and

me-

ae mournful.urn, the

spitaph

eloquent

in

a create these dis'rve to mark them.
ie or wealth builds
lave of Mammon or
ueiite, when
the voice

bukes the false and
14, nod the dust and ashes
nm «'ruggling to maintain

mere wordly rank, and
grave the bawbles

‘'s then, and

then

of

only,

itterly worthless are all
Ipture, and the empty

mental
apt.

brass !"= Boston
rl

04 to the National Dollar
+ honor of Mr. Longfellow
o John Bartlett,
90, Boston, Mass.

treasurer,
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JAN INVASION OF EUROPE.
ery. recent times,—probably not
than twenty centuries before Christ
~urope was invaded by a new race of
men, coming from central Asia.
These
wore the Aryans, a-race tall and massive
in stature (the men ayeraging at least
live feet eight inches, and the women
five feet three inches),

with

*“brachyce-

Phalic” or round and “broad skulls, with
Powerful jaws and prominent eyebrows,
With faces rather square or angular than
oval, with fair, ruddy complexions and
ble eyes, and red or flaxen hair. Of

these, the earliest

that

came

may

per-

haps have been the Latin tribes, with the
Dorians and Ionians; but the first that
made their way through western Europe
to the shores of the Atlantic were the

Gael, or true Kelts. After these came the
Kymry ; then the Teutons; and finally—
ir the very recent times, near the beginning of the Christian era—the Slavs.
These Aryan invaders were further advanced in civilization. than the. Iberians,
Who had so long inhabitated Europe.
- They understood the arts which the latter
understood, and,

besides

had Jearned how to

work

all

this,

metals;

they

and

their invasion of Europe marks the beginning of what archeologists call the
Bronze Age, when tools and weapons
were no longer made of polished stones,

but were wrought from an alloy of copper and tin,
The great blonde Aryans

everywhere overcame the small brunettp
erians, but, instead of one race exterinating or expelling
the other, the two
| races eve
? rywhere Ei
commingled

In various

Southern

proportions.

Italy,

ance, where the

Spain,

In

and

Ibefians

Greece,

southern

were

most

‘Dumerous as compared with the Aryan
lovaders,

the people

Smal} in stature and

dark

dre: still

mainly

in complexion.

n Russia and Scandinavia, where
Here very few Iberians, the people

there
show

f © purity’ of their Aryan descent in their

fai complexion and large stature. While
in josthern Italy and northern France,
in ermany and the British Islands, the
.verian and Aryan statures and complex'0ns are intermingled in endless variety.
~—Alantic Monthly.
7
&0-r-e

As a génieral rule Providence seldom
vouchsafes to mortals any more than. just

at degree of encouragement which
| 3ufftices to keep them at a reasonably full
exertion of their powers.—N. Hawthorne.

REECT IN ORIGINAL

Smith was

E. Penfield church.

A physician writes in regard to one of his
patients: * The effect of Compound Oxygen
was to give him an appetite.
Within three
days from his first inhalation he was obliged. to
get his dinner two hours béfore the usual time.”
Treatise on “Compound Oxygen” sent free.
Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111 Girard
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
.

TOOTH, EAR
HEADACHE,
AND

i iE PRS
No Preparationon earth equals St. TAcoEs OIL as a BAF,
SURK, SIMPLE and CHEAP External Remedy. A trial entails
but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every

Obituaries.

Marrow,—Emma J., wife of Deacon Samuel H. Marrow, died in Lewiston, Me., April
26, of consumption, agéd 36 years, 8 months.
Sister Marrow sought and found the- Saviour
when only a small gir) of some 13 years.
She
united at that time with the Baptist church at
Green, Me,, where she remained a member
until her marriage.
Then she united with her
husband at Main St. F. B. church, Lewiston, remaining there till a few years ago.
When the church alt Greene was
revived,
feeling that she and her husband could be of
more use there, they united with that church,
where she lived a worthy and consistent memberi her death.
She left a kind husband
and two little girls te mourn their sad loss.

Marrow.—Huldah, wife of Wm, N.. Mar-

row, died in Lewiston, May 4, of a cancer,
aged 65 years and 10 days. Sister M. profaith in Christ about 45 years ago,
‘uniting with the ¥. B. church at Wales,
wherp she belonged.
When that church becamelexfinot, she then united with the F. B.
chur¢l gt Greene, to which she belonged till
her death. /Sister M., although suffering for
years, retdined her amiable.and quiet disposition and could say at last, ** Whom I have
trusted these 4% years on him I~ still rely.”

Her family lose-an excellent Christian
the

church

sustains

the,

worthy and honored nmgember. =
Sleeper.—Died in; Hamilton,
Sunday, Dec. 11, 1851, Mrs.

aged 98 years.

mother

loss

of a

G. N. M.
Minn,, on

Mehitable Sleeper,

Her funéryl was attenied

on

the following Tuesday, #t her daughter’s, Mrs.
Asa Northrup’s, where ghe has made it" her

VAY Rae, Hams, Ma, cd

home, and her Temuing later ed 5 the family
v/

ence at her

funeral

to:

the/

Many

great

joine

respect

in

which she was held. It can be truly said of her

that,‘ The poor and needy were never turned
away empty.” She was born in Salisbury; N.
H. She lived in the days of John Quincy Adams, and was strong for the abolition of: 8luyvery. Hers wasa life of the Christian and no

one who knew her could find aught

to ques:

one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proof of

its claims. pippETIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

SOLD BY ALL DRUOGISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®

A. VOGELER

professed fuith

in

Christ

U. 8. A.

Sanborn

died

fof twe worst forms cf this terrible. diséaae
p

been quickly relieved, in a sho:

PERFECTLY

CURED.

J1PRICE, $1. LIQUID OR DRY, SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

elected by

en deacon of the church Feb. 20, 1840.

“Do you think

thartie

"When

Te DIAMOND

trial among his brethren. = He was the last but

KIDNEY

-WORT :

and

has

husband was, as he

had

to talk about the birds.

soon

that ber voice had changed and her mind was
wandering. He sprang up, called his children,
sent for a doctor, but all in vain; for she died
at 7.80, about two hours from the time she was
taken, - In this sudden death a kind husband,
four lovely children, a brother, sister and
numerous other relatives and friends sustain a

very great loss.

D. L. EDGERLY.

Parkis.—Mrs. E.

home in- Goodrich,

A.

Mich.,

Parkis
- died

May

at her

16, aged 69

ers. At-sa early age Sister Parkis gave her
eart to Christ and united with the F. B.

church of Byron,

N.

Y.

Upon her

removal

to Mich., she immediately indentified
with the church in this place and

the years God permitted
ber to remain

herself
during

upon

earth proved herself a humble disciple: of the
Master and a faithful co-laborer in his vine-

yard.

An aged husband,. five children and a

Jarge circle of friends mourn their loss.
Clark.—Died of paralysis

in

Ea.

Andover

N. H., May 17, Sister Abigail E._ Clark, aged

81 years and 7monthg,
The deceased: was
born in Andover. Early in life she made the
wise choice, and united with the F. B. church,
where she ever made it her home until called
up higher. ;For the past few years she has

not been able to attend church but very

little.

Prayer-meetings

often

at

her

request

have

been held .at her home, which she enjoyed
much. Visiting
her a few days before her
death, I found her in a very happy frame of
mind, ready and waiting for the summons.
Feb. 23, 1826, she was married to Joshua L.
Weare, who died Dec. 17, 1847. In 1848
she
was married to Rev. Peter Clark. to
re
with him the labors of a minister's life, which
-

.

’

I}

starvation

was

arrested

in New

by

ablest Geographical

scholar.

County

portation, Prices; Social, Educational and Religious Con~
dition; Nationalities represented; Climate Soils, Products,
Wages, all Trades and
ofessions; all Statistics; Areas;
Rainfalls : Manitoba "British Oslumbia, Alaska, Texas an
every section, Sells to every class, BRADLEY, GARRETSON
& Co., No. 66 N. Fourth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

Mrs. Pinkham
for pamph-

trike;

Interesting to Singers, Pubiic Speakers,
and Those Troubled with Catarrhal
Affections.
:
ST. JOHN'S RECTORY,
DOVER, N. J., March 15, 1882.

1t gives his 8

Co.,

Medicine

H.:—

N.

Manchester,

& CO.

ears Remar!

llartiord,

Conn.

choirs, ete.,

WARFEN'S

merely

of

instead

causing a temporary, relaxation or stimulaation of
school and

is felt in-every training

All preparations for that purpose should be

tum.

of
to

Your box
tried by those tests and qualities.
Wild Cherry and SarsaparillayTroches came

have

who

those

the worst season for

at

just

me

daily and exhausting vocal labors. It found me ~
with the regular breaking-up-of-winter throat,

hoarseness, and something of a cold on the Jungs.

through three services, including Sunday-school
I
with singing, so much easier than usual, that

Cherry

was actually better the next
customary

you

I distributed the
choir ‘for the pur-

Jour wild
hey have

medigine

other

way by temporary difficulties with the vocal organs; or more seriously afflicted by that most pro-

voking annoyance, the catarrhal engorgement of”
the mucous membrane.
Faithfully yours,
D. D. BISHOP, rector of St. John’s church, Dover, N. J.

I

Address *‘ American Medicine Co.,”

For

Geo. C. Goodwin

& Co., Boston, General Agents.

leading

-

8% A box of Dr. Warren’s Wild Cherry and

Sarsaparilla Troches sent by ;mail for ‘25 cents.
Address AMERICAN MEDICINE CoO., Manchester,
Geo..C..
N.H. For sale by leading’ druggists.
i
Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

Man-

chester, .N. H.

pastiles

such

all want more of them. I sincerely believe them
to be of the utmost value to those affected in any

have given such
York, Yarmouth,

Catarrh.

by

chest lameness.

The verdict upor confections as they had used.
on them is unanimous in their favor, and .now we

been
tried

done me

of the

instead

day

and

For the next choir rehearsal
troches to the members of the

“ The box of troches sent to me proved of great
benefit.
I have been suffering from chronic caany

throat

Monday

pose of having them compared with

tarrh and have positive relief from
Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches.

getting

myself,

Sunday

one

for

them

I used

was suffering with a
once.
1 have found
I ever used for the
Stackpole, Plymouth,

various remedies, so far none
immediate relief.”—|Rev. R. A.
Me., March.

sale

palliative

glands

overcharged

and

len

the membrane,

«I think the triéll box of Warren’s Troches

than

that

mstead of a

‘“4hd musical conservatory to be a great desidera-

sent is doing me much good.
Having
troubled many years with bronchitis I have

good

effect,

has & curative

v

and Sarsaparilla
Troches I
cold and they helped me at
them superior to anythi
throat and lungs.”—[ Rev. N.
Maine, Feb. 27.

more

and

and restores, the impaired
voice
releases the
elasticity of the vocal cords by relieving the swol-

WILD CHERRY AND SARSAPARILLA

For

I-have some knowledge of voices

throats, my own and other people’s. A troche that

druggists.
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Sprains, Bruises,

itself

York

being asked his occupation,
a ‘pocket miner.”

Men of intellect stand

Burnsand Scalds,

last

replied

Pains and Ach
1t is a safe, sur

by their ideas; dissipated

Sores, &c., on

SCROFULA.

a

found

that

;

Sent by mail

by ell Druggists. <®8

A. D. WORTHINGTON

NEURALGIA,
CRAMPS,

sense wy

men fall by their rye dears; and men with extravagant wives are ruined by their high dears.

A remedy that can destroy the germs of
scrofula, and when once settled has the power to root it out, must be appreciated by

not yet arisen, and

He very

M. D.

Just issued,

it.

cheerful Christian life ever since, no day passing without her reading her Bible; and she
read it through almost eighteen times by
course since her marriage, 28 years ago. The
morning of her death, she got up early and
went about her work as. usual; about half past
five o’clock, she went into the room where her
complained of a numbness in one of her hands,
She sat down on the bed ana laid her head
upon ber husband’s shoulder and commenced

a sixth

12'weeks

Maps of every State and Territory in colors, every
Railroad and Town beautifully illustrated.
Tells of Mining,
Farming, Homestead, Railroad and other Lands; Trans-

American

REEUMATISN,

is

|

amphlet, free, giv-

1’ directions for thé
treatment ef above diseases.
Price2b cts. and 50 cts. per
bottle. Sold everywhere.
Henry, Johnson & Lord, Proprietors,

those afflicted.
The remarkable cures of
young children and the more wonderful curcs
of those of middle age and late in life, as ii-

lustrated by our printed testimonials, prove
' HooDn’s SARSAPARILLA to be a reliable remedy, containing remedial agents which do
Jositivel

1e

Sh

CHICACO, ROCK
Being

Lowell, when all my phys

jans

gave me up

ISLAND & PACIFIC RY,
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by
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ho.
Be BIRCH & 00.
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Agents Wanted for IDAXS of the

fowa City, Atlantic,
intermediate.

Address

eachers

le is elegant and forcible; the lan-

and

Faia

As

Harlan,

Guthrie Center and

Council

Bluffs,

called,

to a smooth

offers

track,

safe

to

travelers

bridges,

all the

Union

Depots

advantages
at

all

and

comforts

connecting

points,

E BELL FOUNDRY.
BUCKEY
Pure Copper and Tin for Churches;

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS

Donkgric ScALE Co. Cincinna

JOHNSON

&
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famous

ALBERT

LEA

ROUTE.

January 1, 1882, a new line will be opened, via Seneca and Kankakee, between
Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette, and Council,
Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis and intermediate points.
,
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be Sbuwhiins

CO,

Agents,

Washington,
934 ¥ St., Near Patent Office.
References, Hon. John A, Logan, T

Hen. W. B. Allison, U.' 8. Senate.
News, The Farmexs* Review, Chicago.
Circular,
cost, and how to get Patents, sent on

EACH.

THREE TRAINS each way between CHICACO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,
J

K.

Audubon,

Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELECANT DAY COACHES; a line of the
MOST MACNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever built; PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and in which superior meals are served to travelers at

via

H.

Avoca,

-

The

it is familiarly

incident

others wanting

J. C. Me

Bells of
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc, FULLY
WARRANTED, - Catalogue sent Free.

Patent

:

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”

he old, interest the student ; a book

e pure and pleasing. Xin
Commen oe
¢ binding.

geo-

in lowaj; CQallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, in Missouri, and Leaven=worth and Atchison in Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villages and towns

reat WORK

charm the young, delig|

of its unrivaled

the East, Northeast and

it is literally and strictly true, that its connections are all of the princhbal lines
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.
By its main line and branches it reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Geneseo,
Moline and Rock Island, in Illinois ; Davenport, Muscatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines, West Liberty,

SARAH
0. WHITTIER.

Is a skilfully-prepared compound, concentrated extract, by a process peculiarly our
own, of the best remedies of the vegetable
kingdom known tomedical science as altera- ,
tives, blood-purifiers, diuretics,and tonics.
Sold by all druggists.
Price 1, or six for
$5. C.I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass,

Line,

Scutheast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.

as being
in an incurable condition.
One
thing before I close. I have recommended
your Sarsaparilla to hundreds, and I think
nore than a thousand cases, and my faith in
its invineibility in_ curing scrofula has become absolute by the wonderful cures it has
effected aside from my own. I trust you
+ will not be slow in making the merits of
HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA known everywhere,
for it
2 duty you owe to mankind,
With
best
wishes I remain very truly
yours

HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA

the Creat Central

graphical position, the shortest and

cure scrofula and eradicate it from

‘WARNER, N. IL, Jan. 21, 1870.
Mzssrs. C. I. Hoop & Co., Lowell, Mass. :
Gentlemgn— For ten years previous to the
«early
of 1877 I had been a constant sufferer from scrofulous ulcers or sores, which
had finally reduced me to a helpless condition, as idscribed in my letter to you in September of that year.
he continued excellent health which enables me to keep house
for my aged father and to enjoy life, keeps
alivemy
intense personal interest in Hoon’s
SARSAPARILLA,and I cannot refrain from expressing
my
titude for the 'permanent
cure this wonderful medicine effected in my
case nearly two years ago while living in

ee

ere EMPIRE
-

+~—FOR—

i

A reason given why a'piano was not saved at a
fire was because none of the firemen could play on

Her

lived

be

a man gets 80 lazy

A thief, who

il Ss name was Cotton, and her mother was
a sister of Rev. John and Elbridge Knowles.
She experienced religion nearly 33 years ago
in a revival at East Wolfborough, in which

the writer was engaged, and she

cin

~E. P. RUSSELL,

week, upon
that he was

called

8 months.

piniples,
= Bitters.

Asthmatics,

«A. D. SMITH.

18, aged 50 years

there

REMEDY

was

New

While I never wrote a recommendation of any
among Indians, and reveals for the first time
sort of prepared medicine and do not like the
‘Inner hee Daring Deeds, Customs,
Exploits,
practice, still in the case of Dr. Warren’s Wild
c. Published
by Authority of, and full Introduction”
| Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches I ought fo tell
290,
erma
[With Steel ortraits, Chromo Plate, and Fine Engravyou that they fully accomplish the purposes for
ings. Agents are making immensesales
of this grand and
which they are employed. As an elocutionist, and
k by these distinguished
Authors.
It sells at sight.
ast-sellil
N
Send for circulars to
500 MORE AGENTS WANT
with considerable experience in the training of

price.

reflections

make

who will take 1 pill each nightfrom 1to

have ever taken.”—[Rev. S. F. Strout, Saccarappa,
| Me., Feb. 23.
Ba Price 25c.a box. Sent by mail on receipt of

EXTERNAL

Pw

may be restored to souna health, if such a thing
be possible. Sent by mail for 8 otter stamps.
1, 8. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.
€
formerly Bangor, Me.

Bronchitis.

have either of these troubles

:
:

Address HALLETT BOOK Co.. Portland, Maine.

arsons’

COM.

For the Throat and Lungs.
“ When I received Dr. Warren’s Wild

!

Lady Agents Al.»
Manufactured by

Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entire system in three months, Any person

Mention this Paper.

2x

kindsof Piles even when

PRICEBY MAIL, $1 50.

EW RICH BLOOD!

For Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds) Bron=
chial Catarrh, Hoarseness,
and
All
Throat and Lung Troubles.

and medicines have before failed.

CO

£'

terms free.

THE MAGICAL REMEDY

is very act to be
lcomplicated with constipation, Kidney-Wort}s
the wealiencd parts and quickly

26615

>
wanted for the immensel
spular book, Tie
AGENTS Lives ofall the Presioan ote U.S. Complete
in one larire elecant lustrated volume. The fastest selling book
in America. _ Timmense
profits toagents.
Every intelligent person sants it, Anvanecan become a successful agent. © Liberal

TROCHES!

_fequalled the colobrated
. Whatever the cause, however obstinate
‘proper wse of this remedy will

Boston,

nero FOYAATMONALO

of lozenges, on
Send

$5 out-

CO.,

or sufferers from phthisic, should address, with ,
stamp, for pamphlei, WORLD’S DISPENSARY MED10AL ASSOCIATION, Buffalo, N. Y

Cate.—Abbie,
wife of Neal
Cate, died
suddenly fn Woitborough, N. H., of apoplexy,

May

#** Yes,’

form

all letters of inquiry.

Gen. DopGe.

DYES.

won't drive hin tg work, you willusually find him |
running for office’on a labor reform ticket.

one of the original members "of the Laconia
church—Rev, N. Brooks of Manchester being
the last living’ member.
Dea. 8. was an honest, industrious, benevolent Christian citizen.
He leaves an only son to mourn, having burhome.

majority.

answers

Address as above.

DR.

‘Yes, and it is called nonsense,” said Dr. Ball, ,
Many’ of the Bitters advertised as/tonics ‘gre’
s itply cathartics. Wheat Bitters is not ‘a oa;

After

was

thousand

1t will produce a health color, smooth skin and’
absolutely not injurious.
:
dog

his affliction he resigned, but the church did
not accept the resignation, and he retained the
office until his death,—~honored by all, as’ an
honest man and a devoted Christian.
He ‘was
firm in his convictions, cautious and modest
in his life, yet never shrinking from, duty or

jed nearly all his family before he

two

A sure cure for impoverished ‘blhod,
and sallow complexion, is -Brown’s/1ron

1806, was blessed with Christian parents and
early religious influences. The writer does
not know the date of his conversion; but he
united in forming the Meredith B. church,
now Laconia, March 17, 1838, and was chos-

freely

let.

N. C. LoTHROP,

the sad reply, ‘“ very bright; 'he cast’
upon me all through the campaign.” i

Six bottlesfor $5.

&

18. made Pertectly Adjustable
to any form bya new and nove.
arrangement
in
construction,
sand is the most COM FORTA.
BLE and PERFECT FITTING corset known,
Xs Approved by the Best
Physicians,
For sale by all leading dealers.

er
oh
SH

RY

Sy RicuarpsoN & CO.

‘“ Your ‘opponent was a bright - speaker,” the
citizen said to the candidate.
who .had not been’

death, which disqualified him for general usefulness. He was born in Gilford, Nov, 26,

Price $1.

of pills, also inthe

‘ga Sold

THOUSANDS OF CASES

Batchelder

Rand.—Died in Hague, Warren Co., N. Y.,
May 15, Sister Diantha, wife of E. C. Rand,
aged 44 years. She was baptized by Rev. J. |
West about 12 years since and united with
the F. B. church of Hague, of which- she remained a member until her death, Her sickness was protracted and severe, being con-.
sumption of the lungs.
Having a competency
of this world's goods, she was at first quite
unwilling to leave her home and family, but
became more than willing in the end to depart and be with Christ and the dear children she bad 'so recently
laid away in death.
Thus Bro. Rand is left in great sorrow, having:
buried within the last twenty months two
promising daughters, and now the dear companion of his youth. Surely he is to pitied and
we believe he has the sympathy and prayers
of many Christian hearts while he is left
to
care for the three children that remain.
The
funeral was a very large and solemn one, and
was attended by the writer.

in

BIZ

iis

HEALTH PRESERVING

nT

POUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass.

INGRAHAM

BALLS

harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cureof Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.

in the form

G. W.

Mass.

-

VEGETABLE

be, made in any locality.

Something entirely new for agents.

t free.

erdin

PINKHAM’S

. A YEAR and expenses to agents.
"Outfit free. Address P, 0. Viek=_
ery, Augusta, Me.
1y
r

$30. Eommentity

That feeling’ of bearing down, causing pain, weight
anf backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in

E.

;

S. M. PETTENGILL
& CO., 37 Park
Row, New Yeork, are our Ageuts, and are au-

for all those Painful Lomplainte and Weaknesses
socommion to our best female population.
It will.cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displ
ts, and the
ent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
»
:
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterns in
to canan early stage of devel lopment. Thy tendency
x
cerous humorsthereis checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall
craving
"for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

LYDIA

Pianos

rupning da
Damiel ¥.
»
26t10

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest
rates. =
:

PINKHAM'S

7

y
ve

LIVER PILLS. They cure Constipation, bilin
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.

QUIPS AND ORANKS.

Sanborn.—Dea. Levi M.

4

(VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

gestion.

Organs,27 stops, $90.

$126 up. Factory
_ rr
ri
free. Address
Beatty, Washington,N. J.

RHEUMATISM

tion her fitness for her great and last change.
nr
J. J. HOAG.
She had a deep interest in the well being of all
her children, doing in her last days deeds of
kindness, which can bat make her memory.
sacred. She retained up to within the last
two or three days of her life a remarkable deA widow at the West, intending to succeed
her
gree of strength. Her example will remain f husband in the managentent of a hotel, advertises
with those she has left behind as a fitting that * the hotel will be kept by the widow of the
guide to their footsteps toward the *‘ Light former landlord, Mr. Brown, who died last summer on 4 new and improved plan.”
yond the clouds.” —Spring Valley Times.
Laconia,N. H., Nov. 26, 1881.
He suffered
from paralysis, five®or six year8 before his

BEATTY’S

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

As it is for all diseascs of the KIDNEYS
LIVER AND BOWELS.
It cleanses the system of the acrid pois
causes the dreadful suffering which
y the victims of Rheumatism
can realize.

died in Deerfield, N. H., March 3, of pneumonia, aged 81 years and 8 months.
He.was one
of the first and oldest members of the F. B.
church in D. He was baptized in early life by |
Elder Jobn Kimball and was always a reliable
and consistent member of the church which
he loved.
His attachment was also strong for
the denomination of his early choice.
His
sickness was very brief, but death found him
ready when the summons._cams,, The Sabbath before he died he was present for the
last time at the hall and enjoyed with more
than his usual relish the preaching of the
Word.
He was a good man and his end was
peace.
He leaves an aged widow and two

»

Md.,

HE CREAT CURE

in early

She united with the ¥. B. church, of which
she remained a worthy member during .her
life. She is mourned by her family and friends
as a kind, amiable Christian woman.
A. W. REED.

children.

E.

receipt of price, 81 per box for either.

KIDNEY-WORT

youth, and was baptized by Rev. L. Hathaway®®

Batchelder.
—
Mr.- Edmund.

& CO.

Baltimore.

sumption, Irene Hayden, wife of the late
Elisha Pratt, aged 69 years, The subject of
this notice

LYDIA

Is a Positive Cure

Sister Smith will be sad

Rollins.—Died in Veazie, Me., Dec. 16,
1881, of consumption, Herbert Rollins, aged
23 years.: The subject of this notice was very
amiable and scholarly and early had a great
desire to obtain a college education ; but failing
health compelled him to relinquish his. fondly
cherished hopes, and to go West, hoping thereby to regain
his health. In this he was sadly
disappointed. . His health continued to fail,
and he finally returned.
After protracted and
‘severe suffering, he passed from his suflerings
to be with him on whom he leaned for support.
In this death the parents —the mother had
been
most tender in
her care—with two
Particular Notice. Obituaries must be brief brothers and one sister, mourn the loss of ene
and for the public.
For the excess over one -hunvery dear to them.
May they all be prepared
dred words, and for those sent by persons who do
not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash to meet him in the land where sorrow never
Vd
will accompany the copy at the rate of four cenis ‘comes.
per line of eight words.
Ferses are inadmissible.
Pratt.—Died in Veazie, Jan. 18, of con-

and wife,

FROSTED FEET

ly missed, but our loss is her gain. Fuaeral
services conducted by the writer, assisted by
Rev. C. B. Hart.’
T. A. STEVENS.

of Appetite.

y emotions in our hearts 7; Aessed

tsteps of the stranger
de each funeral stone?
ot
- equal in the grave!
«= good and evil deeds of

Sister

converted in childhood, was baptized by Elder
Thomas Parker and united with the F. B. |:
church in E. Penfield where she remained a
worthy member until death, 47 years after.
Sister 8. bad been sick a long time, but bore
her sickness and pain patiently, retaining ber
mind and interest for her family to the last,
She was marriedto. Bro. Abel Smith at the
age of 23 years, with whom she lived 36 years.
She leaves three children of her own—Bro. 8.
has one by his first wife—one son, married,
and two daughters, all worthy members of the

tain-yisaped, long-haired, with a long
‘beard.
e carries a pail of water in his

Restoration

SORENESS

Smith.—Mrs. Mahala Conant, wife of Abel
fifth-ninth yearof her age.

Frigga, from whence we have Friday, is
represented with a drawn sword in her
right hand, and a bow in her left. Saehas

GOUT,

and

Smith, died in Perrinton, N. Y., May 18, in the

seated in a-bed,. with twelve stars above
his head, holding a sceptre in his hand.

ter, from which is Saturday,

Mr.

LUMBAGO,

Mrs. W. have been fortunate in the training of
their children. But recently it was a happy
family of futher and mother, with five sons and
two daughters, grown to maturity and ' honor.
Two sons and a daughter have crossed the
dark river, the others remain to cheer the declining years of their parents.
|
Com. -

hand

the
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and the rose
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ously

1 Art

pageant

mournful

in

itself

thus vaunts

, New

its

me

around

Is all 1 see

of
a memorial of the living more than of the
dead—an empty show of sorrow which
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mants for

with

help comparing my own impressions

REMEDY
REEUMATISH,

Woodcock.—Died
at Charlton, Saratoga
Co.,N. Y., April 8, Joseph Woodcock, aged
24 years.
He was the son of Richardson and
Sarah J. Woodcock of Hadley.
The deceased
was a young mun of promise. From boyhood.
his character was uniformly good. He never
tasted ardent spirits or used. tobacco in any
form.
No word of profanity ever came from
his lips. For the last six years he had been a
worthy member of the F. B. church at Hadley.
His sickness was very painful and short, and
death found him not unprepared.
He enjoys
a blessed immortality with- his elder brother

MRS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

= hi:

for the
COntyjy

GREAT GERMAN

an

#

Master called |

reward, Nov. 25,
very short.
She
her last days by
J. G. JUNSEY.

Health
of Woman | s the Hope of the Race.
3

to thi

ith the §

which the names of the days of the week
are derived. From the idol of the Sun
comes Sunday. This idol is represented
with his face like the sun, holding a burn-’

The idol of the Moon, from which comes
Monday, is habited in a short coat, like a
man, but holding the moon in his hands,
Burns and Hood, and that he contributed .Tuisco, from which comes Tuesday, was
to
10 the late memorial of Dean Stanley,ay. ‘one of the most ancient and popular gods
Saturd
of the Germans, and represented in his
on
nce
refere
which we made
Longgarments of skin, according to their peBut it isin ** Qutre-Mer™ that Mr.
expresfellow has left on record the full ents culiar manner of clothing ; the third day
sion of his views regarding: monum *‘Pere of the week was dedicated to lis worship.
Woden, from which comes Wednesday,
to the departed. In the chapter on .. ~
1a Chaise,” he writes as followh:shadowy was a valiant prince among the Saxons.
His image was prayed to for victory.
« As I passed on, amid thé
not Thor, from whence comes Thursday, is
avenues of the cemetery, I could

h bears

ricles
raphy
lon of

a

to the memory of Mr. LongnL
fellow in Cambridge, it is interesting to
himrecall the fact that Mr. Longfellow statto the
gelf was among the contributors
aes erected in England to the memories of

OZ raph.

8S

erect

to

the proposition

much, until the

Ne

W'S OPINIONS RE=. LONGEELLOMEM
ORIALS OF
G
GARDIN
7
THE DEPARTED.
view of

she enjoyed

his servant from labor to
1865. Her last sickness was
was very kindly cared for in
loving friends.

‘In the museum at Berlin, in the hall
devoted to northern antiquities, they have
there representations of the idols from

ympathize with Woman.
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well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices in the United States and Canada, or
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proved the Geneva Award bill+——Returns
from the Oregon election are sufficient to indicate'that the State has gone Republican.——A
strike of iron-workers

was inaugurated

at Cincinnati yesterday. and all of the mills in
the city have suspended operations. Three

hundred aud fifty horse-shoers struck in Chicago, and about 1.500 of the striking boiler-makers in New York returned to work.--—ExSee. Blaine declines to be a candidate for Congress.
.
WEDNESDAY,
JUNE
7.——The
President
nomibates

Messrs,

Wheeler,

Hayes,

Oliver,

Ca

. THURSDAY, JUNE. 8.——The supply expedi-

&

tion to Lady Franklin Bay for, the relief of
Lieutenant Greeley is beiog fitted out by General Hazen of the Signal, Service Department, at
his own expense, at a cost. of from $20,000 to
$30,000.—— Nine firemen are injured at a fice
in Bal
ore.
o

FRIDAY,

JUNE

9.——There

were

but one

- hundred and six business failures throughout
the country during the past seven days, a decrease of twenty-nine as compared with the
preceding seven days.——Ex-Governer Denni* ‘son of Ohio is rapidly declining, after a long ill
ness.
SATURDAY, JUNE 10.——Mrs. Caspar Seybolt, of Chicago, poisons her four children and
then swallows a dose of the poison.—ExViee President Wheeler declines to accept the
position tendered him on the Tariff Commission.
MONDAY, JUNE 12.—A compromise has
been effected between the strikers and employers at Cincinnati, and all the iron-mills in
that region will resume operations to-day.—
Memorial demonstrations in honor of General
Garibaldi occurred at Richmond, Va., Cincinnati, Ohio, and several other places,

v
2
A

ABROAD.

TursSDAY, JUNE 6.——The Sultan of Turkey
has ordered the discontinuance of military
preparations in Egypt, and Arabi Bey
has
complied with his wishes.
The forts at Alexandria, however, are ready for action.——The
entire coasts of Peru and Bolivia are now in
possession of the Chilian army, and business
generally is being transacted as in times of
peace.——The Spanish Soci for the Abolition of Slavery at a meeting Ti Madrid on Sunday denounced the Government for the obstacles it has placed in the way of the liberation
of slavery. throughout Spain.——There were
006
s perpetrated in Ireland last month,
including two murders, exclusive of the Pheenix Park tragedy.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7.— Uruguay
is to
hold a solemn funeral service in memory of the
late General Gaibaldi.——The Czar of Russia
approves
the detailed plan of the coronation
festivities, which remains fixed for the 7th of
September, or within a week of that date.
THURSDAY, JUNE 8.——The
remains
of |
. General Garibaldi are interred in the cemetery
at Caprera.
The.ceremounies at the grave are
very impressive.——The Turkish commission
arrives at Cairo, and the principal members
have an interview with the Khedive.
Four
English iron-clads arrive outside of Alexandria harbor. It js considered certain that
he mission of Dervisch Pacha will be suceess-

:

4

fal.

2

FRIDAY, JUNE 9.—It is reported
that
negotiations are proceeding at Constantinople
for the definite cession of Bosnia and
the
Herzegovina.——dJohn Scott Russell, M. A., F.
R. 8., the famous English engineer, is dead at
the age of seventy-four years.

SATURDAY, JUNE 10, —A

:

a
voit

a

i

bill has been in--

troduced in the Spanish Chamber of Deputies
for the immediate abolition of slavery in Cuba,
and granting civil rights to the emancipated
slaves.—— Disastrous floods have occurred in
the Fraser River Valley, British Columbia,
and upward of $100,000 damage has been done.
MoNDAY, JUNE 12.—A riot occurred between the hostile natives and Europeans in Alexandria, Egypt, yesterday, several persons |
being killed and wounded.
Among the latter
was the English Consul, who received a severe gunshot wound.
The Greek Consul and
the Italian Vice-Consul
were
also
badly
wounded.
The rue des Sceurs, principally inhabited
by
Europeans,
was
completely
wrecked, and several shops occupied by Europeans were sacked.. The distarbances continued five hours and were finally quelled by the
Egyptian military, who are now in possession
of the principal points in the city.——Impos:
ing demonstrations in memory of Genera) Garibaldi occurred at Rome and Paris yesterday.
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* One thing I would give, if I codld—
I'would give my wealth for the strength

HENRY

REYNOLDS,

AND

SCOLDING.

Is it sinful to fret and scold?

ill health make

one

more

inclined

Does

authority. There are many good people who would

Answer.

and “Newton = Theological

John

Wesley who

fretting in others.

never gave

way

himself, could

He said it was

thority and we will let this

be

not

quite

as

matter stand

on his

President

Hinsdale,

of Hiram
:

College,
|

old friend of the late President Garfield,

She

Remedy’

Co., N. Y..

one

who

indulges

in

fretting

away.

A

ness, {reiting and

ing.

scolding

is

a contemptible

oritto

shine

is

in

his

own

home

DISEASED MILE.

A summary

such

exer.

Remedy” to those who may

to

transmit

disease

to

human

being#

as

has

presented by Dr. Vacher: 1.
The mitk mhy
derived from a tuberculous cow. 2: It may
derived

from

inflamed udder.

3.

4. It may

has | ; cal

been

be

be
suffering from a specific
It may be drawn from an

a.cow

epizootic disease.

to

have undergone

y
or fermentative change.
5. It mayalone havechem
become infected with the contagium ot an an

disease,

6.

It may have.become

be
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singing of an anthem in her church, one
when a neighbor said: ‘* Why, this is a very
anthem. David sang that anthem to Saul”
this the old lady replied:
+ Weel, weel, I
for the first time understan’ why Sanl threw
javelin at David; when the lad sang for him.”
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A boy undertook to torture a wasp by touching
a lighted match to its body. The wasp applied its
warm gide to the boy’s hand. As it flew away it

gave the bey the words of wisdom:

to beat a man at his own game.”
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Professor Henry
Morley, having devoted
much of his life to the- exploration of literary
history, now prophesies that in the near future
a great intellectual figure will
arise who will
mark the opening of a new era of thought and
literature throughout the world.
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In discussing Professor Young's little treat.
ise on * The Sun,” The Pall Mall -Gazette
says thut the Americans have probably done
more good original work in astronomy than in
any other department whatsoever.

‘The Rev. Henry E. Robins, D. D., late
President of Colby University, has been elected to the mew
professorship of Christian
Ethics in the Rochester Theological Seminary.
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fify-third volume.

A great many people are asking
what. particular troubles

.

8he said he didn't look as if he had.
BY

uphis

of nervous debility, and it has never failed to do
=
g ood.”
Bo
-

* HYGIENIO NOTES AND QUERIES.
Question.

Rev. Dr. Joseph ‘Alden, for many years
principal ;of the New York
State Normal
School at” Albany,
has
resigned. He was
formerly professorin Williams College and is
the father of William L. Alden: of the New
York Times.

of“ the:

.

In Nervous Debility.
Dr. Edwin’ F: Vose,” Portland, Me., says: «I
have prescribed it for many of the various forms

and

who is sawing the wood.”

FRETTING

The practice of education is still considerably
beliind its theory. As a rule, teachers follow
an inconsiderate routine, and vacillate bea
tween opposing methods.
1he methods in
use recommended by long experience contain
elements of truth, but they- are in need of
co-ordination; they lack definiteness of aim}
They present a queer mixture of old traditions
and modern inventions.
Their incoherence
proves that they are the mixed product of longcontinued tentative efforts, and not the simple
and e¥rong work of an enlightened reason,
fully informed as to the means to be employed
and the end to be attained.— From the French."

Se

a large religious

STRONG FACTS!

Lynn,

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate.

fretting or despondency

will

.

Avenue,

;

The man in the carriage remarked to his wite,

Professor James Hall, New York
State
Geologist, has been made
by King Humbert a
Commander of the Royal Order of Saints
Maurice and Larazus.
This is the highest
honor the Italian monarch can bestow upon a
foreigner.
:

D.,

Western

of day—The dusky - mantle

ead.

scold than the same person would be when

Ph.

close

233

A philosopher observes that there are two periods of life when a wan looks to see if his hair ie

‘ Lwish 1 was rich and could ride.”

health
Of that man

Pinkham,

coming oul; at twenty, when he inspects his
ger Hipya torty, when he inspects the top of

is subscribed by others within six months.

greatest musical ‘com poser, is
Westmiaster Abbey.

The Hon. George Williata Curtis will deliv-

“t+

The

night.

And said, as he worked with his saw on a log,

Mr. Wm. D. Walcott,of
Utica, N. Y., offers
to give $10,000 to free Whitestown Seminary
from debt and establish the venerable institution upon a new basis, provided a like amount

The Rev. MerrillE. Gates,

E

Mass., for pamphlets,

The carriage and couple he eyed,

have been connected, and I can truly say that
we have as orderly and gentlemanly a body of
students as I haveever seen. The Y. M. C. A.
is in a flourishing condition, and includes in its
membership a good percentage of its students.
The boys give the college community very
little trouble or annoyance.’

only a few inferior specimens.

Two sons of Garihaldi's daughter, Theresita,

is

Lydia

A wood-sawyer stood on the street as they passed;
iy

We have refrained from giving any further
currency to the reports disparaging to the
Pennsylvania State College, "which have been
going the rounds of the papers, until we could
hear directly. A professor of that College, in
writing to us, not only denies these damaging
stories about the dissipation of the young men
of the college, and also adds:
:

America where it {§kpown tojexist, and that
"| the Peabody Museum at New, Ha yeu possesses

wife of General Canzio, are named Abraham
Lincoln and John Brown.
Miss Mary Anderson visited Mount Auburn
Cemetery on Decoration Day and placed a
wreath of flowers upon the grave of the Poet
Longfellow, who was one of her kindest and
most valued friends.
She also decorated the
grave of Charlotte Cushman.
Senator Logan’s visit to the Hot Springs is
said to have resulted in the complete restoration of his health,
’
It is said that Mrs. Garfield has declined the
offer of a house in Williamstown, made by
some gentlemen of Washington.

:

Thousands of ladies to-day cherish grateful re.
membrances of the help derived from the use of
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. It positively cures all female complaints. Send to
Mrs.

his carriage was riding-along,
dressed wife by his side ;
and laces she looked Jiked a queen;
like a king in his pride.

RS

Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe is to have a
grand reception given by her friends in Boston
on the seventieth anniversary of her birthday,
Wednesday, June 14.
s
2
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Theological School.
In the P. M. President
Durgin preached the baccalaureate sermon.

** This is the fourth institution with which I

Garland, Ambler, Phelps, Porter, Underwood
and Kenner as tariff -commissioners.——The
Ohio Republicans nominate Charles Townsend, the present incumbent, for Secretary of
State, John H. Doyle for Judge of the Supreme
Court, and C. A. Flickenger for member of the
board of public works.
;
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The Examinations began at Hillsdale College June 9. On Sunday A. M., the Rev. O. E.
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TUESDAY, JUNE 6.
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